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I’m not normal.





When you change your views,
your world will change as a direct result.
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BACKWARDS

You live deep inside of your operating system, a system installed
by a machine, of which you know not of its nature, one of bells
and whistles, smoke and mirrors. What you are ‘told to think’
and ‘how to feel’ about everything then becomes your reality.
Until you realise its nature and stop taking it for granted, you
would find it impossible to comprehend there was another way
of thinking outside of your standard programmed behaviour
patterns.

Until you’re made aware.
Life itself is a hundred piece jigsaw puzzle with pieces from

a hundred different puzzles. Nothing fits together, so nobody
begins to understand the extent of their solitary mental
confinement. Until the problem which constructs their mental
incarceration, or the suspiciously denied energy, crucial to every
story of success is acknowledged.

Many curious men and women have tried long and hard to
understand what is known as The Human Condition, although
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many people didn’t know of its nature or existence. The Human
Condition is defined as the positive or negative aspects of being
human - birth, reproduction, death, etc. All of which is based on
exactly what we do with the time between birth and death (our
present). Everything which defines us.

Studies that try and make sense of the condition have
characterised it by the human nature of emotions, but more
importantly what connects us together and our emotional journey
with each other.
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THE MEANING OF LIFE

Plato the Greek philosopher explored the human condition two-
thousand years ago. He described it as all humankind lived in a
cave in which a fire blocks the exit. The fire is said to be the
shining light of truth making the imperfections of human life
visible.

Humanity hid deeper and deeper inside the darkness of the
cave, hiding imperfections by hiding from the light. In the
allegory of the cave, Plato tries to portray mistaking shadows for
the real thing. Thus, the main understanding of the allegory
provides evidence we have always been ignorant about the true
nature of our reality.

The human condition’s general role has been recently defined
by flowing between Love and Hate emotions, thought to be
central to the condition. Thus creating conflict and resolution.
Many stories revolve around this understanding and in the world
of fiction writing, it’s said in literature circles every plot has been
covered. This aspect of being human - our emotional responses -
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create conflict which becomes the foundation of the plot of every
story ever written.

There are no new subjects matters, only new twists. This
could be true. But what if our understanding of the world had
somehow malfunctioned, at least two thousand years ago, and
took a wrong turn itself? Where exactly would it leave us and
what would it mean?

There is nothing which describes the human condition more
fittingly than the model of understanding of which you are about
to conclude here within - NOTHING.

It’s time we stopped and looked inside. We need to look at
the drivers of every single action we are ever to experience in
every slice of time.

The nature of this work is to look at how we operate within
the confines of what we have been programmed with, and
conclude where we might have gone very wrong.

Do you have the courage to act differently, whilst the rest
remain the same?

Do not Fear change. It’s our only constant.
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THE CREATION OF KRUYOLOGY

This work started in life as a letter of sorrow. One which I
struggled with as I did not understand why I was sorry for my
behaviour. On reflection, I was running a programme of
operation (like a computer) which I had been pre-conditioned
into at home and in school. One which isn’t beneficial to any
living being.

I had a lot to learn.
Having come from a troubled childhood, my normal was not

rational and far from ideal. I vividly remember a time when
hiding on the stairs, looking through the railings from my place
of safety, telling the family cat Busby, I would never be like them
(the tormented adopted parents).

It turned out to be one of the most critical moments of my
life. One I only realised whilst writing this very paragraph, I had
made a pact with myself to operate out of Love and not Fear. It
was a decision that took another thirty years to work it out, to a
degree where I could advocate the understanding.
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They (She) had subjected me to a level of abuse you would
expect to find in a horror movie, simply because I was only a
small child. It was my normal and there was no guidance on the
matter, no way out of the harrowing mental and physical
torturous plane of existence. It was all there was.

On no occasion did I experience any remorse for what
seemed to be the norm. Something wasn’t right, as life would
change when a visitor would show up. Nobody ever questioned
why I would only ever peer around the door frame timidly – this
was life?

After running away from home at sixteen, I tried to be
mentally strong and true like they taught you at school. But I
couldn’t operate as the best version of myself after a troubled
childhood, conjectured by an over-complicated derailing system
of understanding (psychology). There didn’t seem to be a valid
answer available until now. One which fits perfectly around all
the mental conflicts it’s applied to, within everyday occurrences
in everyone’s lives.

It was another one of those unspoken about subjects, the
ignored void of homestead abuse in schools where all the broken
ones would naturally stick together, without realising their
commonality. One which was more instinctual and never talked
about. A hidden something attracting more of the same once
again in the usual way. Youths who masked out their woes with
camaraderie and bravado were just trying to be human in the
only way they knew how.

Throughout my late adolescent years, I met some fantastic
girls. Some just as broken and some more so, yet up until the
present, I would push all of my girlfriends away eventually. The
younger you were, the more traumatic the experience was. It
wasn’t long until I became an expert in the field of Fear-related
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self-harm, otherwise known as self-induced loneliness and all of
its by-product problems.

Examples would include not being able to share wonderful
experiences or have a shoulder where and when needed. Yet the
loneliness gave me the required thinking space I needed and I felt
that I was here alone. It was my normal.

Eventually, in my early forties, I had decided I needed to get
counselling. Although I had been told many times to go
previously by caring friends and from girls which I had pushed
away. Counselling wasn’t a great experience, and the first part of
it was to be analysed by a once broken person who had been
trained by a seemingly unfocused system of labelling. It soon
became clear all broken people looked towards psychology for
the answers and reached out when they had gotten their training,
letting their underlying Love shine through - the Love we were
all (supposedly) born and bestowed with naturally.

This experience was what Carl Jung described as the
Wounded/Healed Healer which can be traced back to Greek
mythology. The idea states an analyst is compelled to treat
patients because the analysts themselves are wounded. I wasn’t
fortunate enough to find a Healed Healer and so my journey has
(fortunately, for the sake of this work) continued.

In reflection, I found myself revolving in a cycle of events
without realising the self-destructive mayhem I was causing
myself and others. Triggered by tiny pieces of information held
in my memory. Mental data, making me remember huge
atrocities from my childhood which still seemed very real, as
they appeared to be happening to me time and time again.

I couldn’t understand why people were so nasty? My triggers
had heckled me and trapped me in a cycle of Fear, and many of
them were just memories being recalled, attaching themselves to
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the current reality itself. Nobody had ever told me I could not
suffer from the past (depression) or the future (anxiety) because
they’re two things which do not exist. What I was suffering from
was memory, however this was possible? But it was absolutely
true and happening every day, in every moment and to a large
percentage of the population.

The next thing I did will resonate with everyone who’s been
in a similar situation. I started looking at virtually everything
psychological I could get my hands on to find the answers. There
seemed to be a million theories to choose from and the results
depended on my searches of different keywords. The trouble I
had was when you ask the question, the answers were all
completely independent of each other and sometimes
contradicting each other.

The usual response was, ‘It’s not known what causes…’
which left the door wide open for all of the psychological
analogies that might have fitted. It was looking very much like
the system would not allow itself to take the blame as such, for
the nature of the game.

Something was very wrong.
The more you looked, the more you saw.
It wasn’t until my later years I discovered I had something

called attachment disorder and I had to accept it for what it was. I
wondered why this disorder wasn’t common knowledge since
my observations led me to find out many had it.

This motivated me to talk about it to those I had identified it
in. And yet, why didn’t counselling make me aware of this when
the latter version of me could see it a mile off in others by
relating to it? It was rarely a welcome conversation.

Attachment disorder wasn’t as simple as not being able to
maintain healthy relationships. Very often the underlying cause
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was the Love you were supposed to be born into was replaced
with Fear. The two had changed places, the very thought of Love
sent shards of Fear out in all directions in a tirade of coping
mechanism reactions.

Surely just as the Human Condition dictates, our
relationship engine should be the most principled part of
Psychology?

I had come to realise from observing many other friends who
were also looking for answers, something was missing. I hadn’t
realised a part of me had set out to find the answer, a
motivational force I hadn’t reckoned with. I now realise it was a
part of me, which was indeed the most powerful component part
of every being in the world.

During the writing of this book, there were so many points I
wanted to raise which I had to leave until the end, chapters I
couldn’t finish because of the pain it had resurrected within me. I
eventually found a way of somehow writing my Fear reactions
into some of the later chapters of reasoning (written as packets of
firmware*) where the book had led me by observing myself
objectively and everyone in my proximity.

* Computers run an operating system (O/S) which allows you to
create and achieve your desired outcomes. The operating system
sits on top of packages of firmware, installed to get the O/S to
work in the most efficient way, freeing up time and space,
WITHOUT conflict. If we liken the operating system to a
person's experiences determining life content. We can also liken
the firmware to the following chapters in order to tweak
performance on life outcomes, through the new universal clarity
that is supplied within.
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Essentially this letter (book) was about an important matter
which was: Why?

Was ‘everybody’ somewhere in this broken state of being?
No matter what level of education they had had. And if your
thoughts didn’t correspond to others? Where did all of the
belittlement, ridicule, and scorn come from? I felt I was onto
something and you know what?

 It was you.
Brought about by Love, the Love of people, and the Love of

the world which had been clouded over and lost by a system of
smoke and mirrors. One of which we couldn’t question and
didn’t come close to explaining the meaning of life: Love.

All you ever witnessed was an enforced state of ugly
beingness, social media made it very clear something was very
wrong. This surely wasn’t the way it was supposed to be? We
had somehow been made ugly on the inside and this is the way
it was?

Fortunately, I was lucky enough to experience my son Daniel
growing up, which brought me to my senses about many things.
Especially where I had become damaged by a twisted system
seemingly having no regard for humanity. It was a fear-driven
system of greed and competition in the most wretched dystopian
world, where if you allowed yourself to open your mind today,
you would see it right in front of you. We would just be playing
our parts alongside the rest without being given the opportunity
to test what was actually wrong. I thank him for this part of my
education.

Our whole model of understanding was completely wrong,
unjust, and archaic. Nobody could have looked at just how awful
it was, because it was all there was. There was no other relative
perspective to view it from.
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Until my discovery of our reality which strangely came about
shortly after I made a completely random statement that:

“I would change the world.”

Unknowingly, I had embarked upon a rollercoaster journey of
huge proportions, learning and relearning an understanding
which had been so railroaded, it was no longer visible. Yet, it
was the most important thing we ever had. In reflection, I had to
unlearn what I had been ‘told to think’.

Somehow our beautiful true nature had been replaced with its
polar opposite. Was it possibly where Bipolar disorder itself
stemmed from, in a taught and implied model of right and wrong,
good and bad?

I had found something which I themed Kruyology, the
meaning of life, and it seemed life had given me all of the
experiences from people with different issues in order for me to
understand just this.

There were many memorable moments which solidly backed
up my newly forming understanding, a few remembrances which
I shall gladly share with you. 

One was on an evening out with a female friend, we had gone
to a local pub in which upon arrival, there was a commotion
going on. There was a young girl, clearly upset by one or all of
her crowd and not in the mindset of listening to all of the same
old diatribes we had all gotten used to. My friend said, “Look, I
know a bit about psychology, I’ll fix it”, but she was promptly
told where to go.

Not taken aback and realising my new understanding might
be effective, I walked up and looked her in the eyes and as her
finger raised to my face, I said: “You’re scared, aren’t you?”
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Within seconds, the finger came down, and nothing could mute
the sound of her tears for Fears, concreting my experiences of
what you are about to learn.

The next experience of many was when I met up with some
friends, two of which I knew, and I was introduced to the third
who was a human rights barrister and local councillor. We had a
friendly laugh and a joke about the law, before I asked him what
made him become a human rights barrister. I turned away
momentarily to another friend who was begging my attention in
the lively pub interactions. Moments later, the friend opposite
mentioned the Councillor had crossed his arms, shut down and
switched off. 

I looked at him and said, “Something happened to you when
you were a child, didn’t it?” Immediately a tear rolled down his
cheek, he walked off clearly saddened by his memories which I
had connected with, thanks to my rapidly growing understanding
of our nature.

Another time, I was in a local supermarket celebrating my
growing Love for the world by trumpeting in a jazz style as I
walked around. It seemed funny in many ways and made
children follow suit as they liked the comical nature I was
portraying, until a helper in the store pointed out what aisle my
product lived on. I saw it behind a trolley of goods waiting to
find their home on the shelves. I pulled the trolley away in mid
trumpet cheek blast and there, crouching behind it, was a power
dressed woman who stood up suddenly, looking at me like I was
the most stupid thing she had ever seen. Her ferociousness
shocked me, putting my trumpeting off-key like an old black and
white comedy sketch. It was the worst case of masking I had ever
seen. She hated seeing happiness in her unhappy moments, as I
realised there were no words to describe the look she gave me of
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complete disgust. Moments like these needed considerations, and
the mask was etched firmly upon my memory.

The final one I shall touch upon was when I was involved in
one of many archaeological digs as a plant driver. On one site in
Cambridge, I asked the head archaeologist-geologist about his
working life and what were the most interesting things he had
found? To which he replied happily telling me he had been all
over the world. I then went on to ask him whether topsoil was
only 12-18 inches everywhere. It made no sense when it was
supposed to represent 4.7 billion years of biological waste. I was
shocked when he reacted so angrily, simply because he didn’t
know the answer.

“It blows away, he shouted! It gets compressed!! What’s
wrong with you???”

I was an interested plant driver and I did not mean to upset
him. The second occasion was very similar with a different
professor in Corby who stated, “I’m a scientist!”. Every time I
asked him a deep question, (which I seemed to be full of), he
would jot it down in a notepad and vigorously pace up and down
considering what I had said. This man really impressed me and
dealt with difficult questions with nothing other than the energy
it deserved. There was a clear difference here between the one of
Love (consideration, thinking) for the subject, and another of
Fearful outbursts (reactions), for the sake of feeling stupid
between the two respected, studious individuals.

All of the events were the beginning of something so
immensely important I needed to write it down and share it with
you. For the first time ever, something made complete sense after
all of the years of confusion, looking in places where we had no
hope of finding what was wrong with everything in our world.

The letter I had once started became a book about something

13
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I had to keep cross-examining with all of the psychological
analogies I had come across. It was a new adventure, experience,
and square eyes. I looked harder and harder to find somewhere
which had catered for the understanding, or in fact broke it, never
coming across it anywhere. It wasn’t long before I realised this
was the missing link, the more I looked, the more I saw.

I came across new people and without talking to them, knew
most of their life path by the way they acted. I knew whether
they had had a broken childhood, stable parents, whether the
father role model was missing (and much more), and that was in
the everyday occurrences of life events.

As a direct result of understanding such which is contained
within, I realised I had stopped writing people off with the usual
stupid indignance. My new understanding showed me exactly
where their problems lay and even stemmed from. I found I
couldn’t look at people who belittled me in the same way. It’s
like, not only did I have new software, it was almost like I had
new hardware. So powerful I could read a person without words
being spoken, from signals in body language and keywords
which gave you the bigger picture in not so many words.

Everywhere I applied the new understanding; it gave me
clarity of who was in front of me every single time. The more I
used it, the more honed it became. You can identify what’s on a
person’s mind by registering positive connection creation or
negative Fear reactions, just like you can with a child. As
children get older, they become better at masking their Fears, as
all of their friends are set against them, which we’ll explore
further on.

This work forms the conclusions to my observational
experiences and they need your serious consideration whoever
you are and wherever you’re going.
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Nobody ever knew any better, your current operating system
was everybody’s normal, normality cannot be questioned unless
you’re given another relative perspective from which to
challenge it.

The one starting here.

15



4

FORWARDS

You think you’ve heard every Love story there is and this doesn’t
break the rules. It is a much-needed insight, detailing what
happens with and more importantly, without Love. The world of
Fear. These gears of engagement are a guide for a new model of
comprehension.

An evolutionary upgrade designed for humanity, human
unity.

Here lies the only information you’ll ever need when you
have to understand people without the typical undertones of
confusion, brought about by multiplex theories known as
psychology. This work is not just going to innovate you, but
change how you comprehend those around you. Right before you
change them with your superior understanding of everyone you
come into contact with, using the new concept which lies here
within.

It doesn’t matter how well you’re doing or what your state of
affairs may be. If you want to understand another or even
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yourself with more clarity, the concept learnt in Kruyology, the
Meaning of Life is revolutionary. It will help anybody who cares
to undertake a new understanding of life.

Warning: This media will make you undertake a Change of
Kind. The most difficult mental process to undertake, known to

mankind, without the aid of pharmaceutical or recreational drugs.
And by far, the hardest part to initiate is the forthcoming

comradeship of Fears.

Straight after this installation, you will only be able to see
things in a way in which you were not previously prescribed
through the normal threads of social conditioning. It will make
you ditch your current operating system and autonomously
replace it, with the more stable version outlined in this upgrade.
The simple all-powerful functionality comes from the reality
where you cannot break the simple truth. If you can’t talk about
something simply, you simply don’t understand what you’re
talking about! (You will still be able to interact with the pre-
upgraded human using the very low-grade, state-sponsored
operating system.)

The following information is going to stretch you, test you
and teach you more than anything before. Man has not yet been
able to evolve mentally or practically at all. Make yourself
comfortable, here’s the reason why:

T.V. advert (Background music Sam Cooke, Wonderful
World)

Are you searching for happiness? Is it something you’ve
always dreamed of? Do you keep looking around aimlessly for
the answer? And do you ever find it? Are any of your friends
actually happy? Or is it just their usual well-polished fake smile,

17
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and then the line about how well they are doing whilst rubbing
their new car’s paintwork. Costing them more than their house
would have cost them twenty years ago.

Does happiness actually exist? It seems not when you
uncover everybody’s faux programmed reasoning platform,
precisely where the problems are stored, ‘The haemorrhaged
head drive (HHD)’. Where the smell of success is muted by the
perpetual cycle of fear, where all of your threads of programming
lead you to a place with no light bulbs, no sunlight, or even the
slightest glimmer of hope because someone’s always one step
ahead of you.

Think of yourself as a hamster on a treadmill, with your
friend in front. If you get off the wheel, getting back on becomes
an almost impossible task!

You have perhaps read every book on psychology you could
lay your hands on and still feel perplexed, with all the complex
theoretical analogies which haven’t even begun to chip away at
the simplistic nature of our model of existence.

Until now, with the new Kruyology upgrade.
A straightforward, clutter-free operating system, where you

can understand humanity at its purest form of functionality. All
you have to remember is to read the operating system notes
before you go in for the operation to maximise cognitive
resonance.

You are the star of the show, you always were.

18
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So many things need putting into words.
Suspected things we’ve never heard.
Things so simple they seem absurd.

We welcome you to the perfect school -
not the school of perfection.

- Drew Kruyer
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PRE-INSTALL DATA

It is said the concept of basic or primary emotions dates back at
least to the Book of Rites, a first-century Chinese encyclopaedia
identifying seven feelings: joy, anger, sadness, Fear, Love,
disliking and liking.

When you research the very word Emotion, you’ll find it is a
Latin statement term about the meaning of our lives, a significant
statement which means: ENERGY-IN-MOTION

In other words, motivation is driven by the feelings you hold
about something. It already sounds like computer terminology,
this is how we shall carry on, to put the understanding across in
the best possible way.

It seems science has previously struggled to pinpoint exactly
what emotions are. There are myriads of different definitions
available which confuses them with feelings but aren’t feelings
what drives emotion? They are not the same.

You’ll also need to know the scientific rule ‘energy attracts
LIKE energy’. You will find this another critical fact of life.

20
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Be mindful of this as we continue on forwards.
Current thinking has not changed an awful lot, after years and

years of tedious education processes ‘repeating’ the same things.
Without students being able to say a word (until post-doctorate)
or to explore it with the absolute test of Love with which the
student went into the subject with. Before they went to their own
psychiatrist with depression and anxiety, because somewhere,
something wasn’t right.

As every person in the field of science knows, every cause
has an effect, a reason for being. In psychology, they study the
same books today as they did twenty years ago while in the
background, people, life and environmental toxins had
completely changed.

To finally change thinking and understanding within the rules
of empirical science, we’ll explore it based on THE ONLY two
emotions. Love (the built-in beginning of every incredible
adventure) and Fear (where each and every problem is firmly
seated through programmed ignorance).

There are many ridiculously long winding lists of supposed
emotions available to peruse on the internet yet for the first time
ever, we will conclude the difference between feelings and
emotions with clarity: All Feelings are responses to subject
matters. In other words, they are what is FELT towards them,
normally determined by prior interactions bound by memory
stock. They are most definitely not emotions.

They all fit into either the Love or Fear emotional framework
(TLFF) as MOTIVATIONAL drivers for output e-motion. The
rules of empirical science are those which are observable,
testable, and repeatable.

Make sure you don’t suffer from ‘repetition’ bias, use your
wondrous mind to test your thoughts along the way.
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There is a model of understanding leaving the masses lost
and without understanding humanity. A model which has left
people condemning other people seemingly without cause.
Labelling people without thinking. And doing all of those things
without realising their effect. The effect one has had on another,
without comprehending that the model was wrong.

Dangerously wrong.
The diminished use of cause and effect has caused the whole

world to be in the state of decay it is in. Yet, you can’t know this
without understanding the theory of relativity. Where you can’t
observe a state of being, unless you’re given another state from
which to observe it from.

With this new model of understanding (upgrade), for the first
time in history a complete working model. It is important to
understand its undertakings: Feelings are states of being-ness.
Each and every one of them exists with a polar opposite. Good
and bad are subjective and are neither feelings nor emotions,
whilst Hate is a property of Fear. You could not know of one
feeling without the experience of its relative opposite, it would
just be living without equilibrium, which is not possible.

Equilibrium

Once we are aware of the ‘relative’ equally opposing
mechanisms (feelings), we should allow for the practice of
movement through the cycles as we CANNOT exist in one
permanent state. We fluctuate permanently through the positives
and negatives of our feelings. This is what hopefully keeps us
appreciative of life and all of the experiences it presents us with.
Contrast is a wonderful way of being able to see. Without it, we
couldn’t and everything would merge into monotony.
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As you go through this upgrade, you shall recognise
behaviour patterns in those around you. It’s suggested you think
about these people as a gentle reminder to understand them at
their root motivation, not to label them in the same way as they
previously had been, by each pre-Kruyology analyst.

You would be right to assume the Love/Fear emotions are
umbrella terms for the outputs of a CAUSE created by
FEELINGS about subject matters. It’s important to realise that
we can more clearly understand a person from determining
precisely which factions of the Love/Fear umbrella their thoughts
are focused on. We can quickly determine where they came from
and where they are going, should no one step in to change the
pattern through caring (a process of Love).

In short, any state is a by-product of either Love or Fear. Joy,
happiness, and (real) laughter etc. are by-product Creations of
Love while jealousy, hate, rage or bitterness etc. are by-product
‘re-actions*’ to a Fear.

*important: re-enactments to past trauma.

Creation – Love
reaCtion – Fear

Fear is programmable and Love is not. You cannot
programme creation, only achieve it. In what instance does the
Love for something not CREATE something else equally as
illustrious? It’s a cycle of Fear typically driving people to drink,
drugs, then their doctor. Wanting release and relief from the
turmoil of mental conflicts and the self-inflicted self-medicating
coping-mechanism side-effects. Which they have actually made
worse through magnifying the problem with substance abuse.
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This cycle also works very well in reverse, where we can
identify conflict and use keywords and attitude analysis to
determine where they’ve been. Below is a list of attributes you
will naturally learn during your upgrade from the state-sponsored
operating system:

Everything you thought you knew about people
breaks down to only one of these two motivational
forces - emotions.
Upon research, termed ‘Kruyology’ because
psychology seems to have ignored or downplayed
some important factors.
TLFF (The Love/Fear Framework) is the architect of
body language. 
TLFF underpins the majority of psychology. 
To know the workings of TLFF is to understand
human relationships better than ever before. 
To know TLFF is to know yourself better than ever
before.
Implementing TLFF is to coexist with resonance and
without damaging competitive behavioural patterns
learnt through the normal bigger is better, faster,
shinier social conditioning.
Utilising the understanding of this model of existence
reduces anger, stress levels, and promotes a healthier
happier lifestyle in its simplistic approach which
explains away the majority of angst. 
An actual grasp on understanding. Not a theory or
philosophy, where the properties become accountable
and trackable, a binary concept.
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OPERATING SYSTEM NOTES

It’s very difficult to find two dictionary definitions of the word
Love defining the same thing.

A word that changes everything, a magical word changing
everybody’s world with clockwork regularity. It has so many
responsibilities, it seems to have lost its true meaning, making it
arduous to understand. This is not only the most potent legend
you will ever use, but the word holding every contract of
happiness on everybody’s bumpy ride.

Love is a contract you have with someone or something
allowed into your existence.

This is the energy which created every single thing known,
yet deep inside your derailed operating system whose purpose
was only to serve the beneficiaries of the installation team, the
bells clanged and whistles blew whilst the smoky mirrors
dictated murky incomprehensible images by the control system.

You are what you think.
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Everything remembered is everything shaping your future
world. It shapes you how to see the world.

This current behaviour installation has distorted millions of
lives by creating thousands of negative reactions in each and
every one, all stemming from Fear. Another spoonful of sand in
your mental and mechanical biological systems. Realign with a
force so powerful it can’t be measured and yet, was always a part
of your very existence.

You are a field of energy, more so than that of your chemical
biological soup (which coincidentally is driven by energy fields
within every interacting cell, neuroscience). Everything is
energy, science tells us. If you look through an electron
microscope all you would see of the world would be swirling
fields of energy.

It is only right to assume that our chemistry is affected by the
properties of Love. To back this up, cognitive behavioural
therapy (words and connection) has been out doing medicine in
various fields which include depression, anxiety, panic attacks,
phobias, and PTSD.

Another similar proof is that of narrative medicine. Whereby
having a better connection between patient and consultant helps
the patient in their overall outlook of the problems they face
through empathy.

How you feel about any given thing is determined by your
thoughts about it.

Every thought about each matter creates feelings which is
your engine of experience via the mood it creates. All polarity
problems, depression etc, are caused by negative feelings such as
worthlessness, shame, and hopelessness.

Changing your thoughts about any topic, will change the way
you feel about it.
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This cannot be denied and Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
(CBT) is doing an absolutely amazing job of this in the realms of
thought train change, but here we explore it at the equally
significant level of emotion and its unarguable relative nature.

We must be aware another world of comprehension is
possible, one which is easy to understand and natural in its use. It
aligns with the Love we were originally born with, and had
perished away with subtle yet relentless practices that were
always somehow misaligned, because of the absence of this
model of understanding.

Love is what we were born with.
Fear is what we learned Here.

- Marianne Williamson

Your mind has practically been kept in a cryogenic freezer,
where you have been told ‘what to think’ and ‘how to feel’ about
everything in your world. To the point where thinking just
became choosing the most fitting pre-installed choice by the
machine creating lazy minds in the many. MASS INERTIA.

It is now time to reset your system.
This is not fiction, it’s a new beginning.
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Factory Reset

Today the majority stand confused, operating in a confusing
world where nothing seems to make sense.

Until now.
Underneath the current model of understanding (and all

patterns of behaviour), lies something beautiful, simple and
concrete. Containing powers of perception you haven’t
previously been able to imagine in your reality, having never
been put into words before. Here for the first time, it is exposed
for what it really is. Reprogram yourself and get to grips with
understanding your own existence, then just grow with it to help
others.

The Love/Fear Framework (TLFF) is named so because
every single action is underpinned by its sponsor, which is either
Love or Fear. The subsequent actions are the framework of
everyday life. There is no other way to comprehend it after you
understand the logic behind it.

Turning back hereafter will be contrary to logical reasoning.
The packets of understanding contained within this work will
help you to realise just how damaging your social conditioning
has been. To establish this, we can ask commonly found
questions which have affected every human in many different
ways and often many times:

What stops a person from crying out for help?
Why does a person keep quiet while in torment?
Why do people self-harm?
Why do people commit suicide?
PEOPLE SUFFER IN SILENCE BECAUSE IT’S FEARED

TO ADMIT FEAR!
There are many such questions and only one answer fitting
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all. FEAR!
And did you know, the bullied become bullies, the abused

become the abusers and the damaged become the ones doing the
damage in the natural cycle of Fear nearly 100% of the time.
Although this is never recognised or acknowledged by many
professional bodies. Isn’t it a fact that if abuse becomes a
person’s ‘normal’ then they semi-autonomously become an
abuser? What usually happens if someone is not acting ‘normal’?
Their world is caved in with systematic abuse from the mass
inertia bots - the unthinking.

Is another world possible? Consider this:
The power of LOVE exists with more stability through the

absence of FEAR.
There is only Love and Fear in the model of E-motion (the

polarity applied to each moment), everything else is a mere by-
product of the two:

 LOVE - built-in (true)
 FEAR - programmed in (false)
Currently, you are running an operating system SO corrupted,

it’s feared to admit Fear! 
And it gets worse, much worse, to the damaging unnatural

condition where it’s FEARED TO ADMIT LOVE!
The competitive mode of this corrupted vile operating system

everyone currently has installed made people more likely to
boast about how they don’t cry rather than tell another they Love
them. Without TLFF being in place, Love has been implied as a
weakness and not the most powerful, wondrous, far-reaching
energy known to life.

There are only two emotions. If you were to ask the populace
what those two emotions were, most would say it’s Love and
Hate, but, you cannot hate something unless you Fear its
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proximity in your existence. In fact, you cannot Hate somebody,
only what they mean to you. It’s usually a feeling of unpleasant
distrust and you Hate that. A lot of people say they Hate
themselves, but they cannot, they Hate the system of things they
have to adhere to. They have to do things they don’t agree with
just to take part in their society (the current broken one).

Let’s have a look at some more things we say we Hate.
Maybe it’s a food substance - what do we hate about it? An
unpleasant taste we don’t want to experience, it’s a Fear of this
experience. We feel we Hate somebody else’s football team
because they are a threat to our own faux success reasoning. It’s
a Fear. We may think we Hate a teacher or employer because we
clash with them. We Fear them because they are in control of our
stress levels because of competition in the schoolroom or office.

What we must understand is most of these Fears can be dealt
with, overwritten, or entirely ignored because we are wrongly
conditioned to judge each new moment by our memories of the
past. For the most, they are only temporary, and all programmed
biases.

Fear memory is always corrupted memory.
Another example is institutional (engineered) racism when

the (deep) state-sponsored media tells you a labelled set of
people are involved in an act of terrorism. You are being told
who to Fear, subsequently, everyone that label fits becomes the
problem. It’s in the paper which comes through your door in the
early hours. Then when you put breakfast television on, similar
words from a different source. When you drive to work with the
radio on, the same story yet again.

It’s not long before the programming has paid off well
against you - the target programme victim.
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What is Hate?

What happens if you Hate somebody or something? Doesn’t
it double the problem at best?

If black magic were actually a thing, this would be one of the
best examples you could give as evidence. Once you feel Hate, it
becomes a breeding ground, like a domino rally, doubling every
problem at each and every corner. Never resolving anything.
Hate has no place in a mindful person. Which you are about to
become through this revolutionary upgrade mechanism called
understanding, ‘the Meaning of Life’.

Hate can only exist to describe re-acting to a feeling of
discomfort (dis-ease) and is known in our vocabulary as a
descriptive word or adjective. We can identify the Fears causing
comfort problems. It serves no actual purpose other than
describing how we feel about coexisting with the subject up
close and personal.

From now on to understand you, and everybody else better,
you must try not to use this word again. ALWAYS try and
determine what the underlying Fear is, clearly in front of you, so
you can move forward and deal with that Fear. By using one of
these beautiful tools, compassion, sympathy, and empathy to
understand. You cannot deal with that Hatred - because this
promotes anger, which is another negative you’ve added to an
already bad situation.

Anger is clearly somebody out of control, out of their mind.
You cannot deal with something non-existent outside of a

feeling, it’s a non-starter. Dealing with a Fear is a simple way of
identifying the cause of the problem, lending a hand where
somebody feels overwhelmed by what to them seems to be an
unjust situation. You cannot deny one of the most significant
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sources of happiness comes from giving and helping, especially
when you’ve become the expert, as will soon be the case.

Anger is always caused by triggers, Fears from the past being
relived mentally, continuously recurring, but only in a section of
your mind and not ever in reality. Identification of triggers can
quickly subdue anger, every shout, scream, or moment of rage is
an inbuilt reaction to an immersed Fear, and nothing ever real.
How many people a year does Fear kill?

Let’s have a quick look at the competition structure of
schooling. An institution which immediately sets you in a mental
competition (conflict) with your newly acquired friends. How
many fights are there in schools in your country every day? What
do they achieve? Who’s the hardest?

Competition in schools causes huge problems a few years
into its stark teachings, and then it turns to who’s the bravest?
And out pops the knives, shanks, guns, peashooters, etc. It harms
more people in every country every year than every single
terrorist event did – never acknowledged.
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Definition of Love

Love is as simple as liking something. There are so many
things we like, and thus, so many things we Love, don’t be
afraid of the word!

What happens when we Love?
What is the natural pattern occurring when something catches

our eye and triggers our heart to speed up, sending colour to our
cheeks, and oxygen and other products of a healthy existence?
Immediately, it could easily be said, your health improves, and
this might well be the case, but what else happens after this
moment which may become an eternity?

These are the creations of Love:
● You reach out
● You observe
● You question
● You feel
● You nurture
● Eye contact
● You REPEAT

To name but a few of the wonderful things you do when feeling
Love radiation. What do they all have in common? They are all
creations of CONNECTION, it is the connections bringing
people and things together. Love is everything created and can
only flow through connection.

It is energy of the highest possible focus.
Today we are putting our human BIOS (basic in-out system)

into words, relative to actually understanding it at its most basic
level as we should and will function. Feelings are your fields of
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input, which you express as the way in which something makes
you feel and emotions represent your output due to your feelings,
memories and experiences. Hence the reason why the state-
sponsored operating system tells you how to think and feel about
everything in order to control you.

The media and educational processes invest all of their time
in changing the way people think and feel about every subject
you can imagine. Interestingly, science has recently stated Love
is not an emotion. Love does not increase or decrease in response
to environmental factors, it does NOT change easily if at all.
Love looks at science and beckons it forwards into the light of
understanding, and when science gets close, Love moves on
because Love cannot be labelled.

It is everything that is - you in your natural form.
Love does not share its identity, like the ‘perfect’ ice cream,

full of temporal satin flavours. For when the ice cream is gone
the Love is still there in all of its essences. Love comes packaged
with lots of other feelings including your greatest Fears. It’s been
set in stone, it’s exactly what is built-in, exactly what you are.
Because of a lack of a better definition, we shall for the purpose
of this work refer to it as an emotion to quell confusion within.

Whatever science finally concludes Love to be, you will soon
agree, after looking at the evidence, understanding the power
which it and Fear has in your life is one of the greatest steps
forward a person can make into understanding humanity at its
core.
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We’ve been infected with this idea that Love is an
Emotion only felt between two people.

But Love is universal.
An energy.

A contagious force.
A gift.

To offer money to a homeless person is to Love
A save a worm from the sun is to Love

To smile at a stranger is to Love
To be grateful, to be hopeful, to be brave,

to be forgiving, to be proud
IS TO LOVE.

- A.R. Lucas
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Dale Carnegie

Dale Carnegie, back in 1939, wrote the work, How to Win
Friends and Influence People due to his defining past work.
Here’s what he said was necessary, and here’s how this model
looks at it from the underlying depths.

He stated: What do you want? Not many things, but the few
things you do wish, you crave with an insistence that will not be
denied.

Some of the things most people want include:

● Health and preservation of life
● Food
● Sleep
● Money and the things that money can buy
● Life in the hereafter
● Sexual gratification
● The well-being of our children
● A feeling of importance

But there is one longing - almost as deep, almost imperious,
as the desire for food or sleep - which is seldom gratified, it is the
‘desire to be great’. It is what Dewey calls the ‘desire to be
important’.

Isn’t the desire to be important bred from the FEAR of being
left behind in a competitive world? Because it’s certainly no
form of Love, as there is no goal mentioned and the goal is just
left as a wildcard.

Both Sigmund Freud and Dale Carnegie mentioned sex as a
drive-motive when sex is actually a property of Love which
needs dealing with properly and is dealt with in three ways
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(which we’ll investigate later in Firmware packet 15.1
Understanding Women-Sex).

 Dale Carnegie then goes on to say:

“When dealing with people, let us remember we are not dealing
with creatures of logic. We are dealing with

creatures of Emotion …”

He suggests people need to be emotionally triggered, which
is (under this new model of understanding) the wrong way of
looking at it. People are creatures of Energy-in-motion, but only
one of two states is where we always reside, Love or Fear. LOVE
inbuilt and FEAR programmed onto HHD’s (haemorrhaged head
drives). And there was no mention of understanding emotion at
any level, and it’s still mainly ignored until this day.
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Sigmund Freud

“Everything you and I do springs from two motives: the sex urge
and the desire to be great.”

- Sigmund Freud

They are definitely not the two motives described as defining
human drive (sex and greatness), because there are definitely
only two driving motives, can you guess what they are yet?

FYI: Love, and Fear are the only two motivational forces in
operation, definitely not sex and climbing above the
competition - a tool of separation and divide amongst so-called
friends.

Love: makes you reach out and connect, ask questions,
motivates you to get up in the morning, do the research, get stuck
in, question what you’ve done, makes you do it again if it’s not
perfect. Love defines perfection.

Fear: makes you close down, close connections,
procrastinate, shy away, make excuses, lie, switch off, die.

The purpose of all of the following short datasets is to: 

● Hammer home the reality that Kruyology underpins most of
psychology
● Make the understanding relative within your mind using
endless amounts of proof, changing the way you view yourself
and others

In the beginning, it was stated it doesn’t matter who you are,
what you’re doing or what your state of affairs may be. You
could be doing incredibly well, or aiming to, which is very nearly
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the same thing with the Power of Love. But you’ll be aware of
the one thing letting you down, other people.

It wasn’t as simple as finding a field of psychology that fitted
their issues because that took too long, a lifetime could have
been wasted undertaking such an exercise when you had missed
the real problem: You!

Don’t recoil. It’s not your fault, but you have to admit there is
a problem and until now there wasn’t a way to properly
investigate it due to the correct information not being available.

Using Google to pose the question of what makes a nice
person will instantly lead you on an unforgettable journey.
Already by this early stage in the work, we can conclude right
and wrong is written solely by Love and Fear yet not a single
mention of the most important terms relating to Life.

The Yale Infant Cognition Center used puppets to determine
whether babies were inherently altruistic. In the experiment,
babies watched a short play in which a puppet was attempting to
climb a hill. Then two other puppets would join in to either help
or hinder the puppet in its task. Afterwards, when given a choice
between the helper and the hinderer puppets, the babies were
much more likely to choose the helper. The study was published
in 2007 in the journal Nature.

Tom Stafford, a senior lecturer in psychology wrote about the
study for the BBC suggests this behaviour demonstrates that
humans are wired to be good, at least in the beginning of their
lives: “The way to make sense of this result is if infants, with
their pre-cultural brains, had expectations about how people
should act. Not only do they interpret the movement of the
shapes as resulting from motivations, but they prefer helping
motivations over hindering ones.”

Dr Bobbi Wegner, a clinical psychologist and teaching fellow
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at Harvard University agrees. She says, “There are no such
things as bad babies.” At our core, she argues, “We all have a
true self that is kind, compassionate, caring, curious and calm.”

There can be no shadow of a doubt they are ALL referring to
Love and yet each and every page from nearly every website
failed to quote the term LOVE. The word psychology is used on
a daily, even hourly basis when referring to people with
problems. Now we’ve got to the point of reasoning which cannot
be ignored. Fear is what causes and creates all irrational
behaviours within a thinking, physically undamaged human.

By moving forward throughout this work, you will learn to
inherently spot the signs and identify Fear trauma within a brief
period. It seems odd that researchers almost completely ignore
the impact of emotion and infrequently use ‘Fear’ as a property
of all ‘labelled’ problems, rather than relating it to the problem
that it is. One that itself has different properties that can easily be
described as mental conflicts, traumas, and illnesses. They are all
linked and caused by their common sponsor – fear.
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Fear

Scientists or scientisms? Probably the most abused term in
the age of capitalism and it’s very rare that anyone dares to put
their name to any of the capitalist agendas quoting scientific
poppycock: “Scientists have said ...”

“In science, questions are welcome, alternative ideas are
cherished and concerns explored.

In scientism, questions aren’t welcome, alternative ideas are
banished and concerns are ignored.”

- Alec Zeck

The home of science has its home routed well within the
business world, and the realms of here’s what we ‘want you to
think’ internet pages and television programming. Why would
any business advertise its lucrative secrets? It doesn’t. The higher
up you are in the world of business, the more you will know.
That’s how capitalism works. The rest is just there to throw
everyone else off-target to allow for their growth whilst
shrinking the ability of the competition, you.

Most people are so programmed with disinformation they
don’t realise Local councils, the courts, and Governments
(corporatocracy) are wholly interacting corporations. Hence you
can’t ‘beat the system’.

Yet still, it is another case for mental and social stigma
especially when nothing seems to make any sort of common
sense via all of the common misinformation, disinformation and
conflicting theories.

Could it be said that the following pointers are a direct result
of this corporate reality?
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One in four people will experience a mental health
problem at some point in their lives.
Around one in ten children experience mental health
problems. 
Depression affects around 1 in 12 of the whole
population at any one time.
Rates of self-harm in the UK are the highest in
Europe at 400 per 100,000.

Is it possible to trace the route of nearly all problems through
the Love/Fear model? Does this allow the previously discarded
cause and effect or make a new ambiguous conclusion about that
of good or bad versus Love or Fear? There are millions of
discussion threads about whether we are born good or bad but
not about the relative motivation or cause and effect, once again
plainly ignored.

To explore this further we must ask ourselves questions
relative to whether we are, could be, or have been bad to others,
the answer is a resounding yes. We must then ask what caused us
to do this? Which is where we find that everyone seems to have a
repetition bias where two wrongs make up some elusive mental
deficit.

Stop the chain rather than doubling it.
This is not fiction, it’s a new beginning.
If you’re ready for change, it starts now:

The Love/Fear Framework is The Meaning of Life

THIS IS NOT A FEARY (theory)
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“A university is an association of persons locally situated,
engaged in caring for and attending to the whole intellectual

capital which composes a civilisation.

It is concerned not merely to keep an intellectual inheritance
intact but to be continuously recovering what has been lost

restoring what has been neglected collecting together what has
been dissipated repairing what has been corrupted,

reconsidering, reshaping, reorganising, making more intelligible,
reissuing and reinvesting.”

- Michael Oakeshott (Philosopher)

The following 26 packages of firmware will seem
significantly repetitive to read and should be classed as heavy
reading/thought-provoking as they are imbued to show the
weight of Fear within each mental derailment/conflict defined by
the chapter heading.
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FIRMWARE PACKET 1: INTELLIGENCE

● redefining our definition of intelligence
● the realisation that the ability to acquire and apply knowledge
can only come directly from the motivation of Love. 

What does Intelligence mean, and how do we acquire it? 

intelligence ɪnˈtɛlɪdʒ(ə)ns/Submit noun
1. The ability to acquire and apply knowledge and skills.
“An eminent man of great intelligence.”
Synonyms: intellectual/mental capacity, intellect, mind, brain,
brains, brainpower…

Without dwelling on IQ tests for too long, we need to look at
their validity. There are many arguments for and against
them but:

“… despite the hype, the relevance, usefulness, and legitimacy of
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the IQ test is still hotly debated among educators, social
scientists, and hard scientists. To understand why, it’s important
to understand the history underpinning the birth, development,
and expansion of the IQ test – a history that includes the use of

IQ tests to further marginalise ethnic minorities and poor
communities which still goes on today.”

- Daphne Martschenko

Studies have also shown that people who are awakened after
REM (rapid eye movement) sleep are able to solve cognitive
puzzles more than those that were awakened after NREM (non-
rapid eye movement) sleep. Which shows there is a cause and
effect of the suggested ‘intelligence’ which has never been a
constant but a series of variable properties.

Intelligence surely must now be classed as an uncountable
noun, while Fear must now be counted as a countable noun.

Uncountable nouns are for the things that we cannot count with
numbers. They may be the names for abstract ideas or qualities
or for physical objects that are too small or too amorphous to be

counted (liquids, powders, gases, etc.)

If anyone who bragged about their IQ results had the slightest
iota of subjective ‘intelligence’ then they would question the
testing process themselves. Lots of people boast unequivocally
about their IQ results, yet if there were two different tests, they
wouldn’t get the same score in both. Should they be of any
relevant MOTIVATIONAL intelligence about said test, they
would have realised the flaws.

It is quite easy to determine that they are not a valid way of
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determining specific intelligences, if indeed the term
‘intelligence’ is correctly used when considering its subject
matter applications.

What could be the driving force of the highest intelligence of
a subject matter? Why do we fail the exams? Is it laziness or lack
of application? Do we have problems elsewhere diverting our
attention?

 Number one result on Google for ‘Why do we fail exams?’
14/11/2019:

“Laziness: Laziness is the reason as to why students fail exams.
A lazy student finds it difficult to read, attend classes, do

assignments, and also puts less interest in doing research.”

To redefine intelligence, and how it’s best attained in any
given field, you’d be right to assume it’s precisely the energy
that’s applied to the matter known as Love. The Love that’s
sparked by some momentary slice of time (fantastically different
for every person). Passion for the matter draws a deeper
connection to allow the necessary flow of energy, the rule of
thumb is that everything works better under the licence of Love.

The observation of the focus material which opens new
questions with compelled nurturing and learning, that which
keeps you occupied and engaged. Every time you acquire some
new relevant information, it would make you go back and check
your previous data to see if it’s affected. Love is a powerful
enough force not to allow for mistakes (only temporary error
within investigation), always depending on the connection status.

Your output would be unique to the subject connection you
had, and nothing would be able to interrupt the connection, that
which affects your CREATIONS.
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The data that flowed would be relevant to the Love you had
for the material. The Love of the subject matter is what
guarantees success within the state of any passage. Nobody ever
excelled in something they had no Love for. Unless they were
preconditioned with it.

The problem with stating it as laziness, is that people are
learning things they have no need to, or want for. We really must
beg the question, is it at all necessary? Doesn’t it waste precious
TIME, MONEY and RESOURCES? Aren’t these things limited
and precious?

Imagine if schools helped kids identify their strengths by
exploring their motivations and talents from a young age and
grew those skills over those years of education, instead of letting
them all follow the same routine of being told ‘what to think’ and
‘how to feel’ about every single (unimportant) thing in their
lives? Where in fact, the most important area of education should
be the model of understanding that is completely ignored and
never even considered before Kruyology.

Emotional Intelligence noun

the capacity to be aware of, control, and express one’s
emotions, and to handle interpersonal relationships
judiciously and empathetically.
emotional intelligence is the key to both personal and
professional success.

The Love/Fear Framework reality:

The capacity to understand one’s emotions and be aware of
the height of either Love or Fear presented in people’s actions
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and body language (subconscious energy-in-motion), would be a
better citing. There is currently no need to control or curtail what
the evident focus of someone’s Love is, other than to bask in its
warmth.

Being able to identify the underlying Fear relative to a
problem is almost to be able to mindread, since every swing of
mood is determined by the same or very similar logical
characteristics and coping mechanisms.

Examples of why somebody would lie about their behaviour
might include, “I did my homework!” or “I didn’t have a drink!”,
to counter an underlying Fear that will cause further issues in
humanity’s current destructive model of being right OR wrong,
good OR bad. TLFF will always supply understanding every
time and exactly when and where needed.

The beauty of this understanding is the inevitable unity that
comes as a direct by-product, investing your time and cognition
to applying this understanding directly to the people around you.
You will not be able to see them in the same way again and
consequently, ‘Emotional Intelligence’ will have to evolve in
order to compete with the new binary code of Love OR Fear.
Your task of identifying which Fear caused it, will give you all
sorts of extra data about why the subject switched off.

We’ll look at this in the later packets of firmware.
Previously, learning psychology was a frustrating process,

accepting analogies which were only relevant to the relative
problems that they were concluding (i.e. narcissism or any
trepidation), not really grasping the actual real-time issue right in
front of you. As you read this you’ll find you are being
introduced to the most basic unbreakable package of
understanding that has ever been written.

When the term empathy is discussed with relevance, you’ll
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begin to see by the end of this upgrade that empathy is just a
natural Love process (built-in). As your operating system has no
other choice but to understand the thoughts occurring by that of a
seemingly opposing party (soon to be known as the pre-upgraded
human).

It won’t be long before you find peace where you never
before thought it was conceivably possible. You’ll actually call it
Love instantly. The very same thing that translates the ability to
understand and take in knowledge about a subject with Love, that
which makes you reach out, connect and unleash a Love
previously bound by Fears. Hemmed in by a faulty operating
system that came as standard with your state-sponsored
competitive education in your formative years (the Cruel Rule of
School), and its validity, never thought about?

Intelligence is best concluded by the energy that you invest in
the subject. How else could you class the energy other than that
of Love? Interpersonal relationships (Emotional Intelligence) are
best defined by understanding TLFF. If a country’s security
services deal with intelligence from different sources, shouldn’t
understanding intelligence be classed as services to intelligence?
(Just a thought).

I hereby copyright the use of Love and Fear within Artificial
intelligence. Intelligence is data streams that need different
retrieval processes, different manipulation and ways of
observation - LOVE FOR THE MATTER! (Not something you
can score!)

Question: What would motivate Artificial Intelligence to learn?
Answer: Watch the 2001 movie AI, screenplay by Steven
Spielberg.
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Social CONDITIONING destroyed UNCONDITIONAL
Love. Love powers all Intelligence. Love is a doing word.

Why do people Fear their ‘presumed’ intelligence?
It CANNOT be measured.
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“School failed me and I failed the school. It bored me. The
teachers behaved like Feldwebel (sergeants). I wanted to learn

what I wanted to know. But they wanted me to learn for the exam.
What I hated most was the competitive system there, and

especially sports. Because of this, I wasn’t worth anything, and
several times they suggested I leave.”

- Albert Einstein
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FIRMWARE PACKET 2: THE DARK
MATTER

Competition-Mode

illustrating the nature of the problem
applied mindfulness to stop the cycle

The very idea that we have to compete with those we have to
be friends with. Let’s not split hairs, being friends with someone
means Loving them. The dark matter, installed both at school and
also by parents/guardians who had it mounted onto them at
school, passed down from one generation to the next.

Everyone would be your friend if you weren’t encouraged to
compete against them. Creating a ‘school installed’ egotistical
coping mechanism for the non-biological trait of competition.
Ruining many friendships while causing conflicts, many lasting
whole lifetimes.

A lot of energy is expended to win, but the prize is very
seldom the reason to succeed. Much more is always at stake.
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Things such as the indignity of loss in front of the people you
Love, because winning means everything! To win you must
climb above, claw and show ruthlessness, that’s what winning
means. Second is the first-class loser and nothing to phone home
about. If you did, your relation would ask, “did you win?”
(reason for mask here) and the conversation would go downhill
from there. Normally railroaded in the usual fashion when
talking about loss.

“Most people laugh when one suggests any kind of system other
than the one currently in place, saying that behaviours such as

competing and killing and the ‘victor taking the spoils’ are what
makes their civilisation great!

Most people even think there is no other natural way to be, that it
is the nature of humans to behave in this manner, and that to act

any other way would kill the inner spirit that drives man to
succeed. (No one asks the question, ‘Succeed at what?’)”

- Neale Donald Walsch

Captain Braveheart (the well-dressed, well-spoken terrorist)
would have slaughtered the others before the race without
perspiration. He would have got the onlookers to carry him over
the winning line and would have been worshipped with such
names as Mr Integrity, Mr Sovereignty, and the one and only.

They’re not the common names used in that type of
engagement, but they tell the story precisely as it is said in school
rooms because - after all winning is winning and apparently,
nothing else matters.

What does losing mean?
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This type of loss is never temporary, as the victor often
remembers their victory forevermore often becoming the product
of a narcissistic lifetime toy. Damage is not just endured in the
classroom and on the sports field. It is taken home and has a
rolling nocebo effect (explored in Firmware Packet 14: Health)
which can last for varying amounts of time depending on the
nature of the competition. The number of people observing will
also add to the mental detriment.

This is the same competition-mode we are relentlessly
reminded of in every movie, show, sport, song, and direction we
look. The universal affair of ‘keeping up with the Joneses’ and all
of the masks you have to wear in order to make it look like that’s
NOT what you’re doing. It’s not just generational, it’s every
second of every day for the majority of children. The masks are
the framework of deeper implied fears.

The masks are learnt from observing others, copied as one of
the first coping mechanisms a child has to put in place, because
of an operating system of separation and division that thrives on
and drives in people’s Fear.

It’s the very start of the majority of mental health issues for
many people. When you understand that a mental health issue is
a conflict between Love and Fear (also referred to here as the
heart/mind conflict), making you correlate the depth of the Love
and Fear framework within your existence.

“... all psychiatric disorders are thinking disorders.”

- Dr Scott Peck

A whole system built on Fear, one with very few winners.
We all know the names of the winners and talk about them in
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awe and wonder and celebrate them instead of ourselves! In the
classroom, children cry out to get themselves heard above the
rest, as that’s the implied rule of schooling, the state of being
right! There is also the implied Fear of not answering questions
due to their perceived lack of confidence in their own ability,
whilst also being set against Loved ones in competitions. When
you see them aware they are being observed, you will also see
them going to extreme lengths to be SEEN to win.

Examples of how this is usually seen in its usual gross
detriment would be at a children’s party playing musical chairs,
or similar games without Fear of personal injury. Throwing
themselves at the chairs, lingering around them when they expect
the music to stop and then the screams when someone feels
cheated in practically every round. Behaviour accepted for so
long, now looking erratic as now you begin to see it in a
completely different light. This is not natural behaviour, yet
normalised torture.

It’s not just the classroom in which the mental health
problems of competition-mode (CRS) has made people do things
that don’t seem healthy to a normal un-fearing mind. It’s the
lifetime aftermath, the cause of the effect:

● Extreme clothing. Where your groin appears to have dropped
to your ankles.
● Extreme sun tanning. Where radioactive orange is seen as the
same as olive.
● Bum implants (did you need planning permission for that?).

The list is not exhaustive. But every single one is a
response to a programmed Fear from childhood memories of
dis-ease.
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Suddenly, after hearing this put into words, it just doesn’t
seem right.

It makes ‘normal’ seem a little bit dubious and you’d be
correct in thinking it is the start of a lifetime of problems that
didn’t ever need to be. As a child, it’s your first experience of
living in a dog eat dog world. You’ll be able to see in their faces
as they lose one day after the next. It’s a torture chamber. For
them, this is the beginning of masking their natural self, whilst
being normalised by social conditioning. The rule of being right
has meant ninety-nine per cent of conversations have had
pressure applied in the very first seconds of its existence
nullifying the very fabric of its true meaningful path. Holding
humanity back ninety-nine per cent of the time.

The pressure applied, because of the rule of ‘being right’
didn’t just burden the path of the conversational constituents. It
created mental conflicts within the thought-train provider since
arguing was nobody’s good point, and never did a positive thing
for anybody. Unfortunately, those mental conflicts weren’t about
what was right and what was wrong based on empirical evidence
but who was right and who was wrong based upon the Fear of
being called stupid, reactions.

This would then always be backed up by the normal
belittling, sniggering scenes which were also the beginnings of
narcissism, a more generic universally implied coping
mechanism (explored in Firmware Packet 8: Narcissism). In
effect, writing them off in a way which can only be described as
inhumane in this world where being unique is frowned upon for
this insane reason itself.

To conclude dark matter, the competition-mode of schooling
practices through different generations has done more damage
than has ever been justified.
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Happiness suffers heavier erosion the older we get through
the belief of right or wrong and good or bad simply by ignoring
the cause of this effect.

Are you a wo/man or a mask?
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FIRMWARE PACKET 2.1: THE JONESES
EFFECT

From a 1913 comic strip that popularised the catchphrase and
self-titled ‘Keeping Up With The Joneses’, which referred to
people’s programmed tendency to determine their social standing
according to that of thy neighbour’s behaviours.

Ironically this behaviour highlights the current state of affairs
ignoring the CAUSE of the EFFECT. One good example would
be that the majority of doctors are not trained in preventative
medicine or nutrition. The effect of this is you only go to your
doctor when it’s typically too late, a lavish cash cow for the
sponsors. And this is the nature of our monstrous operating
system.

It was never about you, it’s always about your yield to
THEIR way of life. The one that depends on you getting sick in
the first instance for the survival of the profession. This is the
most destructive age of capitalism, where the rules are not even
slightly regulated in your favour. You are being pharmed.

Should you care to look up the phrase, ‘keeping up with the
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Joneses’ on the internet, it is painted in all manner of modest
fashions that depict it to be a healthy way of balancing yourself. 

But it’s not about you! A few very good questions that many
people couldn’t answer are:

What are your neighbours’ full names?
What do they like to eat?
How do you upset them?
Do they know how they upset you? 
What could you do for them that would change their
lives?
How could they change yours? 

And many do not care to know. Society has changed so much
since the era when you knew your neighbours were Mr and Mrs
Jones.

The most important question here would be, how did life get
to be like this?

The unspoken nature, that which dwells from other things
outside of words. They’re called emotions which are driven by
feelings resulting in actions (energy-in-motion). Unfortunately,
the competition-mode makes the many live in Fear of being
outdone. Everything is in a chain of events and you have to make
sure you don’t get mixed up in the heavily conditioned circles of
Fear, outside of the tentacles of connection called Love. It’s those
very connections that get you there in every single jubilant
moment you, or anyone else ever had.

Most of the above questions cannot be justified for the very
same reason that it’s feared to admit Fear and even more Feared
to accept Love.

WHY?
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Once upon a time, you would turn up at school and be set
against your friends in every conceivable way. It was a never-
ending tirade of abuse because of the misfiring normality that
nobody could ever question. Tearing down mental security in
children across the world, being forced through authoritarian
domination to compete with your neighbour’s offspring,
previously the ones you played with, while expressing Love
and Joy.

Before the competition-mode of schooling set in, prior to the
games becoming laced with Anxiety and Fear. Once you’ve got
your eyes off your game, you become a pawn in someone else’s,
not being able to fully realise your full potential. Swirling
environmentally toxic clouds of Fear would then limit your
source of light. Which, most of all needs those vital connections
to shine. So, you were left to celebrate in other people’s glow, not
knowing why you couldn’t shine, as you were closing all of the
doors of connection behind you. Limiting the flow of
motivational emotional energy, Love.

Fortunately, somebody somewhere must have realised this
problem somewhere after 2010 in Britain. Probably because of
the horrific rise of narcissism and the quell of brutal competition-
mode was reportedly (by teaching staff) significantly reduced.
Yet they still feel the education board increases pressure on
children year by year.

Putting children into ranked classes is another implied
problem that gets amplified unfairly because TLFF is not
acknowledged and the good or bad, right or wrong model is all
there is. Not being in the top class makes you neither right nor
good as any child would naturally assume.

The damage will be long lasting and quietly mentioned to
any caring ear for the rest of their lives.
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For the sake of understanding the problem as we come across
it in further chapters, we shall continue to call it the Cruel Rule
of School (CRS) to put pressure on government systems in need
of change.

Does the phrase ‘neighbourhood’ still have the same meaning
as it once did? Love thy neighbour.
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FIRMWARE PACKET 2.2: BLACK SHEEP
SYNDROME

Customarily, the black sheep of the family is the one that gets the
most attention, said nobody ever. However, depending on how
you choose to look at it, is a statement of fact. One of the best
indications of how our very society is twisted and beleaguered by
its own undoings, taught everywhere yet never understood
anywhere.

Typically misunderstood, maligned and marginalised and
often more sensitive, ‘creative’ and risk-seeking than the rest of
the family herd with their lifestyles and merits often setting them
apart, leading to the position of ‘outcast’ and always sparking
heated debate amongst the sheeple of the locality.

What is normality? Typically right, wrong, good or bad!
There is never any place for fear-led reactions. Yet, we all

know about when someone loved what they were doing.
How is this possible?
Because competition-mode has made a depositary for talking

about Love and Fear by deeming them to be weaknesses.
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The very reason so much has gone so very wrong in life for
so many. Normal is ‘natural’ Zombified.

Nature has no rules and as a direct result, it is beautiful.
Could it be said that the more rules you are conditioned with, the
uglier your mentality becomes? Nature is beautiful because it
doesn’t conform to rules.

The original term ‘black sheep’ used to refer to the culling of
lambs with darker, undesirable coat colours: grey, brown, and
black. Non-white wool was traditionally viewed as a less
commercially valuable product, because it could not be dyed
Christmas colours, or whatever was fashionable at the time.

White fleece was thought to be the expression of a dominant
gene, rather than a pigment absence (albinism)! Thus, in most
breeds, black lambs are now rare, and dark wool is so
undesirable that scientists are working to develop a test to
identify carriers of the black coat gene as they would rather dye
yarn black than have it grow naturally.

In a world where we are told what to think, and how to feel
about everything, thinkers and feelers (not in the Myers Briggs
sense) are usually the types of people that get degraded by the
average black sheep mentality. For it is not them with the
problem, normally it is the dysfunctional, commonly toxic family
that stands together and creates a scapegoat, for somebody that
doesn’t seem to fit in.

Normally because of an intense Fear that more often than not,
centres on wrongdoings being masked over in a vain attempt to
quieten them. Which adds to the fire, already clearly out of
control.

The nature of the herd mentality is yet another problem,
quickly stopping people from thinking for themselves, not
analysing their feelings about the surroundings and being their
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unique self, a very fitting quandary for somebody deeming others
the black sheep.

Those labelled ‘black sheep’ should be the ones celebrating
that they don’t have to fit in, going through the same mental
repetitive turmoil as the rest of the lambs to the slaughter. Having
to watch television to ‘repeat’ what they deem to be current
affairs, not realising the biased agendas that are not so cunningly
dressed up to sway general opinion for the sake of political and
financial motivations for the system itself, amongst the unnatural
normalised.

In conclusion, the black sheep is another off-shoot of the dark
matter, competition-mode making things worse through a model
of misunderstanding and normalised degradation.

LOGIC: The art of thinking and reasoning in strict
accordance with the limitations and incapacities of human
misunderstanding.

It is evidential there will be so much less disunderstanding*
by understanding Love and Fear.

*through disinformation
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FIRMWARE PACKET 2.3: LITTLE LIES

Lies are the sub-sequential false emotional output of
Fear-related matters
Lies are cast under the shadows of Fears

Many, if not all of us, profess to hate lies and liars and know how
we feel, when we find ourselves lying through normal routines of
the competition caused-effect ourselves. When we look at our
actions objectively we seem to have to lie to protect what’s most
important in our world, or just to be seen to fit in.

That’s exactly where everything goes wrong.
“I didn’t have a drink,” said the man who was struggling to

cope, to his wife who couldn’t see what he blocks out through
inebriation (explored in Firmware Packet 7: Coping
Mechanisms). Most commonly used by those who have had no
support from childhood upwards for varying reasons. The man
who turned to alcohol that was locked in the model of right and
wrong, good and bad, which caused him to be neither right nor
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good. He couldn’t even be half right or half good. And yet, he
could have had his deepest Fears acknowledged, shared, and
halved by the natural TLFF model because of its natural
alignment with who we are at the very core of our existence.

What does lying achieve in the destabilised world of bigger
and better? Lying is a mechanism that protects the ego which the
SYSTEM created within you. That non-existential made-up
emotion of mental protection, the non-biological invention that’s
full of nocebo infection. A fear-driver is the sponsor of each and
every lie, and from each Fear, we can identify every truth.

Researchers at the University of Arizona categorised lying
into the following categories:

1. Prosocial lying occurs when a child lies to protect
someone else or to help others. (Fear)

2. Anti-social lying is lying with the intention of
purposefully hurting another person. (Fear)

3. Self-enhancement lying is intended to avoid
consequences such as shame, disapproval, or
reprimand. (Fear)

4. Selfish lying is used for self-protection, often at the
expense of someone else, and/or to hide misconduct.
(Fear)

The categories seem to ignore cause and effect once again
and are all motivated by Fear. Every associated cause had a
reason for being, one that can be attributed to the state of societal
pressures which poses the following questions:

1. Why should anyone need to lie to protect anyone?
2. Why would anyone want to hurt anyone other than
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revenge, only in the unstable model of right and
wrong, good and bad? (the model doubling problems
by actually being the ONLY possible sponsor of
revenge)

3. Self-enhancement is directly relative to the Cruel
Rule of School which treats you like a processed
product without any unique points making people
clamber to be the same as Mr and Mrs Jones.

4. Self-protection is inherent in the blame/guilt
phenomena (goes hand in hand).

If everyone is judged as good or bad, then that is exactly how
the trend goes. Should anyone be judged with Love or Fear, one
will be in need of help, or the one that helps. This simple change
of paradigm would mean so much to so many.

When they lie intentionally, children may be trying to:

Conceal the fact that they didn’t meet their parents’
expectations (Cruel rule of school)
Pretend they are succeeding at school or another
activity if they feel that parents won’t accept their
failure (Cruel rule of school)
Explain why they did a certain action if they are
unable to give another explanation for it (Cause and
effect missing)
Get attention in relationships where praise is not
offered (explored in Firmware Packet 3: Generational
Fault Codes)

In today’s society, there is a rapidly growing number of
people with mild mental health conditions which could easily be
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called out as Fear-based (heart/mind) conflicts. Your heart being
your natural self and your mind the programmed self having to
lie is the most fear-sponsored area of anyone’s life. On the back
of it you can identify the grey area of ‘said’ life that obviously
needs attention.

Conversational tactics in the typical everyday world are often
dominated by controversial passages of domineering or
outrageous statements. Ones that are subjective to ego
exaggeration and outright lies simply because of the lack of this
hidden model.

If we lived in a world that acknowledged Love and Fear all
you could do is Love and not Fear, for if you identified a Fear
within somebody else, you would then have to worry yourself
about how to fix that person with the radiance of your energy-in-
motion. You would worry about their motive and drivetrain, how
best to deal with the problem that lay before you. That problem
wasn’t ever a person. It was a series of events that led this person
to those actions with the fierce force of a hurricane (through
memory).

The biggest and first lie we are ever told is that of Santa
Claus, one which enforces a model of good and bad that causes
mental conflict for at least eight years of a child’s life.
Answering questions with questions is another Fear fable. It’s an
annoying, often normal activity within a brewing conflict,
closing down and turning around of guilt/blame scenarios.
Unfortunately, this very behaviour is indicative that the position
of this person thinks they are in conflict or expecting one. Fear is
the motivational driver for every conscious negative mental and
physical reaction.

If the truth sets you free, what do lies do? Imprison you!
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FIRMWARE PACKET 2.4: THE
INSECURITY PATCH

Batches of negative behaviours installed by Fears. 

The insecurity patch, the complete opposite of the similar
terminology used in computing.

We’ve now been able to start understanding the relevance of
Fear, and how it causes all sorts of irrational behaviour patterns,
all of which, every single one, needs a mask to cover them up
because you’re better than that! Be like Ben! Don’t cry! Simply
because it’s not natural.

It’s almost certifiable that the majority of mental illnesses are
the very same conflict that has spiralled out of control.
Amplifying its hybrid of relevant components, such as irrational
behaviour, involuntary actions, insensitivities, the ease of taking
offence and many more. A brittle crust, thought to protect the
sensitive one inside, because you’re tough!

People have become imaginatively brilliant at creating
masking techniques and some (many), could even write books
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about it, with detailed precision of how to mask so-called
weaknesses.

It would probably be a bestseller not unlike the actual movie
(1994 directed by Chuck Russell), of the same name and along
the same lines as the reality of masking, which stops Love from
creating the most wondrous version of you (them) that you (they)
could be.

“The truth is, you don’t struggle with depression,
you struggle with the reality we live in.”

- Keanu Reeves

True ugliness is a property of greed, everything else is
beautiful. What about those who don’t mask their Fears? What is
thought of them within the current operating system? Weak and
insecure?!

Yet it could be said they are the ones who are fearless, as they
are not afraid to show their feelings and have shown courage in
their application. Yet that’s the way a pre-upgraded human would
consider the attributes with state-sponsored stupidity as their
driver.

The reality is that there is no competition. That notion exists
in your mind because of the cruel rule of school. If you
concentrated on your journey, the nature of the game would
mean the connections you make would be more meaningful than
the ones where you compete, simply to be seen.

Not being in the competition means you stand out by
standing up.
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Not being in the competition means being out of a degrading
process of unfairly handicapped races. Where having one leg is
even more than a handicap if you’re a cat or more so a spider in a
swimming competition.

“Fear or stupidity has always been the basis of most
human re-actions.”

- Albert Einstein (edited for Kruyology)
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FIRMWARE PACKET 3: GENERATIONAL
FAULT CODES

Distancing ourselves from non-reality, where the
majority reside.

Throughout this work, you’ll see the term ‘generational’
regularly, it’s no sleight of hand. It’s a key part of the old
operating system that needs to be acknowledged. It won’t be long
before you realise that it’s one of the most critical lines of
deprogramming you will come across. 

The word generational means typically whatever your parents
were programmed with, which becomes the lines of
programming for their next generation of offspring. It could
mean recipes or ways of doing certain things. Whether or not it’s
true or false, right or wrong, it becomes the reality of the next
generation. In effect, it’s passed on data, and usually, it’s out of
date when the parents were given it from the previous generation.
Although a lot of things were probably done better in the days of
yonder than they ever are today.
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But it’s not a great way of learning, as every single ingredient
and condition will be completely different in the past.

Most of your judgements, assessments or decisions, for the
most part, were not made by yourself but by somebody else,
typically your education, religion, teachers and politicians and
more often than not your parents. You cannot know them to be
accurate, only trusted. These are the veins of a significant
generational problem we need to focus upon here.

Very few of the judgements you have incorporated into your
truth are based on your own experience. Therefore, you are
created out of the experience of others in most of your belief
systems, and that bares little fruition for anybody. Making one’s
mind lazy, thoughtless and unquestioning.

This is an invalid place to reside as you will be living with
other people’s biases day-by-day, year-by-year for the rest of
your life. Which is not the reason for your existence. It’s one of
the first problematic symptoms of your current reality, where you
are pre-programmed with other people’s realities, therefore in
denial of your very own thoughts and experiences.

Typically when this happens, it’s because you don’t want to
challenge those that you trust to pass down information. You
need to aspire that you are a NEWER version, that you will learn
for yourself. The very reason why you’re here, and you
CANNOT learn from other people’s mistakes. 

Cognitive dissonance: The state of having inconsistent thoughts,
beliefs or attitudes, especially as relating to behavioural decisions

and attitude change.

To restart your brain successfully, it’s important to get away
from the machines that tell you what to think and how to feel
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about every single aspect of your life. For the large majority of
humanity, they believe that making a choice (with biased data) is
thinking. The majority of them are stuck in repetition-mode,
going to their graves rarely having had a unique thought. Having
never questioned the status quo.

Asking somebody what their unique thoughts are is a comical
journey. One where you can see that nobody has considered
looking at life’s problems from a different perspective, for those
that do, find themselves on a creative journey of inspiration.

Every single thing can be done better, with THOUGHT,
sponsored by Love.
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FIRMWARE PACKET 4: THE FEAR
MONSTER

It’s a sly beast, of underestimated abilities. It slowly destroys
everything and leaves nothing in its path of destruction. After it
destroys your mind, it will destroy your health, causing further
problems that regularly bring the worst affected to their finality
(appreciated in Firmware Packet 14: Health).

Another interesting point is that when you research the cause
of many mental health problems, the majority of psychological
theories ignore cause and effect. Almost certainly because it
would highlight a Fear to be the main cause in a large majority of
cases and also childhood induced. This cannot be denied.

We can go back further than labelling it just as a Fear, by
looking at the path that has established the Fear and the
subsequent on-going mental conflicts it has caused. Dr Bruce
Lipton explains how we are born with the ability to swim, and
our parents teach us to unlearn it by implanting the Fears of
being near water and the parental Fear of their child drowning.

The activity that they create into a child’s mind then, as cause
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and effect takes place, programmes them to be scared of water,
the very water they were born out of, they could swim in
immediately after birth. How many people have drowned
because of this? Everyone was born with the NATURAL ability
to swim!

The next problem to look at is something everyone is also
aware of. An uncomfortable problem within society, is a
contradictory term that establishes how very wrong the whole
system is, before this upgrade was available.
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The Control Freak

Inopportunely, this is the ‘given’ name and there is no
relevant scientific term for it. The term is narcissistic in its very
nature. Although it can be linked to OCD (obsessive-compulsive
disorder), it is definitely and very clearly the Fear of a relative
loss of control. It has also been linked to narcissism, we must
then question which narcissist gave it the name control freak?

It was then allowed for human beings, without question, to be
labelled with this awful term. Which allows us to clearly see the
overall nature of the game, but normally stemming from a non-
isolated problem that started in the early years, which then
became everyone’s normality. A very ugly reality.

The loss of control is one caused by only a few actuators.
They all come from the engineered machine of current societal
pressures (social conditioning). And a much-needed lack of
support. In a realm where you have rows of houses and in each
and every one, LONELY people sitting unhappily divided in
front of televisions, wondering what it’s all about?

As a mark of respect for those people who have lost what
they have endorsed to be the most important matter in their lives,
always resulting in a pattern of controlling and self-destructive
behaviour. We should call the problem ‘loss emphasis’, to
encapsulate the cause of the condition.

As always, the cause is the driven effect of every
psychological disorder. To continue using a system that created
narcissism is a part of everyone’s programmed operating system,
would be to ensure narcissistic tools will continue to be used
without thought, and with no sign of resolution.
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Loss Emphasis

For the first time in the understanding of human tolerance,
you can learn something about human problems with an act of
humanity. We can concentrate on the cause that had the effect in
the first place. Typically, somebody who has lost a parent or a
loving guardian like a grandparent at a young age will start to
show signs of loss emphasis. These horrendous and much-
ignored problems were brought to light by John Gluck as a
graduate student researcher who described the devastating effects
of broken parent-child bonds in the 1960s.

These people are not typically clingy but fired up through a
perceived injustice in time, or rather what seems to be an
unjustified situation where a regular solid loving family member
was no longer (amongst other similar possibilities). If the same
thing happens again to them, the loss of another loved one, they
would further stagnate and emulate the words the narcissistic
label lends itself to, which fuels the problem, rather than offer
resolution.

Should someone then call them a control freak, they would
be pushed further down the path of reticent mental health
conflicts into a darker corner with their already unhealthy
thought train. These human beings are not Control Freaks! The
label itself, in the same way as introvert, extrovert, and ambivert
is an invalidated temporary tag whose existence actually
compounds the problem.

The two options available for this subject:
1) State-sponsored stupidity: Control Freak.
2) The Love/Fear framework: An emphasis on loss, it’s

highlighted within your behaviour which in turn will cause an
ever-increasing cycle of new losses and bitterness.
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Things may have been out of your control and understanding
at the time, but you have now created a pattern of behaviour that
will be attracting much of the same in return from those that you
connect with in your future. You are currently on the road to
nowhere (now-here), this is the moment that’s creating your
future.

It’s unthinkable what happened to you, but be careful that the
result on your mental health doesn’t allow for it to become your
normal circular routine (a job for a good CBD therapist).

The FEAR monster is so terrifying, it changes all it comes into
contact with. Every thought, each pattern of behaviour and thus
everything thereafter in its framework of negative beliefs. How
you view anything you see is conditioned completely by what
you think about it. Negative fearful behaviour is felt and
observed yet not understood.

This was the model of educational compliance, before
Kruyology gave freedom through knowledge. Meanwhile…
when a conversation falls apart, doesn’t start, when nothing is
said. This is the monster called fear in your head.

Some people say everybody can sing. Some don’t care what
they sound like. But they are still singers in their heart. It’s a
joyful thing for the many. It brings about the same happiness as
dancing. ‘Letting go’ some people call it.

That’s exactly what people Fear because of the inharmonious
labels they have gotten used to attaching through the ill model
that cannot see the Love.

Letting go of what exactly?
The first result returned on Google:
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“Letting go means being willing to allow life to carry you to a
new place, even a deeper more true rendition of self.

Holding on means trying to push life into the place of your
making or be damned.”

- Andrea Mathews

You should probably take a look at it yourself.
There are a myriad of definitions on display. But only one

that fits: FEAR. How has this definition gotten so lost?

“The only thing we have to fear is fear itself.”

- Franklin D. Roosevelt

The Love/Fear Framework, could it be used as a sliding
measure of positive change?

QUESTION: What can you see in this next enlarged
paragraph taken from Google? (2nd March 2021)
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ANSWER: It has FEAR written all over it. The model of
right/wrong, good/bad is primarily the same as walking with
smaller sized shoes, on the wrong feet. It’s dead in the water like
all of the people which it abused.
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FIRMWARE PACKET 5: THE HECKLE
AND SLIDE TRANSITION VIA THE

CIRCLE OF FEAR

Understanding people who use memory to re-enact
circular events
Realising people have been coerced away from
thinking, hence always repeating past events

This part of the upgrade is relevant to the most critical part of
(y)our life, EVERYTHING necessary in everyone’s life is about
relationships and relationship matters.

The name of the packet sounds very much like a fantasy
movie title, yet when we observe and recognise some of the
things that go on in people’s lives, time and time and time again,
it might well be some medieval soap drama. The same ones that
drone out the same dreary tune, at the same time on the same
days persistently. Without fault and usually through many
people’s whole lifetimes.

It represents their life in a nutshell.
Time is the frame that holds past and future situation
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material, it seems to present the same blocks of learning over and
over again. Only to those that seemed not to have learnt the
lesson in the previous moments given to them. Everyone can all
relate to that somewhat, and here is the very (and only)
reason why:

Many people use Fear memory to dictate (destroy) each new
but current moment. While masking it in the bravest manner
possible, which in turn, creates all of their tomorrows via
momentum. Each new moment is a wonderful opportunity,
nothing like anything past, and it is rich with fresh ingredients,
new connections turning out new directions, where Love can
flow to solidify the future moments with peace, happiness and
the best reason for being.

Those that live in Fear relative realities, are ALWAYS all of
the self-destructive people you come across. As a direct result
of this, you cannot conclude anything other than shrapnel
wounds from those who keep repeating their past over and over
again via the cycle of triggered Fears. These are obvious
standard examples everyone sees repeating themselves with the
same people going through the same issues on a perpetual
cycle.

Let’s explore typical instances:
Nancy Clancy, in the bars on a Saturday night, is surrounded

by men, the very same men who also always Love everything
she does on her social network. The reason this is allowed to be
is that she has had her confidence knocked, and she needs to find
a man.

This is the role of her life, to have a rewarding, loving
relationship and procreate.

What she thinks is the problem, and what the problem
actually is, are two different things altogether. She perpetually
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blamed the men in her life for the problems that rendered her
every relationship hopeless.

Those men at the bar who self-medicate their cruel rule of
school egos with alcohol-courage (in a manly fashion) will do
nothing but raise her confidence but not ever knock over her
wall.

The majority of these men will have her phone number and
keep texting in the hope of meeting to secure their manliness
upon her (the exact reason why she stays well away but keeps
them in orbit). Their behaviour will go on and on just because of
their allowed proximity. She could be he, this is relevant to either
sex. Although it usually pans out this way, rather than the other.

When she wakes up in the morning, there are always lots of
messages from the opposite sex on her social networks. Telling
her what a fantastic post she shared, how ‘I Love your smile’,
etc. She then goes on to deal with text messages asking her to go
to dinner or the pub which she ignores entirely as yet, no one is
winning her. Nobody’s stealing the show.

Until one day ... Steve strolled into the bar, he was confident
and well dressed. He caught her eye with his. On the back of
‘that opportunity’, he walked towards her. He held eye contact
with a smile overwhelming her as he introduced himself. He
wasn’t intoxicated, but warm and direct, that of real connective
tissue, and he had just become her prince.

After a few months of warm, comfortable, and pleasant
interactions, Nancy had asked Steve to fix her laptop, and when
he had done so, in testing it, he opened the browser which came
up with the last tabs opened because of its settings. On her social
network, three or four messages from different men had popped
up which he could see were from ongoing conversations going
further back than they had. Steve felt she was having
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inappropriate conversations for somebody that was supposedly in
a loving relationship.

What was glaringly evident to Steve was that these men had a
place within Nancy’s head and time, behind his back. Steve
decided not to say a word (even though he was unaware of her
childhood attachment disorder, the very cause of her being
unable to believe relationships could work, hence the reason she
broke them all). Until their first argument, and it was the end. Or
it could just as easily have gone like this: Steve and Nancy were
getting ready to go out one evening, and her new phone was on
the side, next to where Steve was ironing, and the wrong
message popped up at the wrong time, in full view.

Nancy lived in Fear. Fear that no relationship was going to
work with her, or that she wasn’t good enough and her fears
ALWAYS cemented ‘this’ back into her reality. It’s no strange
unknown force, and it’s precisely the destructive force of Fear
from memory. The problem of not thinking or even being able
to, as the previous system of operation dictated. Not being able to
see herself objectively and not being aware of her issues because
Steve was just like the rest! And the power of Fear? - Not
acknowledged.

It wouldn’t have been unusual at this point for Steve to get
the blame for insecurity and the downward slide of the
relationship when it was Nancy’s insecurities that led her to
damage the hope of stability within the relationship.

Should Steve have ever made a complaint, she would have
written him off as just the same as the previous boyfriends
“You’re just like all the rest!”, not seeing herself as the cause of
dysfunction between herself and her significant others.

Blame and Guilt go hand in hand. One CANNOT exist
without the other.
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That’s a sample introduction to the Circle of Fear, the ‘heckle
and slide’ part comes from the fact that when something’s not
right, the pursuing discomfort causes the heckling that results in
the slide of relationships. There are many examples of the Circle
of Fear, which you will instantly recognise in different people
you come across. They are all born and entered into ‘the’
competition mistakenly. This has bred many forms of insecurity
into many wonderful people during their formative years. Life is
not a competition, there is nobody better, there is only you, and
YOU ARE UNIQUE.

Although the product of your past, should it be one of
concealed, recurring fears, just by seeing the matter in words
should eventually weigh Fear out of the equation by coming to
terms with it. The problem is, that until the majority of people go
through the Kruyology upgrade process, the behaviour will be
triggered time and time again.

Spread the word.
In relationships - let go, trust again! Everyone is different, no

two the same. So what right do we have to judge somebody new
by someone else’s actions of old? None! They, that point the
finger are the ones with the problem.

“The finger of blame is on the hand of guilt.”

- Drew Kruyer

We’ve all seen that person shouting in the street, waving their
angry finger, blaming the other person in the heat of the moment,
triggered by a snapshot from the past.

That past moment is gone, the person being shouted at is
probably an innocent, blamed for something:
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“You’re just like … !”
We’ve all heard that grinding CIRCLE OF FEAR phrase one

too many times as the heckling starts the slide every single time.
Could it be that the behavioural pattern stems from the notion

that remembering things and repeating them in exams is deemed
by the masses as intelligence, not memory because of early years
schooling exam practices?

The second problem identified by this is ‘competition’ in
relationships. We were all told that no two snowflakes are the
same at school. We are never taught by definition that each
person is an individual and uniquely different from each other as
a product of time and experience. Only programmed to be the
same which breeds the unnatural model of competition by
implication once.

Love is your energy at its highest focus. People who are not
aware of the recurrence of fear memories stored away, will exist
way out of their tolerable comfort zone. They will substantiate
reliving all of their past Fears, when the highest heights of their
Love are destroyed by the triggers of the lowest depths of their
Fear. If their Fears are that horrendous, so will the nature of the
words that flow after a seemingly nasty projection of the past
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fear memories, into the current moment. Therefore everyone
becomes the enemy of their ‘state’.

It needs to be known for what it is.
Triggered - horrendous Fears trigger unspeakable problems

for a life in the circles of Fear.
Q. What would Love do?
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FIRMWARE PACKET 6: EGO (+
DYSLEXIA)

This malicious software should be reviewed via a process of
understanding. We are not meant to be in competition with
anybody. We are more likely to achieve our goals when working
with our fellow human beings in order to grow in line with the
resulting connection services. Rather than clawing over them. To
deny them for the ridiculous notion of looking or feeling better
because of how we were programmed to be. It has no purpose
other than corrupting relationships and wasting precious energy
by focusing it on the wrong plane of existence, ‘selfishness’.

By changing ego through understanding, the following will
be easier to achieve:

● Increased speed across life’s problems and applications
● Increased performance
● Better cohesion with connected humanity

For what reason do we need ego?
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We must ask, is it a thing, like Energy Going Outwards? Or a
way of dealing with things?

Like the damage generational faults and competitive
education did to all of the children who weren’t fortunate enough
to come from a loving, stable background. It is said to be a
person’s sense of self-esteem or self-importance (worth, value,
financial validity, car, clothing brands). It’s not a hormone,
imbalance, natural process, or something we were born with.

Ego could be seen as nothing more than another coping
mechanism used by the people that need to override specific
ingrained fears since they were taught to compete and NOT co-
exist.

What do we observe of this poorly programmed bloatware?
When does it manifest itself in the average human being? Let’s
have a look at some of the early life processes which rapidly
devalues mental stability. How existence within a society needs
to operate in such a way to cope with the current system.

 School: “Put your hands up if you got over twenty-five
points?”

One or two do, the rest of the class’ stomachs churn as they
lay now broken promises on achievements, in a decreasing
general state of health derived by the rapidly lowering mental
state of wellbeing.

 “Woooh, nice super-tacky trainers man, with the light-up
laces and LED go-faster stripes, I wish I had the money …”

 “Who can spell deoxyribonucleic?” to the class of mostly
undiagnosed dyslexics. Lots of people are never made aware of
the very possibility that they have mild dyslexia.

For example, people who thought they saw ‘park car’ when
they saw a car park sign as a child, and those who continuously
get their left and right wrong.
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Still not allowed to be acknowledged in most schools.
Dyslexia, and it’s ‘cause and effect’ according to Dr Samuel

Blumenfeld and Dr Alex Newman in Crimes of the Educator.
They analysed the reading style taught in many schools in
America, and the whole word method by ‘memorising’ lists of
words deemed relative to a symbol or image. The same approach
as the Chinese system which uses symbolism. English users have
a phonetic alphabet, which is very different from that of the
Chinese. We don’t use symbols to represent concepts. We use the
phonetic structure based on the letters and the sounds the letters
make to make up the whole word. These children will be able to
memorise sufficient lists of words in this way but don’t
understand the phonetic sounds and structures, hence the
growing problem of dyslexia that was studied.

And so not only were dyslexics unfairly handicapped because
of their learning disorder, but the exponential amount of children
that had somehow developed ‘A’ disorders in the beginning of
the twenty-first century such as Autism, A.D.H.D, A.D.D. etc,
many of which were destined for prison sentences and lifetimes
of medication from the pharmers.
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Back to Ego

It’s a surety that everybody reading this has their statements
of evidence that they carry with them from school, confirming
the birthright of this awful coping mechanism, described as ego.
A coping mechanism that was installed by a machine so
advanced, it came up with an answer for its perversions in long-
gone civilisations and has kept it floating through an
authoritarian schooling technique where you couldn’t question
anything that you were forever ‘told to think’. It is a system that
continually opts to or is set up to promote one winner races while
handicapping the competition with corrupted and heavily biased
operating systems.

The ego switch is a compulsive one, more so in people who
have used anabolic steroids, or even worse, synthetic androgens
in order and ONLY to boost their lack of confidence. Should you
mention something you’ve done well or said with pride in front
of somebody who suffers from feelings of inadequacy relevant to
competition schooling and/or after effects of steroid misuse. The
victim will always make an immediate come back with an
overpowering statement of ego (dependent on the effect of
substance abuse).

This is quickly learned when being observant in a society
where mental health problems are at their most concentrated.
From this, we can understand their life’s path. We can learn to
walk carefully or offer help, whatever you might think that could
be? It’s no easy task after this type of substance abuse.

But let’s return to the damage the ego needs to do in order for
the pre-upgraded mind to survive, more often than not people
cannot converse because of the ego coping mechanisms
underlying inferiority complex.
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Conversations get closed down by mockery, belittlement and
derailment bordering closely on the lines of narcissism, a
universal disorder (explored in Firmware Packet 8: Narcissism).
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Steroidal Ego

A sad but revealing statement was made at the 1984 National
Strength and Conditioning Coaches Association Convention by a

well-known strength athlete who said those who took anabolic
steroids were ‘tired of being wimps’, that the drugs, in essence,

allowed them to be as big, strong, and secure as their dreams and
inadequacies dictated. (Source in bibliography)

There is an implied notion of being ‘the best’, through an
unspoken but very real competition. Kids who are bullied by
others may feel the lack of power (control) for the very same
reason that the bully became a victim of his own circle of Fears.

Victims of steroid abuse are very easy to identify, the people
who took them, are a small group of the same people from the
above story. Somehow steroids, only used a few times, are able
to release inhibitions for a lifetime. Therefore, the damage is
long-lasting and normally irreversible, and just like other self-
medicated coping mechanisms, they magnify the problem. The
masks that are used by people who have taken steroids have a
very short shelf life while the overwhelmingly falsified ego
shows up rapidly and uncomfortably. Once you become aware of
these people you will quickly recognise the user is always aware
of the extra complications. It actually makes them feel worse, not
until it’s worn off, but for a lifetime of added torture. They
‘think’ they Hate themselves, but they Hate what they have to do
to fit into the MEGA corrupted operating system of ‘normality’.

A person’s worth should not be determined by what
somebody else is doing as the Joneses ego suggests. People are
made to make the comparison through previously implied
competition schooling practices and generational pressures.
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There is no competition and this could possibly be viewed as
one of the biggest causes of depression if you were to get to the
roots of its effect on mental stagnation. Would these people allow
themselves to admit this Fear?

If the ego is the I, then it is revolutionised by self-belief -
Love. The most successful people have maximised their belief in
themselves in order to augment their output conversion of self. It
all takes work. If the ego (ME, My Energy), is used correctly
then you are on the right path, yet it has been misguided in its
potential as the power of I (the variable tomorrow self). The
properties of ego is the Love you have of what you do best. Your
physical output in the said field of expressing YOUrself. A lot of
people confuse work with words. They are not the same. You are
a Creator when Fear is denied and everyone you let in should,
with this new understanding help without hindrance, as you
would them.

A great way of looking at this is with a simple analogy: A bar
of metal costs £5. Should you make it into horseshoes, it’s then
worth £12. Made into needles it’s worth £3,500. Made into
balance springs for luxury watches, it’s worth £300,000.

Your value is determined by what you are able to
make of yourself (without the programmed fears in
effect - cruel rule of school)
The effort you put into being You. 
Those who perceive themselves with the least power
will do the most damage ~ to themselves and unto
others.
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FIRMWARE PACKET 7: COPING
MECHANISMS

Dealing with a deluge of fears
(Pre-upgraded humans use the majority of these)
This section will help you understand:

● How fear masks the real you (one that’s not to be ashamed of)
● Fear holds you back (drives you back)
● Fear creates EVERY discomfort
● Every fear comes with an easily identifiable masking policy

There’s one thing you must know. And this one sentence will
immediately change your comprehension of life, you’ll need to
remember it because there’s never been a truer affirmation:

A Statement is
ONLY EVER

an act of
SUPPLICATION
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supplication sʌplɪˈkeɪʃn/ noun
1. the action of asking or begging for something earnestly or
humbly.
2. ‘He fell to his knees in supplication.’
synonyms:
entreaty, plea, appeal, petition, solicitation, exhortation, urge,
prayer, invocation, suit, request, application;
beseeching, begging, pleading;
obsecration
rare imploration

Acts of supplication are industrious processes. After
indulging in such an action, the unwitting provocateur, will go on
to tell you exactly why it’s not so, and exactly why they had to
create their story of make-belief.

Once you are aware of this, it becomes a comical process to
observe.

Here are some standard examples, of which we will all have
used ourselves in our previous operating system mode: 

Trust me = Don’t. (Fears looking ignorant)
I’m not scared! = Then why say it? Because of THAT fear.
I’m never gonna drink again! = Who exactly are they telling?

Scared of THAT Fear of recurrence.
I’m going to kill them! = You wish their existence banished

from yours. THAT is your Fear of them.
I’m not being funny, but… = The Fear of retribution for

being awkward.
I hate you! = THAT Fear of your existence in mine.
No worries = THOSE Fears.
I never want to see you again! = You hurt, but you do want to

see them, more than anything. You are lost within THOSE fears.
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And one final one for now, which we’re all familiar with
(ranked the most Feared of all time, anywhere, ANYTIME):

I’M FINE!! (The most dangerous six letters ever constructed
where men would probably rather be ‘fine-d’ by a court.)
Nothing needs saying on this one, the one which holds a whole
host of Fears and pain attached very firmly to everyone’s
existence.

Also when somebody calls you something awful or threatens
you, that’s not a reflection of you. It’s an insight into their Fear
store. The job for you now is to find out what the ingredients of
their ‘mess’ might be, in their normal mode of the previous
operating system failure.

From here, we can start to build a picture of a reality that
needed putting into words, finally after an apparent 4.543 billion
years. We can begin to understand ourselves and our
surroundings much better than we were ever able to do from our
previous endeavours.
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Introvert, Extrovert & Ambivert

These fit quite nicely into this packet. They have been
exploited for so many years and not seen for what they are.

An introvert is not somebody who sits in constant silence.
While an extrovert is not somebody who’s always overexcited,
loud or buoyant.

Do you remember the time when you had to decide which
‘vert’ you were? Whether you were an introvert or an extrovert
and you couldn’t make up your mind, and then somebody in a
seemingly unkindly manner introduced you to the ambivert, it
made things complicated! Maybe you can remember how it felt
to be labelled as one?

Every one of us is all three at varying times throughout the
day, depending on the momentary subject, the company you have
and a few other factors that might cause the effect of how we are
currently feeling.

Yet, different people bring out different things from within
others (Energy attracts like energy). So it would be unfair to label
somebody such and prop them up with such a notion. They will
have a sensitive side relevant to different subjects, which as we
all know, falls on different times in their lives.

There’s a whole load of internet data that is repetitive and
misleading that you can view on this subject. By the end of this
subsection, you will understand that the Love/Fear model is a
better perception of these topics via understanding our true
nature.

Labels are destructive non-starters. Once you have a label
attached to you, the conscious mind starts living it out.

I’m sure you’ll agree, in wholesome response to once being
labelled with one of the verts.
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Introvert/ˈɪntrəvəːt/noun
a shy, reticent person.
Ambivert/ˈambɪvəːt/noun
a person who has a balance of extrovert and introvert features in
their personality?
Extrovert /ˈɛkstrəvəːt/ noun
outgoing, socially confident person.

On this point, you’ll likely find most extroverts existing from
behind a mask covering their insecurities. Why else would
someone shout about their so-called knowledge stored away in
their head drive installed with pre-corrupted information from
the age of wobbly walk correction? The majority find they have
to use masks because of the current competitive state of affairs,
or the alternative residual feeling will be that they will be left
high and dry.

We know that people are different around different
influences. Different people bring different things out of us.
Somebody who is generally quiet around you is not necessarily
quiet around everybody. It would depend on whether the current
motivational sponsor is either a subject matter of Love or Fear. A
person may seem introverted and quiet around many, but
mention their favourite subject (Love), and immediately you will
see a spike in that person’s energy.

What can we determine from the said introversion? We can
either see a lack of security that dates back to their formative
years, or we are witnessing a very switched on individual that
likes to take everything in rather than repeating an often
irrelevant empty shell* of what they were ‘told to think’.

Typically both types of introversion are identical, as
somebody who is not confident will try much harder to get a grip
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on the current subject matter than those who are more assured.
None of these given meanings ever began to approach cause and
effect.

*No two situations are ever the same or formed by the same
ingredients data.
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The Baffling Baftas

You might be familiar with living out moments with your
worst possible triggered Fears being realised. Acting out what
your protection may look like in some quiet corner. Not once, but
practising with the same routine every time you get triggered.

If this is the case, it becomes likely that you are deeply
unsettled, and certainly have undealt with Fears from the past
that need a final resolution, which is often resolved by just
removing the triggers and always by looking at them differently.

This is a common reaction to a recirculating Fear.
Keeping your finger on the trigger is an excellent way to

describe the mental safety procedure of ‘protecting yourself’ and
mentally dealing with it, outside of actually dealing with it.

There are many such examples of similar occurrences where
the horrors of the past haunt the flow of your life regularly. An
excellent example from a movie is when Vin Diesel is talking
about his father dying, states:

“for those 10 seconds or less ... I’m free.”
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Emphasising how by concentrating on his heart desires he’s
able to lose the horrors (horrific Fear memories) of the past for
‘ten seconds or less’. I’m sure everyone can relate to similar
personal renditions. Along the same lines, one that you’ll also be
able to relate to is the muting of thoughts.

This is also an indication of just how powerful Fear is and
how it can make you do many irrational things.
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Muting

Thought-trains are wonderful journeys that are never really
considered outside of their negative content. Were you aware that
your thoughts don’t have an accent, or a voice, you can’t hear or
see them? You can’t actually raise their tone, and somehow it’s
an energised representation of the current process of
consideration, the words are not there when you self-study
what’s going on in your head while thinking.

 Thoughts are not what you think! Isn’t it amazing you
haven’t thought about your thoughts before! Could it be that the
nature of REPEAT AFTER ME exam processes limits the ability
to question? The nature of the game may need to change and this
part needs deeper exploration.

So thoughts are magically rendered words. Typically words
are just the mere utterances of feelings, both containing the
purity of the Love which you were born with and the installed
Fears, those programmed into you. Where they have the habit of
recirculating until they are dealt with for what they really are.

We know that Fears cause closure, discontentment, and poor
health. When you’re always dealing with those circulating fears
that haunt you, it’s undeniable that they also change you, and not
for the better. So how do the majority of people deal with this
constant circulation of trash data? It’s muted.

There are those people who you’d assume like loud music.
You know the blood-curdling, window-rattling, “we can’t call the
police because we’d struggle to communicate with them” type.
They are using this media as a blanket cover for a possible
critical emotional meltdown - to stop thought! And then there are
those who burst loudly into random moments of something-ness,
whether it’s a song or a fabricated rendition of a foreign
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language, everyone has their favourite way of muting their
mind’s mucus-infested moments.

These are clear clues. The muting technique signifies fearful
thinking processes have been triggered and being dealt with by
muting.

If your computer developed a personality and started muting
what it didn’t like what would you do? You’d erase the software
and reinstall it with the new updated comprehension pack, should
it be available.

The coping mechanism, Narcissism is such a double-edged
sword that the affected won’t seem to assume anything is wrong
with them and will not want help while trying to help you. After
a round of belittlement, railroading and gaslighting under the
guise of being helpful.

“Are you ok?” - timed to perfection.

(Unfortunately in this current time, social networks like
Facebook do just that. If your posts don’t align with their
programming biases they will delete it and ban you in their
authoritarian nonsensical nature that nobody signed up for. We’re
back to the dark ages as far as the freedom of speech goes.
Interestingly you can often tell the nature of this ‘control
systems’ game in the very same way by observing their biases.)

Why do we need coping mechanisms at all? What could have
driven such bizarre behaviour patterns to make us have to deal
with what can only be classed as socially conditioned pressures?
What do people actually have to cope with? Obviously, it’s Fear.
People are being judged and labelled as good, bad, right and
wrong.

God help anybody who thinks outside of the box! See the
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queues of narcissistic entities queue up to put them right! What if
it was just Love and Fear as a model of understanding? Would
there be the same pressures? Because it’s a FACT these pressures
that cause coping mechanisms to be a part of everyday life for
every person alive.

Should you ask anybody if they’ve ever done any wrong, you
already know the answer. So what makes people do wrong?
FEAR. Nothing else fits.

It’s the route of all evil. (It’s fitting that Evil is Live
backwards!)
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FIRMWARE PACKET 8: NARCISSISM &
REVERSE NARCISSISM

Narcissism cannot be described as an isolated problem. Yet a
more generic and universally implied situation affecting the
many and not the few. It’s easy to identify and isolate the same
tools a certified top of the range (gold-plated) Narcissist would
use contained within the majority of people’s actions in one way
or another. Although, it’s not acceptable to certify everyone is a
Narcissist on the back of this. I use the phrase gold-plated
loosely as when you characterise the cover-ups a Narcissist has
to manufacture to make their life seem entirely the opposite of
the dungeon they have created for themselves, the phrase fits
well.

The first place you could find such a scenario is social media.
Find an online difference of opinion, and right there you will find
the narcissistic constructionists (not certified) rattling away
happily with their (same as certified) legendary feigned
arrogance.

Why feigned? Because it’s more often than not that they had
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no interest in the said subject in the first place. Significantly, they
can’t back up what they were ‘told to think’ because of that same
lack of interest.

It’s important to point out here for that very same reason, it’s
in the antagonists vested interest to close the conversation down
as quickly as possible which is always done with the tools of a
Narcissist.

Belittlement becomes the next process undertaken as the
awful juddering creak of the toolbox opens again and then, as if
by magic, out pops railroading - sneakily going off subject. As
the perpetrator makes the victim stumble, after a well-polished
sneer, he finishes off with some barefaced mockery that has
taken years of practice to perfect. You know they’re arguing to
win this self-certified conflict and by whatever means.

The once constructive conversation that could have decided
on many vital factors and robust outcomes, became a
competition sport that derailed into the selfish world of who is
right, the breeding ground of the current ad-hominem state of
normalism. One with no beneficiaries and only facilitating hurt
feelings and a supposedly victorious bully? Those taking part in
the battle of wits were provisioned that it was the survival of the
fittest from the earliest age and this stuck fast. This very routine
is also very easy to identify in every unstable politician.

Belittlement, railroading, and other tools have become the
anti-thought mechanism for the echelons of that same
substandard operational species. Those that will still be babbling
away at others once your upgrade is complete, the ones you will
have managed to distance yourself from. Sharing the word about
this upgrade will make the world a better place all around, very
quickly.

The competition property attached to conversation techniques
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(developed within early-years schooling, implied rather than
taught) has stopped the movement of much of humanity DEAD
in its tracks.

That was a brief insight into Narcissism, a ‘socially
conditioned’ derailment which is significantly different to the
Narcissist. Narcissism has been referenced in psychological
literature since 1911 and NPD was first listed in the Diagnostic
& Statistical Manual (DSM) in 1980.

There are nine key symptoms associated with narcissistic
personality disorder. To be diagnosed with NPD, a person must
be assessed by a medical professional to be experiencing at least
five of the following:

A grandiose sense of self-importance.
Preoccupation with fantasies of unlimited success,
power, brilliance, beauty, or ideal Love.
A belief that they are ‘special’ and unique and can
only be understood by, or should associate with, other
special or high-status people (or institutions).
An intense need for excessive admiration.
A sense of entitlement – that they should get and have
whatever they want.
A tendency to be interpersonally exploitative – in that
they use others to achieve their own ends.
A lack of empathy, demonstrated through an
unwillingness to recognise or identify with the
feelings and needs of others.
Envy of others, or the belief that others are envious of
them.
Arrogant, haughty or supercilious behaviour and
attitudes.
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There’s a correct and fair criticism that this clinical set of
symptoms concentrates too much on how people with NPD relate
to others, and not ever enough on internal symptoms, including:

Low self-esteem
Harsh self-criticism
Overriding insecurity
Feelings of inferiority
Loneliness and isolation
Hypersensitivity
Fear, rage, shame, and vulnerability

Already from this very much ignored side of NPD we can
start to establish the same routine of coping mechanisms relevant
to the bigger, better, faster, shinier world of competition
schooling. Causing depression through feelings of worthlessness
and hopelessness on one side of the fence, while causing the
exact polar opposite when we look at it from this perspective.

An even more important question is how did this side of it
get ignored? Could it be the highest proof of telling people their
success depends upon repeating ‘what to think’, in effect limiting
their ability to think? The missing cause and effect never
questioned or even mentioned.

If we cast our minds back to the studious archaeologists in
chapter two, (the Creation of Kruyology) there was a clear
difference between the two (and this is very clearly visible
everywhere). From one that wrote notes and considered
everything, inspired to understand a question that had somehow
gone unquestioned. To the reactionary one who couldn’t repeat
what he hadn’t been ‘told to think’.

Because of the desperate need for acknowledgement,
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besieged as intelligence, through the C.R.S. which can only be
seen as a universal derailment, we are able to see all of the re-
actionary threads of narcissism in this same manner (exemplified
on and by certain social media platforms).

“A personality disorder is an enduring pattern of inner
experience and behaviour which deviates from the norm of the

individual’s culture.
The trend is seen in two or more of the following areas:

cognition; affect; interpersonal functioning; or impulse control.
The enduring pattern is inflexible and pervasive across a broad

range of personal and social situations. It typically leads to
significant distress or impairment in social, work or other areas

of functioning.
The pattern is stable and of long duration, and its onset can be

traced back to adolescence.”

- American Psychiatric Association, 2013
p. 645, emphasis in the original
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Reverse Narcissism

What could this be? A group of people that mean no harm
who eloquently think they are helping simply because they have
joined the programmed mass ‘consensus’ just repeating what
they have been ‘told to think’ with their own dry parrot.

Where have they gone wrong? Modernity means they have
an unjust belief in the agenda-driven biases of all news stories,
presented to them as ‘current affairs’ without realising the
strength the corpocracy driven machine has on their throughput.
Throughput: Sitting in front of media devices and mindlessly
repeating what it says. Often dressing up what they say
differently so it may sound like it’s their own opinion for the
sake of looking ‘intelligent’.

A classic example is where the media turn against one
politician. Always the whole media machine, and in EVERY
country. And there you can understand their immense power. The
repeating reverse narcissists repeating everything the media
concludes, having never followed or had any given interest in
the process at all. Never looking at the source of the story which
always seems to get railroaded by the big tech giants who are
obviously ‘in pocket’ as their growing powers provide masses of
brainwashing potential.

These people are not probably even aware of the term ‘ad
hominem’ and the place it positions them in their own mental
derailment. Stockholm syndrome fits here. Interestingly, there
have been a lot of zombie movies and games, man-made entities
of a very similar nature. Thoughtless beings trawling the streets
looking for brains to munch upon.

There is no analogy that is more frightening than this once
you are aware and then observe it going on all around you.
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Two examples of this would be Donald J. Trump (US right-
wing Conservative President) and Jeremy Corbyn (UK left-wing
Labour Leader). The moment the media paints dark
manufactured shrouds around the victim politician (both gaining
record votes), the repetition goes off the scale. Should anyone
interject hoping to converse? The toolbox creaks open to close
any chance of humanity.

All types of narcissism can be easily identified by the level
and repetitiveness of virtue signalling, another property of the
cruel rule of school.
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FIRMWARE PACKET 8.1: THE
NARCISSIST

The Full Narcissist is much more entrenched in Narcissistic
behaviour because of the livid fears (ones that were installed
practically on day one) that torment thusly tormented — ones of
childhood destruction. Born from Love watching loved ones
destroy loved ones. Not grasping reason for the angry, growling,
grinding words but living the awful feelings, watching faces of
anger, the misrepresented actions of Fear, and being a central part
of the process for reasons unknown.

Here, there is no switch. It was a boot conflict error. The
system needs restarting. If only it was that easy!

Singular. Terrified. Lost. Aged 1-2-3? Just before the
competitive sport of the schooling mode starts, warmed up with
the comparison of own friends by the generational fault code of
the previous operating system parenting (the standards their
parents had instilled into them) Pre-2021.

And then the loss of one or both parents. The one that is not
mourned but dragged out. The one who ventures back with bitter
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clashes. Or the one that stays, with no loss, in a lose-lose
situation. Isn’t it strange that this negatory term is seldom used,
and win-win is focused upon?

 Not.
What has one got to gain? Lose? For all is destroyed. At the

tender age of nothing +1^, the LOVE of a child was born and had
to itself, press the reset button and hide, leaving a lost child to
grow. With impeccably shiny masked Fears. And what do the
concerned do? Close down and shut off all possible connections,
although Love is always somewhere behind it.

A tiny spec of Love (with powers of mental absorption you
could never consider outside of actually living in that moment) is
born into Fear. The Love spec is expected to learn different
languages, sciences, names, mathematical and grammatical
devices by the time its age departs into double figures. The very
first lesson this Love learns is of that generational virus that
heavily haemorrhages the head drive. Rapidly reverting it to the
bolstered Fear spec, a series of coping mechanism masks because
that was the ONLY solution.

This is one whole degree deeper than a coping mechanism.
This is something different. It is important to know this
Narcissist is much more entrenched in Narcissistic behaviour
because of the livid Fears that live here. Tormenting thusly
tormented — ones of childhood destruction, born from Love,
watching loved ones destroy loved ones. Not grasping the reason
for the angry, growling, grinding words but living the awful
feelings, watching faces of anger, the misrepresented actions of
Fear, and being a central part of the process for reasons
unknown.

Let’s rephrase it one more time.
A person is plunged into existence from the nine-month norm
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of mother’s gestation warmth and wants for nothing, into the first
struggle of its life for the sake of experience.

The mum has to face the battle of her life. The dad, a million
thoughts of various natures, all three? It can easily be related to
the most stressful experiences in all of their lives. And then ...?

Pop!
Are parents ever ready for their first child? Or even the next

one? How many storylines influence that of why a child is born?
And how many of those stories are positive? How many things
can affect the parents of a newborn? How many things that need
to be said, are left unsaid and NEVER GET SAID through Fear
of Fear, and Fear of LOVE? Which spiky experiences lurk in the
form of others’ influences? It’s possible to say that those that
came from a background of Fear still exist there? Never knew
how to change, simply because of the lack of this knowledge!

The damage has been hardwired firmly into place, a few
shaken years before school, which could easily be described by
the ‘home damaged’ as a much-needed route of escape. The
existence of kind, professional teachers and support staff next to
the world’s most wonderful dinner ladies (slowly being
destroyed by greed lust in the wrong wing of politics).

But here’s where the generational problem starts again, a
seemingly fun and motivational way to nurture children to be the
best, one that could never do any harm, by those that mean no
harm.

In school, you are either right or wrong. There is no middle
ground, and you must repeat what you’re ‘told to think’ by the
authoritarian figure. The ones with the best memories are
typically the ones doing the best in exams.

Home is a mess, and school is escapism. The implied
message that school imprints upon you is that, to do well you
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must compete with everybody and repeat exactly what you’re
‘told to think’. This damaged little boy or girl, they take this
message on board as vividly as possible.

There is only one way out of this mess and it’s up to them!
The Narcissist is known not to be able to think about

anybody but self. Everyone has heard the science quote “We only
use 10% of our brains”, does this relate to the ‘memory to mouth’
programmed transport?

The teachers may ask and very often do, are there any
problems at home? The child in their ‘weakness is never
acceptable’, socially conditioned comprehension pack, will sully
the notion and there you have it - the newly created Narcissist.

After a few years of chaos the teacher appears with structure,
solidity, and understanding way above that of the damaged
child’s parent(s), NOBODY KNOWS BETTER THAN THOSE
IN AUTHORITY! it seems to this damaged child. And so it
carries on, repeating what they’re ‘told to think’ as their gospel
of truth. The more senior a person is in the engineered hierarchy
of life, the more weight they have — having to be the best
because and just because their parents unwittingly failed them.
Never meaningfully but generationally because it wasn’t cared
for in any of the previous archives before now. We can see the
reaction to this truth, by virtue of the way narcissists disrespect
everyone as a ‘no-one’.

 Nobody will ever tell that child any differently which we
know to be true of the Narcissist.

They took on the daddy of responsibility for every single
thing in their lives, and seem to be the most broken, yet coping
hero in their world. They polish their coping mechanisms ego
regularly, to an absurd reflection of self. One where they’ve
beaten another without any real loving mechanisms of proper
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engagement, concern or thought, without any emotion. Just
selfishness, all was lost in the confusion from day one.

They’re told every day about famous people (false idols), and
they should strive to become one of these untouchable people,
with untrustworthy histories of how this inviolable person
became who they did (unfortunately adopted as their ongoing
reality). They won’t recognise anybody without any entrenched
value. If you’re not the king of Brunei or the Sultan of Swing,
they may well treat you like you’re worthless and meaningless
(projection, a digression that avoids accountability). However, if
you do seem to have some value that they recognise or relate to
in their world of bogus stardom, see how they light up and
change. Their Fears are their relationship failures, and their
masks a socially conditioned farce of the Meaning of Life.

To be tuned with the threads of Narcissism, will mean being
left behind every minute of every day in every week of every
year. People will not want to communicate with somebody who
is so lost that their mask makes communication an impossible,
awful, and disgusting task. And that person? Somebody to avoid.

Together Everyone Achieves More.

The Fears of a Narcissist
1) Abandonment and rejection. 
2) Being mocked
3) Being disrespected
4) Being ignored
5) Being exposed because of their illusion of self-worth
6) Being called out on their abuse
7) Obsessed with materialism

Every single one an effect of the Cruel Rule of School.
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Could this state of mental health be more easily described as
severe social programme failure?

In a company disciplinary, the narcissist rules the roost in
office politics. Whether they are or are not, they are wearing the
same brand of gold-plated gloves. Going into the office where
the seats have been predetermined. You’re outnumbered too, and
nothing you say will be right in this narcissistic kangaroo court
and the best thing you could do is to go in, and sit in one of their
seats and push their papers to the position they set out for you
and take some control back. Mentally, after doing that you will
have assumed a balance of power because they were never
expecting you to be human. No narcissist does, and it seems they
are everywhere, often dressed as clowns as they have to mask
their offensive game.

Those with the most prominent masks, the clowns of the
show are real professionals in promoting an air of self-esteem.
Acting out their faux authority over the outnumbered, hung and
dry individual that sits with their darkest unspoken Fears in front
of them.

It is also suggested that narcissists are formed by overly
loving parents, but by now we should be starting to see that
‘overwhelming Love’ is nothing but Fear dressed up to be what
‘it was told’ to be. Masked. Simply because of the absence of the
knowledge of TLFF and for no other reason.
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The Heart-Mind Conflict

If you could put narcissism into words which everyone has
struggled to do sufficiently to date, explaining what it means
outside of the usual derogatory (narcissistic) comments you will
find people describing narcissism with. You would come up with
something like this:

Your mind is programmed by all of the words you have
heard, and your heart is filled with feelings of Love. The
narcissist has heard of Love but wasn’t seeded with it and had to
replicate it with what can only be described as masking
techniques - Fear dressed as Love.

Neurology will confirm that the heart and mind are both
neural networks and it’s often said in the world of science that
the gut is the second brain since it has a larger neural network.
What seems to happen when you apply this logic to the problem
is that the narcissist relies upon the brain function first, that very
network which has had its operating system corrupted with so
many biases:

● The Cruel Rule of School
● Television
● Generational pressure
● Radio
● Social media

You can easily see the formatting of a wonderfully
impressionable mind with so many bloated biases. (Bloatware).
A person who hasn’t suffered so much from this form of
bloatware would develop the normal heart-mind conflict, where
if the mind were winning, it would probably end up in depression
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or anxiety or both. It readily describes the height of the
depression stakes in our society today and is very difficult to
counter-argue, as is the whole of the Love/Fear framework. A
narcissist will never be able to see themselves objectively
because of what they have told themselves to see. Delusions of
grandeur born from the fatal delusion of adequacy formed by the
lack of Love at the start of life. Leaving the door open for the
only ever notion, Fear. Driving distorted energy into motion.

Bloatware /ˈbləʊtwɛː/ noun INFORMAL • COMPUTING
1. software whose usefulness is reduced because of the excessive
disk space and memory it requires. “A nasty piece of cross-
platform bloatware that’s in serious need of a total overhaul.”
2. unwanted software included on a new computer or mobile
device by the manufacturer.

Within the threads of humanity, every narcissistic
characteristic has an exact agenda. Knowing this will leap you
forward in your understanding of a person’s mind. When you feel
a trait within a conversation, look at where the conversation is
being pushed, to know where it came from (its driving force or
sponsor).

The true narcissist cannot Love for their Fear of not being
loved and admired; that’s what separates the common threads of
Narcissism from the Narcissist. And you cannot tell them or
reach them. They are truly lost in their spectacularly misguided
system of operations, and a narcissist will go to extreme lengths
to hide the damage they received as a child. It doesn’t fit into the
delusion of their perfect world.

In summation: When a child is born into an unloving
environment, its exposure is then classified by them as Love.
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Love is your natural self. Regardless of everything, that child
will never be able to Love in the usual way because to them, it’s
imperative that they have to Love themselves. They are merely
living every day as their very first experiences dictated.

The very reason a narcissist will not be able to accept how
they operate. Which is all they know.

Is it possible that the narcissist is so entrenched in their Fear
cycles that every time they receive reactions from their ‘given’
abuse, it further deepens the ruts of their neural processes?

One of the key facts that dominates a Narcissist’s life is
‘delusions’, The delusion of grandeur is the first obvious
signpost of a Narcissist, but can we locate the seed of the said
deluded? Is it the deluded model of bigger better when used as an
implied derailing descriptor for Humanity, all of which are
unique like snowflakes, yet drained to be the same?

These people choose Fear, because there wasn’t an
understanding to observe it from.
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FIRMWARE PACKET 9: JEALOUSY
AND ENVY

● Jealousy is a by-product of competition-mode Fear
● Jealousy is not an emotion or feeling but a socially conditioned
‘re-action’
● Jealousy causes loss of self

If you focused on what you were happy with, your need would
be for nothing. For if you were doing what you loved, you would
be sharing that time with a positive energy and secure relative
connections.

The more connections you made would fuel an investigative
adventure in your unique angle of enquiry. The connections
would be made available by a matter of course which cannot be
argued with.

Yet, most people survive, doing what they’re told to do, just
to exist, while harvesting the wealth and contentment for others
(the ones often having more Love emotion for their life subject).

An important lesson – life is hard for two reasons:
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You’re leaving your comfort zone
You’re stuck in your comfort zone

Warning: equilibrium cannot be stopped.

In your heart, you know what’s important to you, and you
know what’s not. These essential things may not have any
meaning at the moment, because of your Fear to step outside of
your comfort zone. Into a brave new world of observation,
questioning, and nurturing. Something which lies way outside of
here’s what ‘we want you to think’ corporate programming.

Jealousy is fuelled with the implication of competition-mode
(the Cruel Rule of School). Many of those consumed by jealousy
fail to see the effort that went into someone else’s temporary
worth. Life is a cycle, and those that are not doing what they
Love will be well and truly immersed in the Fear cycle until they
nurture their Love, and grow the connections that are critical to
success.

Since jealousy is an act of Fear, affecting self-worth, it has no
motivational power to correct the situation. Because any action
of Fear causes closure, it obliterates the possibility of loving
anything about the subject being an option. Those that have
surrendered to jealousy have closed all of their choices down.
And will be stewing in their self-made misery. Jealousy has no
opportunity to write it off. It’s more like a disease, one with an
elementary medicine - that of understanding.

It is a dis-ease that can be cured with Kruyology.

Jealous people have very little understanding or time for
themselves due to the abject nature of their programming.
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Everyone has a friend that worked hard and got far, and it wasn’t
just the toil, it was the warmth of the subject matter that created
the heat within. It was the commitment they had to get them
further than far. It was understanding that if they didn’t get that
far, they too would be lost, like the jealous people they left
behind. Pointing the fingers and talking behind their backs.

People who resonate with issues of jealousy would only point
from an extended finger of their crossed arms, as closure
envelops them. A place that they can overcome, should they
reach into their heart and find their desires.

The jealous one in a relationship is the one who will lie first
and forevermore because they have to mask their woes. The
creation of Fear in the partner will also cause lies to be actioned
as they mask to protect themselves and their partner at the same
time and to carry on loving.

With intense pressure from a jealous entity present in a
relationship always pushing and pulling with strategically
masked emotional problems, driven by feelings of low self-
worth. Dressed up so as not to show the Fear that resides and is
currently destroying everything, in every person they meet.

And then there-after, with jealousy allowed to exist without
acknowledgement of the problem, comes the next challenge of
overwhelming Love. The words used to highlight the problem
can be quite scary to a person who sees shards of emotion that
can only cut and tear from previous experience.

“I Love you sooooooooooooooo much,” is how a mask says,
I fear to lose you, I fear abandonment, because I am not steady
(definitely not ready), why? Could it be a socially conditioned
dysfunctional operating system re-action?

Individuals which live with jealousy close to the bone are
living in contempt because contempt has become their world.
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They will struggle to see in any other way. They will determine
and judge you, by their experience, no matter who you are and
what you do. The damaged hath become the damager in their
everlasting chewing gum of fear, something that it would be very
wrong to swallow.

Where did jealousy come from in the very first place? You
might have already guessed, competition and generational rules
that determine there is always better than you. Therefore it’s a
lifelong re-action to the Cruel Rule of School. The unaffected,
well they came from a place of Love. They didn’t have to
acknowledge the competition rules because of their stability from
the start. These people live in Love and know little else.

Competition-mode destroyed many people’s self-worth. And
then it becomes generational.

Men and women across every square inhabited mile think
they can do better than their current partner because they
couldn’t think outside of what their corrupted operating system
allowed them to. Yet, wandering eyes will always see another
showy individual with nothing but a falsified image of their best
self to sell, rather than equip their partner with the elusive thing
that was missing in that moment. Many leave the nest and Love
fell apart because they weren’t content, lost in their world of
horrific jealousy — the generational and cruellest rule of school
because —YOU (I) CAN DO BETTER THAN THAT!

What if you loved the personal journey of the person because
you had communicated and observed? Used the proper tools of
Love not described anywhere to form a relationship? Does TLFF
need to be the backbone of the early years learning curriculum in
everyone’s lives?

Number one result for jealousy on Google 29/11/2020:
 The ‘green-eyed monster’ brings on intense feelings that can
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include Fear, insecurity and anger, and in extreme cases, leads to
violence. Scientists have now pinpointed jealousy in the
monogamous mind giving them new insight into the emotion that
keeps couples together - and also tears them apart.

It’s evident to see that jealousy IS ‘socially conditioned’ Fear.

Envy Vs Jealousy

Envy transpires when we see others do something
tenaciously
Envy is a transport for desire
Envy is a safe notion
Jealousy is a transport for Fear
Jealousy is an unsafe notion
Jealousy drives unsafe thoughts words and actions

Envy is something that happens when we see others doing
well. It’s a notion of wonder that drives us to do better for
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ourselves and for others. When we look at it this way, we can
transpire that Envy is a by-product of Love. Envy is a healthy
feeling causing healthy outcomes. Whereas, jealousy is a
dangerous Fear-driven reactionary status that we have all known
to cause death and injury on our journey through Life.
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FIRMWARE PACKET 10: LAUGHTER

Helping identify laughter from its the root of Love or
Fear (programme related falsehood or genuine)

When was the last time you laughed overwhelmingly,
exaggerated, uncontrollably, or pathologically?

The lion’s share of laughter is a mask.
One that’s formed through social conditioning to fit in, be

accepted, or to oppose a person that contradicts your thinking.
Therefore only used as a tool to mask, belittle or hide emotion,
the latter being the worst thing you could ever do, a reasoning
platform that you got through the competition rules of society.
Belittling laughter is one of the favourite tools of the narcissist.

So far, we’ve come across lots of narcissistic traits in every
packet of pre-installed firmware, ones that form the norm for
today’s low-grade societal behaviours. The awful thing about
these traits is that they always stop, halter, or destroy the
possibility of many brilliant conversations. So much is lost
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through the masking techniques of doom, used to compete in
today’s society where the only competition is programmed into
your mind. Stopping you from achieving your best.

Most people that watch television are commonly subjected to
fake laughter, and it soon becomes their norm. Those that don’t,
are more likely to see it for what it is. The game shows where
recorded laughter (and clapping on a different track) is played
over and over is solid mainstream psychology. It works well, like
a trigger. When you hear that, you’ll laugh alongside it before
you contemplate what was actually said on a lot of occasions.
DJs sometimes play background laughter when people are eating.
It does make a difference to the environment; it’s an excellent
feel-good tool.

In direct sales, they use a similar technique, when you talk
face-to-face with a salesperson they would ask you a couple of
questions where they know you would have to answer yes once
or twice in succession. Then they ask for your business. You
can’t say anything other than yes. It’s referred to as building up
the yeses.

Also, in sales, when you are facing a salesperson, they will
have strong body language going on. It’s a guiding platform
which appeals to your subconscious. When they are leading up to
a question they want you to acknowledge, in a positive respect,
they will start nodding their heads at significant keywords. It’s
almost impossible saying no when you’re conditioned in such a
way by the e-motive from another. It’s another fantastic tool that
doesn’t use words but meaning which has extreme powers of
conformism.

Is it possible that meaning has more power than words? We
are aware body language does not lie. So, if someone enforces an
act of encouragement by posture and tactile behaviour, we
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usually find it difficult to deny. In subconscious thinking, it
seems to stand stronger than words.

Below are listed some of the types of laughter you’ll find
talked about online. Learn to routinely spot fake laughter to
identify the attached Fear(s).

Etiquette Laughter
Fear Reaction: People rely on laughter to get along with others,
so whether we’re with our boss or friends, we tend to laugh at
things that aren’t funny as a masking procedure.

Contagious Laughter
Love Creation: Someone tells a joke and gets one person
laughing, which gets a second person laughing, and so on. People
are made to respond with laughter on hearing laughter itself,
much like the mystery of spreading contagious yawning.

Nervous Laughter
Fear Reaction: Nervous laughter usually heightens the
awkwardness of the situation.

Belly Laughter
Love Creation: Possibly the hardest type to experience because
we have to find something genuinely hilarious before we’ll let go
with the kind of laughter that has us clutching our bellies and
gasping for air.

Silent Laughter
Love Creation + Fear Reaction: Those working in offices may
think that silent laughter is a skill they’ve perfected to enable
them to look at funny websites and videos at work. This type of
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laughter is also practised in laughter yoga and laughter therapy,
where it’s often called joker’s laughter.

Stress-relieving Laughter
Love Creation: Stress-relieving laughter can encompass many
forms, but it’s usually found in an outburst, much like belly
laughing.

Canned Laughter
Love Creation: Canned laughter is real laughter; it just happens
to be laughter taken entirely out of one context and placed in
another. Because of laughter’s social connection creation, it’s a
beautiful tool.

Cruel Laughter
Fear Reaction (Cruel Rule of School): Laughing at someone
else’s expense.

Stress (Fear) management Benefits of Laughter: 

● Hormones: Laughter reduces the level of Fear hormones like
cortisol, epinephrine (adrenaline), dopamine, and growth
hormone. It also increases health-enhancing hormones, like
endorphins. Laughter also increases the number of antibody-
producing cells we have and enhances the effectiveness of T
cells. Producing a stronger immune system.
● Physical release: The experience of that cleansed feeling after
laughing? Laughter provides physical and emotional release.
● Internal workout: An indulged laugh exercises the diaphragm,
contracts the abs and shoulders, leaving muscles more relaxed
afterwards. The heart also benefits.
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● Distraction: Laughter brings the focus away from the fear
properties like anger, guilt, stress, and negative emotions in a
more beneficial way than other mere distractions.
● Perspective: Studies show that our response to stressful events
can be altered by how we view something. Humour eases
perspectives and helps us see events as challenges, thereby
making them more positive.
● Social benefits: Laughter, smiling and kindness (Love) connect
us with everyone.

“The human race has only one really effective weapon and that
is laughter.”

- Mark Twain

Spread the Love.
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FIRMWARE PACKET 11: BODY
LANGUAGE

Nonverbal communication:

● Fear tells conscious lies
● The subconscious action of body language does not lie/cannot
lie. It could be said that the body language can be forced to lie
but that then becomes a conscious Fear re-action and is
impossible to achieve naturally.
● Body language as a graphic display of current mental state.
● How TLFF is the architect of all of our actions

Body language, the binary output of feelings:

O = off = Fear
 1 = on = Love

The only two motivational forces, Love and Fear, doing what
they do best, both solidified by their own conscious and
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subconscious non-verbal actions or reactions (body language).
It’s often realised that people’s gestures conflict with their words.
The words are versed typically out of programming constraints
like being told what to think and feel about every aspect of life
even though often not feeling right, and gestures coming straight
from the subconscious, which cannot fabricate because feelings
don’t lie, often invalidating many words.

There is an exception to the rule where feelings seem to be
lying, where the memory is regurgitating what it has been ‘told
to think’ from a non-relevant yet similar situation with different
material.
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Eyes

Connection through stimulation (an act of Love), makes the
eyes dilate, the pupils become larger to let in more light and
hence more information (data), a positive effect of that
connection. Upon introduction, the person who looks away first
carries a heavier load of fears than that of one who holds the
stability of Love.

Raising an eyebrow at somebody else often brings a nervous
chuckle to the raised eyebrow victim. That in itself may indicate,
under the spell of any narrative, specific fears, and is also an act
of submission, a quest of fear resolution.

Eyes tend to move around a lot if the connection is lost.
Otherwise known as boredom, loss of interest or something has
made them fearful. A good connection will hold eye contact for
at least 60% of the time. There are many other eye manoeuvres
having different meanings, most of which are signs of
connection, for example, recalling memories, interacting on the
same level (kinaesthetic), or visually constructing from words
that are flowing.

If the eyes close for any length of time during conversation, it
indicates that the person is lying and wants to shut themselves off
from their non-truth.
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Arms

The most common body language sign everybody uses is the
folding of the arms - a sign of closure, closing connections, just
as it clearly expresses. It’s often said by the crosser, that they’re
comfortable like that, hence why they are doing it. You will only
ever undertake this bodily position, because of the way you feel.

We can test this by asking, whether you would feel
comfortable with your arms crossed enjoying a movie or a meal
or with your Love interest, and exactly when was the last time
you saw somebody cross their arms in excitement? We also fold
our arms when we feel uncomfortable or feel threatened. Folded
arms are a loss of credibility in any situation, and if you clench
your fists while crossing your arms, it’s a sure sign of hostility.
However, if the thumbs are up, it’s indicative that somebody is
warming to you.

“I crossed my arms in comfort,” said nobody ever.
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Hands

Domineering handshakes are an act of fear re-action; how
else is it possible to describe it thus far into this process? You’ve
got something they want, need, or feel uncomfortable about
enough to try and shake their fear into you. Equal handshakes
have a better guarantee of connection services.

The more connection you have with an individual, the more
touchy-feely the handshake. The palms of the hands, a very
revealing and rewarding sight at any time. It’s an open show of
submission or trust. The presentation of the palms of someone’s
hands motivates other people to talk, communicate, connect.
Generally, if somebody shows you their palms while talking, you
can conclude they are speaking from the heart, in their truth. It’s
a very distinct sign of truth whilst interestingly, talking with your
palms displayed motivates others to be more truthful.

While if someone speaks with hands clenched, it means
they’re withholding a fear. If that fear is terrible enough, they
will grasp their wrist behind their back, a sure sign of holding
back!

People picking lint or imaginary furballs is also a sign of
something being held back, such as an opinion they don’t want to
share. Twisted hands, almost like a handshake, in a prayer-like
position is indicative that the person is feeling vulnerable (Fear).
The holding of the hands behind the back is a submissive action
that indicates the subject is one who has very few fears in the
current situation. Thumbs protruding from pockets shows
superiority in an authoritarian guise.

Many signs show aggression, but why would you need
aggression? It’s a show of how you feel about a personal
injustice (Fear). Transversely, should they hold their hands as if
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they are on a platter in front of them, it’s one of the best shows of
body language that shows admiration (Love) for the other person
in that current communication.

In general, we all know about the brick walls we build
around ourselves. Here are two examples of such walls via body
language; a woman will often create a false barrier between
herself and the person she doesn’t trust by placing her purse
between them. Should a person put a drink on the wrong side of
where they would drink from or the opposite side, it’s a general
sign of discomfort as they will have to keep reaching across
themselves to get the drink. Unfortunately, mental brick walls
present problems in anybody’s lives. Everywhere you go, people
have built these magnificent brick prisons for themselves with
special thanks to the operating system installed from day one.

Those that often make random statements (acts of
supplication) are the main prisoners of their own (operating
system) mentality, and it always shows in their non-verbal
communication. Whenever discomfort arises, people close
themselves down behind massive walls, becoming the normal
operating system’s reaction to many opportunities, causing
unspoken about uncomfortable mental sufferance. It’s Feared to
admit Fear.

Those that view life through TLFF instantly see body
language through their clearer understanding and without the
normal clouded vision.

In everyday life, you can develop techniques which could be
identified as Love detection services, where we become aware of
Love through the mirroring processes in ourselves and others.
Once the mirroring process is observed objectively or
subjectively the more we can identify the Love process in action.
The more connection gained during this period, the more detailed
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the mirroring becomes. Facial expressions, heart rates, breathing,
leaning the same way. It’s a beautiful fact, the stronger the
connection, the more warming the service of imitation becomes,
almost as if two become one.

Feelings speak louder than words.
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FIRMWARE PACKET 12: AESTHETICS

It’s always of the utmost importance that you can see precisely
what’s in front of you. Never mindlessly repeating what you’ve
been told to think or how to feel about any situation.

Anyone who stands before you is an ingredient of utterly
different situation material then you have witnessed before, or
will ever witness again.

Fear is clearly the currency of control whilst Love is the
lawful tender of life.

We’ve explored a few of the standard mental health analogies
by cross-examining them with TLFF so that it’s possible to get
the basic idea of the concept and why it’s termed THE
LOVE/FEAR FRAMEWORK.

It is not a complex operation and simplistic to comprehend
by its nature.

The unbreakable cause and effect model, a specific natural
law of the universe that exists in every single atom and quark
could metaphysically be ruled by the Love/Fear framework.
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‘Quantum physics tells us that nothing that is observed is
unaffected by the observer. That statement, from science, holds

an enormous and powerful insight. It means that everyone sees a
different truth because everyone is creating what they see.’

The framework part of the equation is relative to the notion
that Love and Fear are the starting points of any correspondence
since they are the underlying emotional motivational forces. The
emotion that stems from the sponsored starting points is the
beginning of every new journey in the same direction as the
motive, which is where we get to the most complicated part of
understanding.

The Framework

It’s often been said what people think they want and what
they want are complete opposites. And this is very true clearly
because of what we feel is always prevalent to what we are ‘told
to think’ about it.

Here are some reasons why this tends to be more factual than
mythical:

One person attracted to another does not want to declare their
feelings. The underlying cause is their Fear of self-worth because
of the cruel rule of school.

The soldier at war does not want to kill or be killed yet in
doing so is performing a statute of programming and enforced
via contractual law and opposes the law of the land (common
law). Hence PTSD.

The list is comprehensive, but we need to explore what’s
happening.

There is always a ‘sponsoring thought’, either of Love or
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Fear, the key to everything that you do, therefore creating
everything that happens to you. It’s precisely the driver of body
language hence the reason for the exact story of what we see
through bodily movements (energy-in-motion) driven by feelings
that never lie.

Because of the nature of the game with the broken societal
rules, and the lack of understanding, masks have become second
nature to everyone alive, yet we must be aware that our causes
always affect the connected.

Each and every mask has a sponsor called Fear. The more
invested the sponsor, the more extravagant the mask becomes.

Love does not sponsor masks. Truth is beautiful. It does not
Fear investigation.

And this is the reason why masks are an inherent part of
everyone’s current reality.

Love is absolute. Fear is NOT, yet is the currency of the
establishment that tells you what to think and how to feel about
everything.

However, the sponsoring thought can be either Love or Fear,
but only Fear has a secondary role in fulfilling. Just like Love
does what you would expect it to do (reaches out, connects and
drives positive energy), while fear shuts down connections and
hope. Hiding and dressing itself up to be a more positive emotive
force because:

● That’s what it was told to think
● That’s the way it was told to feel

The exact response it portrays: Be strong, be brave, beat
them, you’re the best, you’re better than that! Destroying the real
meaning of every moment.
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Now we’re aware of primary emotion, and how they work in
our reality. We can work to change that reality and the damage it
does to our children — the ones which we Love, which will aptly
change all of our futures. At no point during this work, have we
come across the phrases good or bad because good and bad are
not emotions and can only be determined by the inherent nature
of how we view or experience them.

Going back to the two examples given, we may mistakenly
believe that a soldier may kill for the Love of his country. But
that couldn’t be further from the truth when you look at the
sponsoring thought. That of Fear, kill or be killed, the absolute
rule of war. The sponsoring thought is that of negative polarity
and by virtue of that, the negative outcome, whatever happens.

The person that is attracted to another, yet cannot declare
their feelings, the feelings driving emotion are dressed up as if
they don’t care. They normally always lose that person to
someone who did show emotion driven by the sponsoring
thought of Love, not want or need (Fear). The rules of
engagement and interaction relative to Love were destroyed by
underlying fears that should now be known as sponsoring
thoughts of inadequacy simply because of the cruel rule of
school not about people being that of humanity or even animals.
Because winning is winning and that was the nature of the game
before Kruyology stopped the current path of devolution.

The question is not what we do see before us, but what is its
meaning?
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Politics

It’s vital at this stage to mention that dusty old game of
politics, the very heart of state-sponsored stupidity and look at
how it fares in battle. Quite often, you will see one side with
absolute horrendous narcissistic tools of deployment that you’ve
ever come across and that includes in the playground
environment too. 

Their narcissistic nature clearly outlines their negative
reactions and lack of anything worthy to say, do or give. And the
most worrying thing? 

The masses can relate to it, and so, support it.
Because they don’t know any better.
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FIRMWARE PACKET 13: ALCOHOL AND
DRUGS VIA FEAR THE GATEWAY

MECHANISM

● The realisation of neural events through cause and effect
● Redefining direction after trauma and misguidance
● Recognising where you (they) are in your (their) fear cycle

The mechanistic theory predicts that people who use one
substance such as nicotine will probably go on to drink alcoholic
beverages. Then smoking marijuana, and progress on to use hard
drugs such as cocaine, crack or heroin. So each step leads to the
next step in substance abuse.

There’s a lot of conjecture relative to the Stepping Stone or
Gateway Mechanism Theory, which itself has been left
dysfunctional supposedly due to a lack of supporting evidence.
Some have stated they do not know where the process actually
starts, yet today after TLFF was applied, not only does it give it a
rite of passage…

It binds it in stone.
Fear is, and always was the problem, causing all of the
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related problems; self-medicating by drinking, drugs and any
substance abuse.

Fear is the Gateway.
The first stepping stone.
More often than not, the heart/mind conflict is the problem

with determining the Fears in all those that stand before you. It
seems to make it difficult to put into words ‘what’s wrong’ or in
fact what’s missing? What makes it worse is the well-practised
masking techniques of its users.

Behind the competitive schooling mechanism, the ‘Be the
best Johnny!’, or the ‘You’re better than that, Emma!’ stands a
child who’s being told by the one (s)he has to trust, and also by
those that they Love that s/he’s not good enough. Just how many
times do they have to go through this mortally wounding
behavioural pattern? Every single day of life it may seem, yet it’s
much worse than this if you consider the trip to school, the
school day, and the journey home before the conversation at the
dinner table even starts.

It’s not long into a child’s school life before you start to see
them acting like you’d want them to. The moment the parents
stand at the school gates and tell them how they want them to
win, and that child in Fear tries to acknowledge this want, against
his friends and against his feelings. The Fear then closes that
child down, limits connection and any fighting chance. Those
moments are the beginning of masking over feelings which the
young person cannot verbalise (C.R.S.). Many went to their
graves never knowing what was wrong with them, and it was
nothing. It was just the system of things, a faulty operating
system of no benefit to humanity.

Children should be working with one another, playing with
one another rather than working against each other in the
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competition mind games implied at every stage during a child’s
life.

The heart/mind conflict is then invoked, lines of
programming against the natural instinct.

One of Love versus one of Fear.
All children want to do is interact.
All children want to give Love and receive it.
All children want to do is mimic adults that have, or have

been given a default trust.
Yet all children are told to compete at every level with their

so-called friends.
To mock them and sneer at them should they do better.
And which children always come out on top in the majority

of occasions?
The ones who come from a stable, loving background or the

ones with the stability of money? The competitive sport of
clothing is just another problem within schooling that's
exacerbated just by the cruel rule of school.

The problems are also generational. The beginnings of
Mental derailment.

Into the teenage years, the masks become makeup, deep
insecurities, from “My dad did __” to “I’m going to smash
your __”.

Researching the stepping stone/gateway mechanism, you will
not find much if any reference to the emotional cause. The
current studies begin investigation after the subjects have already
established a need for mind-altering self-medication to relieve
the mental conflict, which is always ignored. Here we shall look
at that in-depth: 

By the time we get the introduction, through school
colleagues, to nicotine and alcohol, because these poisons are
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cool right? Everybody else has a coping mechanism, and it seems
to be this. I don’t want to be left behind! This behaviour (peer
group pressure) starts around the thirteen years mark, but for
sure, Fear is the gateway driver nobody seems to have previously
established.

FEAR - The closure of all services yet provides the opening
for cigarettes, drugs, and alcohol (masks).

‘Getting out of one's mind’ sums it up PERFECTLY.
Alcohol comes after school because you cannot hide it

within. The teachers are mostly professional and do their work
with high consistency. Getting away with it at home is an easy
task for the professional teenager already rebelling because
something is already very wrong with what they are being taught.

Early teens, perhaps tried cigarettes, and some parents might
allow dabbling in alcohol at the weekend when good (doing
what’s systematically required). We’ve had a lot of fun escaping
the mental slavery of the Fear factory, the one we’re told our
very futures rely upon, the small talk that carries on in those
drunken moments tends to seem harmless enough:

‘... did you see Wendy fall over?? It was hilarious!!!’
‘Bob got in trouble with Mr Frog because he didn’t (couldn’t)

do his homework, he was as fissed as a part!!!’
The first demonised social skills, not taught, but implied,

belittlement by way of conversation. One that rapidly becomes
the norm throughout this person’s life. Communications that are
not fragments of anything useful to anyone. Shards of a
competitive childhood that led many to a point where they think
backing up conversational points is only perhaps relevant to
belittlement and railroading. Often leading to a complete lifetime
of loss, can you tell them? Of course, you can’t!

Fortunately, not everybody gets stuck here. Some of those
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people sat back alone and thought about things. They’re the
lucky ones, probably the ones fortunate to be around people that
aren’t scared to care. Next to the ones that went on to further
education. These are generally the types that leave behind those
problematic social rendering fault codes, because thankfully
somewhere, they found there was more to life than what had
been implied. Somebody somewhere gave them Love and
nurturing, and everything else turned out to be ok. 

And so, moving on mentally from the illicit garage drinking
sessions of younger days came sex. That wonderful and illicit
scarcity you’d been educated about. It was time to test that. Dirty
movies, magazines, and webpages making it look like super fun,
and only adults are allowed it? The implied status of sexual
gratification, making it a rarity, one that if you don’t have it,
you’re left behind and stupid, ugly and worthless. A whole
bomber squadron’s payload full of Fear-factors.

But the exclusive nature of sex, well, it’s better than school,
the best thing yet, so let’s keep doing it!!!

You’re pregnant (or you’re going to be a dad…) 
But then there are those, they don’t experience it exclusively,

until later on, after their teenage years. They are left chasing it
and wondering about it. The rest should be left to your
imagination.

Drugs. A wonderful mask for lost souls because: 

I can dance all night!
I can enjoy myself without thinking about my Fears!
I can go to Ibiza or Miami because that’s the place to go … and
be someone I’m not conditioned to be. Let go of my conditioned
form and Love freely where I can be me?! It is feared to admit
Love in this faux reality!!
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It’s the beginning of the pursuit of a hedonistic* personality,
seeking the highest heights of pleasure away from the deepest
pains of society all installed with the same faulty operating
system.

Drugs are the ultimate masking technique, and also the final
prison sentence, in every conceivable form. They rob you of all
of your income, and then they rob you of your true friends and
the new ones? Not always a worthy outcome.

They promise the release mechanism that the majority need if
they’re not drugs of paranoia (Mega-Fear), of which they all
become.

Ones that ultimately lead to the closure of all services, the
shutting down of connections that were once good, the lies you
need to be told to keep up the pretence that you’re not on drugs.
The whole general downhill direction of your life in this cyclic
reality. Drink and drugs mask your worst fears every time you
restart the cycle all over again without the slightest clue as to
what’s going on. Until now. 

Interestingly, alcohol has been used as a truth drug!
And it does exactly what it says on the packet. Fear holds you

back, constructs brick walls, inhibits logic and reason. Alcohol.
Hic! Throws caution to the wind so those using it don’t have to
face their FEAR store.

inhibition/ɪn(h)ɪˈbɪʃ(ə)n/ 1. a feeling that makes one self-
conscious and unable to act in a relaxed and natural way. “the
children, at first shy, soon lost their inhibitions.”

* Hedonism, the ethical theory that the pleasure (in the sense of
the satisfaction) of desires is the highest good and proper aim of
human life in other words: Without Fear.
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FIRMWARE PACKET 14: HEALTH

● Provides factual evidence that Love can heal
● Provides factual evidence that Fear always damages your
health.

“It’s a scientific fact that the hormones of stress down-regulate
genes and create disease long term effects. Human beings,
because of the size of the neocortex, can turn on the stress

response just by thought alone.

We can think about those problems and turn on those chemicals.
That means then that our thoughts could make us sick. If it’s

possible that our thoughts could make us sick, is it also possible
our thoughts could make us well?
- The answer is an absolute yes.”

- Dr Joe Dispenza
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Those that live in Love are those that live with laughter, hence
those that live at all. Laughing hard, deep breaths, heart on a
slightly increased rate, will carry more oxygen and nutrients to
the vital parts that fend off serious disease.

In laboratories, at the end of each day, they turn the oxygen
up to kill the cancer cells in the working petri dishes. In the
morning, to help new ones multiply again in a cancerous healthy
fashion, they turn the oxygen down which promotes their ability
to be the problem that they are.

When you go into a room where two people have been
sleeping where the windows and doors have been closed there
always seems to be that funny stagnant odour. An unbreathable
off-tone in the air. This is because it IS practically unbreathable.
By morning, there would be much less oxygen and high amounts
of carbon dioxide — a fantastically lavish breeding ground for
cancer, and ill health of any description.

When this happens every night, those systems which keep
you healthy are being forced to operate in survival-mode and it
goes rapidly downhill from there — the more modern the house,
the worse the problem is.

The more you laugh, and express yourself with animation
and cries of joy, the more oxygen you’re putting into your system
and the nutrients will find their targets easier. It’s a simple
understanding and is based well and truly upon Love.

Does Love have a positive effect on your health other than
the heartily pumping around oxygen and nutrients? Most
definitely so when we look at the next lines of information:

During the research of TLFF, a lot of psychological
theories were considered and only occasionally would you
come across the words Love or Fear. Not often enough to give
them the merits they deserve, the realisation of this
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understanding, should soon start to put them first and foremost
as everything to do with health, relative to your happiness and
relative to all of your outcomes both physically and
emotionally. When TLFF model was applied to health, some
exciting results started to surface way above that of oxygen
and nutrient logistics. 

Psychoneuroimmunology (PNI)

Robert Ader first coined the term, psychoneuroimmunology
in 1975 to describe the study of the interrelationships among the
nervous, endocrine (hormones) and immune systems. It said that
it was quite normal for ancient philosophers and healers to talk
about the impact of one’s mental state on physical health and
vice versa. Yet, it is now becoming a hardened part of our
understanding processes in the world of health. 

Interestingly, we can evaluate every word, thought or action
to be sponsored by one of Love or Fear, causing a chemical chain
reaction each time either is used (and not the other way around!).

The Psycho part looks at the way we think (beliefs,
expectations, and opinions) and how that impacts our brain (our
neurology) and the relative nervous systems and also, how that,
in turn, dictates how our immunology reacts accordingly.
(Immunology is a branch of biology that covers the study of
immune systems).

PNI is very often confused with somatoform disorders purely
because the word psycho forms the first part of the term
psychoneuroimmunology. Yet, a somatic symptom disorder
(SSD) is any mental disorder which manifests only as physical
symptoms that suggests some form of illness or injury, but which
cannot be explained entirely by a general medical condition or by
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the direct effect of a substance, and are not attributable to another
mental disorder. 

In other words, it’s a placebo illness termed the NOCEBO
effect.

The placebo, of which everyone has heard about, promotes
health through positive thinking, none of which could be more
factored in or bettered by the key of Love and should become a
more reliable part of understanding and lesser of a magical
realism.

One that hasn’t had a lot of airtime is the polar opposite
known as the Nocebo, which has a detrimental effect on health
usually produced by factors such as negative expectations of
treatment or prognosis. In other words, FEAR. Dr Bruce Lipton
has looked at this in detail. Interestingly, most doctors agree that
prognosis is the most damaging part of the problem, mind over
matter strikes again as your thoughts create the downturn in your
health.

“The medically unexplained symptoms of SSD can occur over a
prolonged time, in which extreme emotional distress is often

experienced through physical symptoms – a phenomenon that is
known as ‘somatisation’. You may have problems functioning in
everyday life as a result of these perceived physical symptoms,

although the primary indicator that you have an SSD is that your
reaction to these symptoms will often be disproportionate

(exaggerated).”

- Source: priorygroup.com.

Somatoform disorders are where you think you have
something wrong with you, which sounds like a Fear manifesting
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itself as a real-time problem. It is said that somatoform disorders
are very different from PNI, but if you look hard enough using
TLFF, we can see precisely why it is not and go on to investigate
that.

It is said that PNI looks at the way we think, our neurology,
symptoms, and our health by examining whether there’s an
interface between all three. Research seemed to have affirmed
this by the testing of drugs against their placebos, and the
conflict that came out of this procedure was that a percentage
taking placebos would always report a positive change, which is
the same effect as somatoform disorders, yet in a wholly reversed
format! The placebo provides physical change without any
physical content (medicine).

Daniel Muller from the University of Wisconsin-Madison has
researched and deconstructed the placebo effect and very wisely
said:

 “That nothing can-not have an effect.” And so, it
construes that it is the meaning having an effect and hopes this
new view of the subject matter will give us greater clarity of
understanding.

What we must ask ourselves here is what holds power behind
the meaning?

Is it the robust Love/Fear framework? 
It’s starting to look more and more convincing as we explore

all of the workings of this new model of understanding. 
Reading through endless scientific and psychological

manuals which all somewhat vaguely use Fear as one of the
properties of a problem, seems to be exactly where they’re
missing the point. Here is where everything changes
systematically from now on:

‘FEAR IS THE PROBLEM and the PROPERTIES of FEAR
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are anxiety, depression, fatigue, hopelessness (to name a few of
the hundreds of relatives) and NOT the other way round as
ALWAYS previously stated.’

Active Nocebo or Placebo effect is easily called with people
sitting in bed feeling sorry for themselves when ill and not
getting better. While those that soldier on and give it no thought,
are always the victor of the temporary issue.

This can only be described as the undisputable Mind over
Matter.

Love is the solution, and the manufacturer of, endorphins,
oxytocin, serotonin, and dopamine, the feel-good chemicals.
Things that take away the pain, breeds connection, fills the being
with joy, takes away loneliness, resolves many issues and
generally makes you feel high, warm and wonderful.

Fear is the problem and the body’s manufacturer of cortisol,
otherwise known as the stress hormone, although it has some
health benefits listed, too much of it upsets the balance of our
health. When you are in a stressful situation, your body
manufactures cortisol. What we never hear is what manufactures
stress?

Obviously, it’s FEAR.
Another example of which there may be many more is

whitecoat syndrome, a phenomenon in which people exhibit a
blood pressure level above the normal range, in a clinical setting,
though they do not display it in other settings. It is believed that
the phenomenon is due to anxiety (Fear!!) experienced during
clinic visits. While white coat syndrome may make the blood
pressure reading higher than it is, the effect may be a sign of an
underlying blood pressure condition.

That condition is self-evident, what you know to be Fear.
Ironically, Fear memory has been the most studied form of
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memory over the past sixty years. There are lots of papers
available on how gut microbiota is changed through Fear and its
powerful knock-on effects relative to lots of diseases and mental
conflicts such as depression and anxiety. One of the best-known
is called Fear of Cancer Recurrence (FCR). And then you have
microbiota-gut-brain (MGB), strongly linked to depression and
anxiety, all related to Fear memory.

Fear kills.
Is it the meaning of either Love or Fear that has the effect?
Do words have power?
Or is it in the way we say them? Feel them? Or mean them?
We now have a better understanding because Love and Fear

are the only two sponsors of every thought word or action in
everyone’s lifetime.

If the way we think is constantly inputting Fear into our
system, It would be like continually taking poison. These studies
suggest that we can change our physiology just by changing our
approach to thinking, and there is enough evidence available to
suggest that understanding TLFF is precisely what is needed for
the best possible change. Changing how we think about
situations, changes the way we feel and what’s critically
important is knowing how you feel about matters is sponsored
solely by your Love/Fear thought train about it.

Rational Emotive Behavioural Therapy

The closest psychological work to TLFF is that of Rational
Emotive Behavioural Therapy (REBT) The following passages
were taken from Wikipedia (In the whole page ‘Fear’ was only
mentioned once):

“Rational emotive behaviour therapy (REBT), previously
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called rational therapy or rational emotive therapy, is an active-
directive philosophically and empirically based psychotherapy.
The aim of which is to resolve emotional and behavioural
problems and disturbances and to help people to lead happier and
more fulfilling lives.

REBT was created and developed by American
psychotherapist and psychologist Albert Ellis, who was inspired
by many of the teachings of Asian, Greek, Roman and modern
philosophers. REBT is the first form of cognitive behavioural
therapy (CBT) and was first expounded by Ellis in the mid-
1950s; development continued until his death in 2007. Ellis
became synonymous with highly influential therapy. Psychology
Today noted, “No individual—not even Freud himself—has had
a greater impact on modern psychotherapy.”

Precursors of certain fundamental aspects of rational emotive
behaviour therapy have been identified in ancient philosophical
traditions, particularly Stoicism, like Marcus Aurelius, Epictetus,
Zeno of Citium, Chrysippus, Panaetius of Rhodes, Cicero, and
Seneca, and early Asian philosophers like Confucius and
Gautama Buddha. In his first significant book on rational
therapy, Ellis wrote that the central principle of his approach is
that people are rarely emotionally affected by external events yet
instead by their thinking about such events.

Ellis illustrates this with a quote from the Enchiridion of
Epictetus: “Men are disturbed not by things, but by the views
which they take of them.”

Ellis noted that Shakespeare expressed a similar thought in
Hamlet: “There’s nothing good or bad but thinking makes it
so.” Ellis also acknowledges early 20th century therapists,
particularly Paul Charles Dubois, though he only read his work
several years after developing his therapy.’
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“A fundamental premise of REBT is humans do not get
emotionally disturbed by unfortunate circumstances, but by how
they construct their views of these circumstances through their
language, evaluative beliefs, meanings and philosophies about
the world, themselves and others. This concept has been
attributed as far back as the Roman philosopher Epictetus, who is
often cited as utilising similar ideas in antiquity.”

Consciousness is precisely that which is perceived, that
which drives feelings and creates emotion (energy in motion) but
cannot fundamentally be explained.

The study of Rational Emotive Behaviour highlights that of
Nocebo and Placebo relevant to the basic understanding of the

meaning of life due to the energy invested (spent in the
Love/Fear Framework).

- Dr Masani Emoto

The final section in this packet provides more lines of
evidence to support the output of energy via what has been
deemed to be consciousness. What if it wasn’t consciousness, but
energy directed by Love or Fear? It would give us a more
rational explanation of the results. 

Without going too far into the results so that it gives you
further fields of data to explore: 

“I can explain the underlying cause of most diseases in just
thirteen words: The failure of our brain sets into motion the

failure of our bodies.”

- Dr Patrick M. Nemechek, D.O.
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The story so far:
Mental illnesses are health conditions involving changes in
emotion, thinking or behaviour (or a combination of these).
Mental illnesses are associated with distress and/or problems
functioning in social, work or family activities.

Kruyology on Mental Health

Affects your health (psychological driven poisons)
Affects your behaviour (Un-natural normalised
thinking drives emotion and behaviour).
Affects your thoughts

Are all diseases thinking disorders (derailments)? Fear is
absorbed as packets of information. What is the cause of its
effect?
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“The psychological rules the biological.”

- Dr Daryl Wolfe

Laughter is the best medicine, a by-product of Love.

Proverbs 17 in the Old Testament:
‘a merry heart is like medicine’.

Mind over Matter - The Love/Fear Framework
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FIRMWARE PACKET 15:
UNDERSTANDING WOMEN (INTRO)

Readjusting the current maladjusted model with one
of significance.
If psychology exists without acknowledging LOVE or
FEAR, can any relationship? 
If FEAR is the main driver of mental conflicts
without acknowledgement, what has its lack of
awareness cost you in the realms of LOVE?

Another form of social injustice directly from the Cruel Rule of
School is the working mentality of the current relationship
model, how people always talk in the first instance about what
they can gain out of a relationship rather than that of which they
can put into the coexistence. The very first pre-engineered fault
line in every relationship. The unquestioned normality of the pre-
upgraded human. People believe that Love in a relationship is,
more often than not, a physical part, a fleeting smile, a way of
doing something, even survival.
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Relationships are the most commonly broken contracts we
ever enter. Is this important?

Most of the reasons relationships start are for the most part,
all of the wrong reasons. Looks, car, money, stability, yet the
reality is that relationships are a group of hurdles to overcome
bringing with it understanding and compliance with the
properties of every obstacle.

You’ll rarely hear people talk about connection. The more
connections you have with another human, the longer that human
being will be in your existence. The more stimulating it’ll be,
exploring every connection with the Love of two, elementary
math with the most potent product in the world looking at
hurdles together as excellent experiences.

Different Fears affect women but are not explicitly limited to
them, the same problems also affect men who are conditioned in
the same way as women with the bigger, better, faster shinier
‘competition psychotic disruption mode.’ And very few are often
satisfied, because of what competition-mode does best - creates
an unhealthy ego.

This again, relates to bouts of depression and anxiety in their
wandering blinkered journey that wasn’t formed by a reasonable
understanding of what it’s all about.

Engineered by in-schooled Fears, in a world of misplaced
Love to the degree that one is now commonly confused with the
other.

Love/Fear Dis-modality

This and the three following chapters are an adaptation of
Pandora’s Box, a brilliantly deep study undertaken by then
testosterone-filled male university students high on life.
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Vin Di Carlo, Brian Burke, who dug into about sixty books
on the topic of psychology, specifically evolutionary psychology,
female psychology and sexual psychology. Spending close to a
hundred hours interviewing women and delving deep into their
psyche and mental processes.

Matt Konig, offered insight into behavioural psychology and
Chris Heart who did specific research into the rarer character
types of women across different age groups. He specifically
researched the topic of how women change due to their personal
experiences as they get older. The study was provisioned
specifically for dating women (although much of it can apply to
any sexuality. As it was written this way, it will not be pushed
too far out of its bounds for the sake of this work) and was
adapted here using the Love/Fear framework.

It is suggested that most of the confident, self-assured men
and women came from a stable, loving background with
defined parental figures in place during early childhood
(although there are always exceptions to the rule). An area of
understanding where sex hasn’t been conditioned by fearful
processes like abuse or conversations damning those that don’t
Fear its nature.

It’s a fun, and lovely expressive way to show affection and
they, therefore, have no qualms about openly discussing it. They
like to share success and believe in others as a part of their field
of achievement. They suffer NO FEARS in the area of
relationships, but that doesn’t mean they are without problems.

How would you identify them?
The easiest to identify because they don’t have chips on their

shoulders. They have nothing to prove and nothing to Fear. They
certainly aren’t looking for a relationship, as their confidence in
themselves is enough. They also have plenty of family members
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and long term reliable friends to give support and words of Love
should they need it.

Why would they need anybody? They dress courageously, in
line with their confidence which comes from a background of
Love and nurture. You’ll always find them surrounded by
members of the same sex, rather than the opposite sex for the
same reason that they, have nothing to prove, and no one to win
over.

The women dress in very feminine ways, with no fear of
showing their natural feminine beauty to a usually overpowering
degree in line with their confidence. Some people cannot handle
this as they find it far too raw for their limited constitutional
understanding of humanity and its real underlying operating
system. 

The men are the same. They show stability, lack of
judgement, and shine brightly due to coming from backgrounds
of nurture, Love and yet more Love. They are not broken with
the typically applied Fears that the majority of people are
subjected to. They are bold because why ever shouldn’t they be?

This type of character lives in a world of steady eye contact.
Not only giving it, but they require it. If you can’t give it, and
this is the first place you will lose ground (if not lose completely)
in the mating game with this personality type because they came
with this powerful class of connection FROM birth. They have
every right to believe in it and demand it as a part of their
connection process, a process that many cannot establish in
today’s emotionally malnourished world.

Those that come from a stable background, confident, self-
assured, and positive in everything they do, possess a valid query
of ‘where could they go wrong??’ Why can’t they gel with
another and find harmony as their wondrous life descriptors
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would suggest, with every ray of love-filled light reaching out as
far as can be? The first thing you’ll notice about this character’s
usual partner in their younger years, is that they are generally of
a polar opposite background, typically one manifested by Fears.
Of a broken start in life. This loving type is often the type of
character that continually moans about their partner. Often to the
point where they will push them away.

So who do they choose? And why the conflict?
Underneath everything, lies the energy with which you were

born. Love energy which doesn’t know any boundaries of
existence, always looking for the very next connection with
everyone and anything around it. The energy is so great it creates
every grade of perfection for those that use it, and in anything,
they connect to its powers. It has the potential to make anything
pleasant.

Yet, often fatally these self-assured people from Love, fall for
the masked masqueraders that know how to fake the confidence
Love always brings. Lacking and hidden under a mask because
it’s feared to admit Fear, covered up with what they think it
should be like. Until the mask starts to crack in the relationship
when their Fears start screaming through. Usually, the moment
when commitment starts.

‘Jack the Lad’ is always the one with the least confidence and
the glossiest mask showing the exact story of our derailment on
this matter. With our new understanding, rather than categorise a
person by what shaped them previously, dragging the past into
the light, we must know that change is possible with the correct
information now being available.

Underneath the model of the Love/Fear framework, you need
to understand that only one of them is real and exists. The other
one is just a woebegone mind movie. Draining humanity by
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leaching the Love energy from its victim, as any parasite would.
It’s a non-starter, a non-reality outside of ‘its’ host.

Beautifully, the broken AND the self-assured will always try
and fix a ‘broken other’, as the nature of Love dictates.

The nature of YOU!
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“When you meet your greatest Love,
you greet your greatest Fear.”

- Neal Donald Walsch
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FIRMWARE PACKET 15.1:
UNDERSTANDING WOMEN (SEX)

Understanding TLFF is to engage romantically
Love is the tool
Fear is the wall (without all)

We finally made it to the bedroom that night (no-light), where
those entrenched with the deepest stable Love want to give
everything and take it all, at every breath of opportunity. While
the most damaged, they want to let go physically, without letting
go in any way emotionally. 

Sex is not Love. 
It’s just an expression of Love, Love without wording, it’s the

expression of how you feel, it’s your feelings expressed. 
It is the need or desire to ‘express Love unto another human

without limitation’, interestingly, the giving part of the process is
equally as rewarding for the majority of participants.
Researching the etymology of the search term sex is no easy task
and only defines the nature of which you are.
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For if sex was just Love, and the combining of two forming
one new creation, it would be everything that two could wish
for. 

In the first moments of a connection between two people that
seem both to be looking into relations, the very mention of sex
nearly always destroys the possibility of what could have been
beautiful. Some (wo)men are boastful, or they (mistakenly) think
they are strategically forward to the wrong type of (wo)men.

Understanding the whole process will make moving forward
a more significant success story for men and women, where they
previously failed many times before with no clarity of
understanding of why just when it happened. It’s definitely not a
competition, which everything is portrayed as.

Most women aren’t interested in how manly (C.R.S.) you are
because something deep inside told them you were human first.
And that was the voice of Love. 

Firstly, we need to take a look at woman-kind, specifically
what kind of woman she is, for understanding the sexual
connection and at what point it should be undertaken will be a
good idea.

Sex has become the sales-tool of the century and the best way
to grab anyone’s attention. There is a plague of filth known as the
music charts, whose target audience is the very young and
impressionable and in the background this very same data is
having the same effect on you.

The outcome is never good, although many think it’s
harmless because they don’t realise the ingredients stored in their
haemorrhaged head drive, or how it negatively affects their life
from the backdrop.

Cause and effect.
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Understanding Sex

A lesson for men and women.
Is there an acceptable code of conduct for talking about a

subject that seems so precious?
If we walked around naked would it get as much attention?
The answer is that it’s not precious and if you think it is, the

fear of lack has besieged you, that fear of scarcity is not one of
sex, because sex is the act of showing love, your problem
suggests that you have a lack of Love.

Sex without Love is fucking. (the Fear of connection)
-An informal function.
Yet, sex is a normal function when in Love.
Should the subject of sex be on the communication agenda in

the first five minutes? If this is the case, then already the serious
nature of a relationship has gone out of the window as one has
immediately subjected the other into the fucking zone. Where
nobody wants to be unless they suffer from a lack of Love
themselves, and they believe this is a good substitution because
of their Fear of connection.

Women are more than beautiful, they are smart, and they’ve
heard it all before. From every angle of our derailed nature. Sex
should never be discussed in the opening moments of anyone’s
conversation, unless you’re two very broken people and want to
satisfy yourself with the informal function.

Men are inherently the chasers of what they were told to
desire which then becomes their normal operating system.
Programmed in firstly by the Cruel Rule of School (better,
shinier) then enforced by the generational effect, the media and
many other normalised environmental factors. All the things
making people perilously unhappy about their function, lives,
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clothes, body and here who you can be seen with. You/they are
only one of a flock to the vast business machines that seamlessly
ru(i)n lives and minds without people having the slightest notion
of their programmed reality, and all of its viscous rendering.

The system planted notions needing questioning their very
selves, assumptions about women, the jewels of life. It’s not until
you start asking yourself about your own behaviour that you’re
going to start getting the answers. Anybody subjected to what
can only be called normal programming in any form is going to
have a mentality laden with falsified realisms.

Also, there are women that like to do the chasing themselves
rather than be chased. They might have gotten out of a
relationship and been hurt by another that instrumentally
demolished the woman’s confidence and so needs to do the
chasing to bolster their confidence back by winning a guy over
hence giving them a renewed air of confidence. They may even
just enjoy the chase. But why would confidence even be an issue
if we weren’t programmed by a monstrous derailing operating
system that destroys everything of our true nature. Love.

In today’s avid Love adventures, most woman are aware that
every single virile man wants to have sex with them typically
before the exchange of names which is generally true regardless
of sexuality status and often caught out when after the act one is
asked, ‘what’s my name?’. Every single man is the product of all
the same tedious lines of programming from social conditioning
sources (media) that have TOTAL CONTROL of their
psychology. The question is, how do women deal with it? When
you apply TLFF, it may seem like there’d be two obvious
answers - one of Love and one of Fear, although this one bears a
slight complication in the same way as the introvert.

The human being has up to 100 billion nerve cells, and those
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that live in Love want to accommodate for as many of those as
possible. That’s just the beginning. Those who live in the worst-
case scenarios of Fear, generally don’t believe they can be loved,
because whatever happened to them before, bought the illusion
that Love is wrong, rude, and/or disgusting.

With physical feeling catered for, we can move on now to
focusing the target’s mind, alongside the physicality. Words have
power, extreme power, to talk about the act as it’s going on, gives
focus, to be able to establish what you’re getting from giving, the
sight, the smell, the taste and how it makes you feel as you carry
on. It is to fire up a part of the body that also needs the attention,
creating amazing control.

And that’s where Love meets Fear. Because you see you have
to trust this person, you have to give your most sensitive parts
access by another, you have to let go. 

Communication and connection are the best tools to
propagate a good sexual experience, understanding the Fears of
another is without question the beginning of a good Love life
although those with the most fears will not want to talk about
them. Trust is a hard tool to acquire from these that live in a
Fear-based world. It will continue to create further circular Fear
trauma as a routine matter of existence.

One of the greatest Love tools is submission, precisely that of
letting go of your fears, giving up, letting go, what have you got
to lose? Breath play. Holding your breath as you get there and
during - be careful!

Sex Coping Mechanisms

Sex is primarily a rancid Fear for a large portion of women
because that’s precisely how they are treated from morning to
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night, it’s not as if they have a mind or a personality thanks to the
marketing budgets of large corporations. It’s essential to know
how to tread or how to understand what stands in front of you as
an interested party, man or another woman.

In the TLFF model of understanding, it would seem that they
would deal with it with Love or Fear, which is the case, but there
is a deeper knowledge which needs to be also understood.

Within the opening days of interest with a potential partner,
the last subject that should be approached is sex. It could and
should be observed objectively to understand who you are
dealing with and why.

Observation in this period will provide you with all of the
information you will need. Consideration is the best tool by far;
it’s the one where your two pupils are needed to study the Love
interest in front of you.

Love

The most stable wo/men those that come from that very same
background, won’t finish at the mention or the notion of sex. To
them, it is natural, and this can be observed from a safe distance
in the regular habitat. 

Fear 

Wo/men that feel that they’ve come from an abusive
experience will close anybody down on that subject immediately
and make it very clear they have disposed of them out of sight
always in mind. As their memory has been baited, and that
person has been connected to previous trauma which is certainly
not suitable for romance to have any such possibility.
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LOVE 

An exception to this rule is where a wo/man doesn’t wish to
talk openly about sex and will be put off substantially by any
such advance. Yet, it’s not because she thinks it’s dirty or any
other negative association. Instead, they hold the subject so very
close to their heart, not wanting to besiege it with disparaging
small-minded gossip. S/he is not an object of desire and THIS IS
SACRED!.

Clarification: 

Group one: Is conditioned with enough stability to see
it for what it really is and can talk about sex openly.
Group two: Doesn’t want to talk about sex because of
previous relative trauma (will cause re-action).
Group three: Doesn’t want to talk about sex because
it’s a revered subject.

In the first few weeks of connection, observation is better
than sexual communication, sex never was and never will be a
right subject to talk about unless it is prompted or observed by
looking in objectively.

All of humanity has been affected by the following problem
in one way or another but has it ever been put into words
effectively so that the affected can get a grip on what’s going on.

The boy that plays the cool confident bad boy McCoy, and
the raunchy bad girl, every man’s mental toy, forever cheating,
twisting and breaking hearts.

-A face of confidence, the mask of woes. For this is their
normal. They do not believe that any relationship will work.
They have trigger fingers and trigger toes. They do not mean to
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be this way. Should they spot something reminiscent of a time
before, off they will be, leaving the blamed squirming on the
floor, pleading for more.

The social butterflies, never standing still but tempting and
teasing at every opportunity not wanting to be won but to win. To
bring confidence back in (C.R.S).

That is the common thread of Fear in relationship heartbreak.
Should it be in the sex section?

Well someone had to get your attention!
If the broken were aware of this they could start to amend

their game. The broken-hearted stand more of a chance just by
knowing. Finding the right words, ‘Don’t be scared’. Maybe the
most powerful thing they never heard.
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“If you think you are too small to make a difference
try sleeping with a mosquito.”

- Dalai Lama
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FIRMWARE PACKET 15.2:
UNDERSTANDING WOMEN (TIME)

Time always was and always will be one of the greatest fears a
woman has, one that gets very few mentions for the exact reason
that Fears are ignored as a composite for all of humanity’s
nocebo problems. The beleaguering subject of time to a woman
means an awful lot to their overall existence and the horrendous
fear of abandonment.

For a woman, the very word time sheds unexpressed feelings
of Fear which are closer to the truth than the programmed ones
that the majority of humankind suffers.

A veritably large portion of women believe they have only so
long with their looks and only so long to procreate. This, in turn,
may stagnate their Fear of abandonment or finding the right male
figure to stay with them for the long term. That’s about as much
explanation as is needed here but the coping mechanisms used
here need a little more understanding.

A timeline is a brilliant tool, one that’s often used in
courthouses by good lawyers to place events that actually
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happened, determined by evidence to paint pictures of
possibilities and probabilities that were either possible or not in
the field of exposure. It’s a tool that easily wipes away hearsay,
and when used in everyday life, it paints a precise indication of
people’s thought-train.

An excellent courtroom example would be: 

Lawyer: Were you aware of the abuse while it was happening to
your friend for the last two years?
Witness: No!
Lawyer: So you were ‘told’ what to say here today?
Witness: (lost)

Time Coping Mechanisms

LOVE
The corner where we hope our romantic interest would aspire

from, although this is not the case most of the time for the reason
Fear has never been acknowledged properly resulting in the
derailment of all mankind. This woman wants to take one human
being and envelop them into her world of Love and light, invest
their whole existence into the person of her dreams.

Words of potential from a lost soul would be enough to drive
the motivation she needed to see in the other party, their spoken
motivation is what motivates her, by incorporating her belief
strategy where they can have common goals. The key to
unlocking this wo/man is you having the potential just by what
you say, regardless of whether you have the real motivation to
achieve it or not.

Your dreams are enough here. A vivid vision of dreams, one
that might even have been said by some to be dry waffle. Hope,
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which is the key to keeping this one devoted. She believes in
you, an inspirational drive motive from a lady of a purely loving
nature.

The bare reality can quickly identify this woman who has
nothing to prove, nothing to gain. She does not need ‘I Love you’
to show off; it’s in-built. And the people she has around her
echoes this by the fact she has a small group of close-knit friends
of the same sex. She doesn’t allow for orbiting strays, primarily a
one-woman, one-man entity.

These humans are a great place to see the fabric of our
reality. No matter how you bend or contort what happens to these
people. The underlying material is of a solid structure of Love. 

Not always but more often than not, the ones that don’t come
from Love, seem to be in a perpetual cycle, and you’d be right to
think it’s the endless cycle of FEAR. But one with a difference. 

‘What’s he doing with her?’ was a common question echoing
around streets with clockwork regularity. And here’s the missing
equation:

Time is the Fear, and with the application of Love; this
woman is looking for somebody to fix. Everybody is!

The most excellent understanding to come out of this work is
the notion that UNDERNEATH the Love/Fear model resides just
one all-powerful energy:

LOVE

Vulnerability is one of the main attractions for beings of
humanity. If you have no Fears, then what exactly would you
worry about? You certainly wouldn’t worry about what other
people thought. You would get up in the morning and have all of
your goals inspired and built deep within.
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You would exist as a super-power, the only force that knows
no boundaries. Everybody has it, and it’s just that some people
have allowed Fears to destabilise it.

Even the very fearful, most broken always try to nurture
others with their destabilised understanding which is often the
most painful learning curve within relationship matters.

To conclude the time problem with Love, usually this person
wants to take one human being with apparent flaws and fix them,
nurture them back to health, and this is the one that’s always
frustrated, you’ll always see them complaining if their nurturing
isn’t working!

Yet, if it did, the challenge will be over, and then they would
be looking for somebody else to fix. If they don’t fix them, they
won’t move on, but their very intense pressure may push the
other person away.

FEAR

Humanities resistance provider, dashed against the rocks
often many times in many ways. The complete polar-opposite of
the above.

One that stems from something, somewhere broken, the time-
fear itself is the most fluid of fears in women, the one that
changes the most within their timeline relative to what happens
within that time.

If there were no instances of childhood tragedies, everybody
would come from the stability of Love.

People that do come from systematic abuse are more likely to
be troubled for most of their lives as the cycle of Fear often
dictates:
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Does this seem like the reflection of a just society or the
remnants of a DESTRUCTIVE twisted model of understanding?

When Fear overwrites Love on the timeline, the immediate
actions are surrounding themselves with orbiters of the opposite
sex to bolster confidence, usually after one has been hurt by
another. If the pain was endured at a young age, the problem
might not go away until they are made aware of it. This is the
same for men and women alike, having many orbiters of the
opposite sex, which can clearly be seen in nightclubs, bars, and
social media.

It’s the best way to tell that they are vulnerable and need (the
right kind of) attention. They really are NOT interested in those
orbiters and ‘take a little piece of each wo/man to make their
own mental perfect being’ which is a very good way to
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proposition it to them, by showing understanding of how they
actually feel and just by doing that, they are one-hundred per
cent in front of the orbiting others.

These women know about Love and its meaning and don’t
like the orbiting realms of their current temporary existence
being mentioned as it makes them feel cheap and is always best
ignored. Is it possible that by these people knowing this, it may
affect their lives positively? Absolutely through consideration.
Sponsored by Love.

It’s not just women that have a problem with time; it’s the
fear reaction of all road-rage everywhere in the world. 

Critical statement: “take a little piece of each man to make their
own mental perfect being” - whilst living with an active

mix of Fears.
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FIRMWARE PACKET 15.3:
UNDERSTANDING WOMEN

(RELATIONSHIPS)

The relationship Fears manifestation is the least likely to change
out of all three Fear topics (time, sex and relationships) in the
female mind over the course of their lives and is less fluid than
the other two as it always stems from childhood family
experiences and whether they left a bed of thorns or a bed of
petals.

This problem again also affects men in a similar way, the
only difference being that men are supposed to be providers and
have been until capitalism made it difficult for the many, even
when two were working to provide for one family.

It’s funny how capitalism has destroyed everything for nearly
everyone, the bigger, faster, shinier capitalism where the truly
mentally derailed super-rich hoard the world’s resources from the
rest of humanity and shout about morality from the top of their
stagnating Fear ramifications where Love does not and cannot
exist.

Is this the reason the most important terms Love and Fear
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have been ignored by psychology completely? For the very fact,
it can’t be judged as wrong or bad?

Back to relationships:
She deals with the issue of relationships again in one of two

ways, with Love or Fear.
In an ideal world, conditioned by utopian values, the woman

would dream of a big white wedding, horses and carriages,
bridesmaids, page boys and wedding cakes that need planning
permission and supportive iron girders. That is exactly how this
woman deals with the relationship Fear using the power of Love.
Behind that Love and behind that dream, there are probably
beautiful memories of her parents and grandparents weddings.

The laughing, crying, the Love and tears feathered with
confetti clouds forming a reason she hopes for this to be her
fairytale experience (Love memory). One after which, she would
be the same wonderful mother as her own had been not too many
years before.

In the same sunny world, whilst provisioned with sunshades,
a woman that hasn’t come from such a wonderful timeline, with
both loving, doting parents having formed wonderful Love
memories has a completely different view on what the love life
means to her, typically a missing father figure creates a Fear that
she has to support herself, and that’s exactly what she does
because her memory doesn’t support any other understanding.
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And so, she normally cannot see another way.

Father Figures

People that have missing parents, ALWAYS as a matter of
course, inadvertently adopt one. Some girls that will date guys
that are older are often looking for that missing father figure.
Sometimes, they don’t have a missing father figure but one who
didn’t fulfil the role successfully for whatever reason during their
childhood.

As a generational effect of this very problem, should this
young woman have children, it’s more than very likely they will
go through having a missing father too and that certainly is a
tragedy for them as they will go through exactly the same
process in the same manner, as we often observe all around us
every day.

The generational effect represents a huge ROLLING problem
in today’s society.
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FIRMWARE PACKET 15.4: ABUSIVE
RELATIONSHIPS

“It’s not the rebels that cause the troubles
It’s the troubles that cause the rebels.”

- Carl Oglesby

The most tumultuous roller coaster ride, introducing while
amplifying every sound, colour and feeling at a rapid pace

making you gasp for breath as your life depends on it. Flatlining
was never an option, massive highs and massive lows on the

same parallel lines of roller coaster extreme sports. No seatbelt,
no seat and no rails.

- The journey of birthing

Love, you’re either born into or without it. Has the cause of this
effect ever been considered? Was it ever just ‘your’ normal? If
Fear has been derailed from understanding, Love has been
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desecrated. Science will not talk about things for which it cannot
find the words. Things so important that they seem like magic,
never considered. Like the consciousness we share. It cannot be
found but we know it’s there.

Magic is just ignorance caused by nescience. Absent,
unattainable and so wilfully refused and disregarded. Never
explored and never thought about outside of what we are ‘told to
think.’ Out of sight out of mind. Was it engineered this way? It’s
not natural yet normalised.

Wanting for nothing in the womb to an explosion of bright
lights, colours and the long-forgotten lung activation process
from everything you ever needed into the world of want and
need.

 Moments of loving tenderness, being squeezed tightly,
wrapped in warm, soft cotton, experiencing something new in
every second and with security.

It doesn’t always happen like this. Child attachment disorder
(in the parent) later becomes attachment disorder (in the
growing child) in future years if the Love doesn’t occur during
the bonding years - a condition you would not wish upon
anybody.

 A lot of children are born into cold hard horridness for a
variety of reasons — the worst possible start you could imagine.
Worst-case scenarios outside of the child attachment disorder
starts are abandonment or children in the system where there
may be little or no Love given in the bonding years. Attachment
disorder will strike again - hard.

 Relative Attachment disorder (RAD) is a condition where
children are unable to establish healthy attachments with their
parents or primary caretaker. Children with attachment disorders
feel unsafe and alone. Those with RAD are so severely disrupted
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in early life, future relationships and life as a whole will also be
impaired. 

The clouds of bonding year Fears stopped the light of Love
already and its longevity has the same lifespan as the host. Very
few people become aware of the condition, resulting in self-hate
in many cases, depression and anxiety being the circle-of-Fear
output of this fear factory.

Self-hate is only possible through a lack of understanding and
not knowing what is wrong. More importantly why things are not
right. You cannot fix what you do not know to be, as
understanding.

When Fear is hard-wired in this way at birth, the output
person is one of critical Fear bias in their neural wiring, their
output in life will not be great either. This can only be assumed.

These usual cycles of Fear stemming from childhood
processes are not to be found or approached in many places. Yet,
it is the very foundation of understanding a person’s plight,
direction, and behaviour. A number of recent studies available on
the internet show at least 80% of people in prison have been
abused in some way or other and always in childhood.

The abuse suffered during those years is wired as normality
in the affected individual’s neurology, and the struggle will
continue for at least another lifetime in a generational, circular
way.

An affected individual will not know how it has affected
them after escaping the homestead conflicts. They will not know
how to look at themselves objectively until at least it’s suggested.
Until confronted about it, they will not be able to see that the
new conflicts were self-fulfilling prophecies where the hard-
wired Fears from another had been programmed into them
without knowing it.
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All cases of childhood abuse will suffer from destructive
patterns of behaviour throughout their lifetime or at least until it
is detailed out for them in a way they can understand set out
below:

Belittlement by parents: Causes a lifetime of
insecurities where the individual will not be able to
take ANY ‘PERCEIVED’ criticism. Even the slightest
suggestion that they might be wrong about something
will regularly stir up behemoth re-actionary outbursts.
Blame and guilt feature heavily in the cycles of those
affected. They always believe they are under fire once
again as it was during their formative years when they
had little or no parental support. It may then become
generational as the hard-line taken enforces it into the
next generation, as their insecurities make them stress
that they can only be right. A lack of Love through
those crucial years makes the recipients wrongly lack
faith in themselves and ALWAYS before other Love
interests in the future. This behaviour is also observed
through favouritism between siblings. Another related
problem is ‘the know it all’. They tell you what they
believe to be true in an overbearing way, almost
forcing their mindset upon others closing down
conversations with others because of how they
approach the conversation. The damage caused stunts
future relationship possibilities moderately early on.
Missing father figure: Children grow up taking on
both role models and responsibilities. The
generational effect is that this normal becomes normal
in the next generation, and any conversation about
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family structure becomes muted without hesitation.
Quite often within the female side of this problem, the
lost fatherly Love makes them frown at allowing
emotion with a male, and lovemaking is a more
formal affair.
Attachment disorder: However, this comes about, it
is by far the worst possible outcome for future
relationships. Humans affected by this will do many
things to end a relationship prematurely and even
when they are aware of it, do not know how to stop
the pattern of behaviour simply because it was hard-
wired in the most impressionable years. This disorder
typically means they do not believe something can
work as their childhood parental Love was destroyed
or non-existent. When these people look for Love,
usually they disbelieve that LOVE is a possibility
because of the intense fears written into their being.
Quite often the dating game goes well as they don’t
put too much emphasis upon the end goal. But the
moment when they start feeling the Love emanating
from within themselves, Fear quickly takes over,
hook line and sinker because Love is not an ordinary
feeling for them. Where once they should have been
loved, they lived in Fear.
Projection: Whatever has happened in the past is
carried in fear memory, especially those moments of
younger years. Should they be that corrupted broken
one, the moment that Love comes into the equation,
Fear springs forward reciting all the horrors that Love
did not bring the first time it was supposed to happen.
It often leads to name-calling and other horrible
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attributes relative to deeply unsettled fears. Projection
shows the extent of the energy that flows into Fear as
when observed, and it becomes an awful bitter
experience where the person that fires it off writhes in
self-loathing upon reflection. Blame and guilt always
go hand in hand in another vicious Fear cycle; ‘They
that point the finger are those with the problem.’ It’s a
horrible place to be and in reflection (memory) causes
more self-worth problems. Again, it’s worth noting
that these people cannot hate themselves. The missing
understanding that wasn’t available to them has made
them feel stupid operating within the former broken
operating system. That is what they hated, being told
what to think and how to feel without being allowed
to think and feel for themselves. Without
understanding Love or the knowledge of its
resistance, Fear.

Coming from a broken childhood does not simply be over
upon escaping from the home where it occurred — the one where
the child’s Fear-induced mental education had been ingrained.
For most of the broken adolescents, the temperament carried on
in the usual circle of Fear, where their previous horrific
experiences had written their nature.

The lessons from day one become their normal at which
point the broken system serves them more cold injustice.

Love: ACCESS DENIED Love: ACCESS DENIED Love:
ACCESS DENIED.

The likelihood is that if they knew, they could change this
from Fear to Love, they would have in their teenage years.

How high is the probability that many people (normally from
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destructive childhoods) struggle with relationships because they
have been ‘told to think’ that winning is achieving better? When
searching for the ‘elusive’ better (which is always evident) the
process causes a partner to be mentally devalued in the model of
old school, state-sponsored division and separation?

Therefore creating life destroying reactions in a circular
lifetime of destruction? In much the same way favouritism in
families causes lifetimes of destructive mental derailment for the
one not appreciated by the parents that conditioned natural Love
into normal Fear?

When someone directs abuse at you, it’s a reflection of them
(their pre-upgraded mind).
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FIRMWARE PACKET 16: LABELS

Examination of a label according to a wordbook:

label /ˈleɪb(ə)l/ noun
A classifying phrase or name applied to a person or thing,
especially one that is inaccurate or restrictive.

We’ve previously looked at introvert, extrovert, and ambivert
and examined how they are just temporary events caused by
momentary motivation (L/F). Ones that flow about in the wind as
different experiences bring different things out in different
people.

Energies attract like energies and repel so-called opposite
energy that doesn’t resonate with that moment in the same way.

We must be aware there are all sorts of energies and not just
electrical type as we remember to clarify that emotion is energy
in motion. Have these energies ever been concluded for
themselves? It’s not even pleasant for animals. What would it do
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to you? Remember how you felt the last time somebody labelled
you!

Let’s have a look at how the goalposts are moved around on
labelling people. All sorts of different conditions get their names
changed regularly, because of the negativity it brings. But the
new label is no different. That’s the reason why they have to
rebrand it time and time again.

Labelling is that of creating permanent negative energy about
a person, it’s almost like enforcing the Nocebo effect. Hour after
hour, day after day. And what does it do to the person, the
labelled entity? It creates pressure, and it tips the jug of falsified-
reality through a funnel into the labelled target. There is no other
way of looking at it.

Negative energy attached to a human being brings negativity
- it’s undeniable.

Now that you have an understanding of the energies involved
in our everyday lives, you must start to be aware of one of the
most important things that go without saying, although it is rarely
reported:

Words have power.
There is substantial evidence of it throughout this operating

system upgrade.
Tell a woman earnestly that she is beautiful and watch her

system fuzz for want of a better word. Electrical impulses and
chemical reactions are sent into frenzy, all behind a ‘directed’
single word.

The most broken in society, those that live with the most
rigidly instilled fears will disappear should anyone label them,
and it will surely be the last time they will be seen. They are sick
and tired of it. In extreme cases, to the point that your life’s in
danger for what you just said, even if you suggest they might be
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of the nature that needs a label. You to them, are history. The
Fear we can associate with this is that of the narcissist tool
‘belittlement’.

Throughout their childhood, they may have been belittled by
a broken parent. Who knew not of this understanding, and their
parents did it to them in the usual generational manner where the
horror story became the norm once again one generation later,
with the same problems arising as the last in the horror story we
got used to calling normality.

Those who live in the most Fear are the first to use the
labelling process, almost as if it shifts blame, from those that
were blamed for everything once upon a time. Those that now
live in fear-memory recollection?

The underlying problem with labelling anybody is the
dehumanisation that results when you get belittled to the point
where you no longer feel human because you’ve objectified by a
temporary status tag. Once you objectify human beings, you can
do whatever you like with them because they have little or no
moral standing and the energy known as Fear, well that seems to
do the rest of the damage through nocebo. Pre-upgraded people
often use labels to justify their awful behaviour towards others. 

When we view others as objects, we justify: 

● Avoiding them
● Attacking their character
● Climbing above them
● Gossiping about them
● Seeking revenge or retribution (doubling a problem through
the objectifier’s Fear propositioned hate (the one that points the
finger is the one with the problem!) 
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All the by-products of that old devil called Fear again. As it
usually does, it circulates time and time again, until the cycle
becomes broken, within the person using the damaging tool, the
Fear cycle. Once you’ve belittled somebody, the connection is
always lost. And if there is no connection, this is where Love
cannot go.

Every time connections are broken with people because of
the Fear cycle, the lower down you become in the systems of
anything as the lost connections starve your being of the
nutrients your story needs for you to succeed.

With this new understanding, the need to label recedes, every
time a Fear is identified and then nullified: With TLFF,
understanding the fear before you makes labels hideous, archaic,
needless entities.

Meanwhile, in the real world, labels are applied willy-nilly to
anybody who shows any relative sign of one of the
predetermined analogies and the phrases are quite awful in
denoting that you weren’t right in the head. Yet, the underlying
cause of these insidious labels had not been understood.

The Condition was FEAR within a mentally derailing
operating system. The very phrase Mental is regarded with much
disrespectful ambiguity itself and surely should no longer have
any place outside of its dark historical British asylums although
the word men is of Proto-Indo-European roots meaning ‘to
think’, and so in doing so we should look at exactly what
environmental factors/toxins have caused any DERAILMENT
and maybe subscribe references to the exact derailment process?

Q. “What’s up with you?”
“I got derailed by bad health”
“I got derailed by some fearful disinformation”
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“I got derailed by a few bad experiences”
“I got derailed by environmental neurotoxins”
“I got derailed by the previous operating system where I could
only ever be bad or wrong!”

This is just food for thought, but there is NO denying
EVERY effect has its cause.

“I do not identify as some insidious system label of
temporary significance that will create a lifetime of systematic
abuse.”
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FIRMWARE PACKET 17: FEAR
RESPONSES & BELITTLEMENT

Take a look at this screenshot: Google 26th May 2020.
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All major psychological problems seem to be reactions to
extreme Fears, and yet when you look into them, the very word
Fear often never comes up and yet every single ‘property’ of Fear
is listed instead.

How could we go so wrong?
What disorders can disunderstanding bring?
Could the previous state-sponsored way of operating be

classed as disinformation? Installing an operating system that
was systematic in driving people apart and not understanding the
relationships between physical properties?

In this packet, we shall examine one of the typical responses
that we find in the regular cycles of life. Although, never
discussed as the usual response to Fear, because this previous
model of understanding made that a non-starter.

For specifics, this response has stopped a million constructive
conversations all over the world every minute of every day.
That’s a lot of daily damage you can only agree with?

Belittlement

Used when a person’s foolish arrogance needs to overcome
another person, to enforce the aggressor’s point. There will be no
morality spent here and also used as a reactionary tool in a battle
of wits (two people trying to understand their Fear processes
without ever knowing what they were doing because the
information wasn’t available). Although it is starting to seem like
any reaction is an attempt to close conversation.

What do you think?

Q) Where does the problem stem from?
Google # 1 result 2020:
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What do you call a person who belittles others?
“Persons who speak or behave as if those around them are less
important than or inferior to him/herself might be called
supercilious or officious. Persons speaking disrespectfully of
another person’s accomplishments might be called disparaging or
dismissive”.

We can all remember how in the typical pattern, an upset
teacher might belittle a student that starts thinking for oneself
with the quickly fading Love of the subject by exploring outside
of the standard authoritarian schooling rules of normality.
(Everybody is guilty no matter what your standing is and brought
about by ignorance, artificial negligence!) It’s demeaning
behaviour which shouldn’t be used. Demeaning behaviour is that
of which is always intended to cause severe loss of dignity and
respect of someone, words or actions intended to lower, degrade,
debase, discredit or devalue a person. This is not a reflection of
teachers in general but the teaching practice that replaces
thinking with repeating. A very relative problem in society today.
And look at those that dare think for themselves…the
outsiders…crazy… Because they dare to look further or deeper
than the rest because of the LOVE they had for the subject, that
seemingly made no sense?

Look at the world today!
Whilst having the MOST fitting results, Love and Fear seem

to be the least used relative nouns in psychology.
While we all engage in all of the above tools to some extent,

they are all used the majority of the time under the implication of
Narcissism. And while it is wrong to be identified as such, it
exists in every single one of us through manufactured schooling
practices. It then becomes a generation trait, being passed on
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from one generation to the next to form what you know as
normality.

 One that has to stop with you and I.
The most destabilised humans in their formative years, act in

the most diminished ways as they grow up, and in today’s world,
because Fears are completely ABSOLUTELY ignored as the
primary cause of all psychological problems.

Society has been destabilised by one of many control
systems.

“Ignorance is the cause of all suffering.”

- Dr V.A. Shiva
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Stabilisation upgrade is
75% installed.
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FIRMWARE PACKET 18: BEDTIME
STORY

In the US sleep deprivation causes more road traffic
deaths than drink and drugs
Lack of sleep drastically weakens the immune system
Lack of sleep doubles the risk of cancer
Destabilises the regulation of blood sugar
Causes blockages to the coronary arteries
Is a key factor in anxiety and depression

Little adds so much value to somebody’s story as a good night’s
sleep. It comes joint winner with nutrition although it is often not
possible to get the required amount of sleep which in turn causes
sleep deprivation and all of its tributaries of relevant (-)
outcomes. Good sleep is a must. It’s never been recorded that a
human has died from the lack of sleep, yet they have killed a lot
of animals trying to find out what happens and ironically can’t
agree as to what kills them?

You don’t have insomnia. You have unsettled Fears.
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Like most of the firmware packet amalgamations using
TLFF, there isn’t a need to say too much about it as it should be
becoming immediately apparent now we are getting towards the
end of your upgrade. The packet itself presents us with an
excellent opportunity to put the problems relative to Fear to bed. 

Now that we’ve identified what causes outrageous behaviour
and all of the other associated problems, we must learn the
process of their entanglement and delivery in our lives. When we
have a subject matter, we can instantly define somebody’s stance
on it with appropriate body language, patterns of behaviour and
words. All of which will sway from one state of existence (Love)
to its relative polar opposite (Fear). 

During the interaction, specific patterns of behaviour, body
language and words will give rise to quickly identify the
unspoken fear, the exact thing we should be poised to identify
with our new understanding.

Love doesn’t need as much attention as it’s not the problem.
But when we identify the Fear, we can work towards nullifying
its existence in yours. LOVE is the focus of your being (energy)
and so only you can discuss it with relevance.

Math

The beauty of Kruyology is that of simple mathematics
which is true of every subject known to humanity. It whittles the
erratic overbearing behaviour of your persistent symptoms down
to manageable bite-size components that are easier to manage.
Could it be said that because there wasn’t an answer as
ridiculously simple as TLFF that nobody wanted to try and
understand? Problems shared are problems halved.
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Back to Sleep!

On the streets, a by-product of not being able to sleep
because of PREVIOUS TRAUMAS is the regular route of self-
medicating. Solidly concreting Fear as the missing link in the
gateway mechanism.

From that substrate forward, everything goes further
downhill, where one or two units of alcohol become inebriation
before retiring to bed every night. As the inhibitions get lost in
the process, it leads to a spiralling route of typically catastrophic
events like not eating correctly, late mornings, lost jobs, angst,
and injury to name but a few of the many misadventures of the
Fear bound.

Research shows that a chronic lack of sleep, or getting poor
quality sleep, increases the risk of disorders including
cardiovascular disease, high blood pressure, diabetes, depression,
and obesity obviously - exactly what killed those animals.

Studies have also shown that people that are awakened after
REM sleep are able to solve or cognitive puzzles than those that
were awakened after NREM sleep.

Fear causes dis-ease (by releasing exosomes when cells are
poisoned by Stress/Fear)

Another sleep problem often stems from not being
challenged enough. Your functioning brain goes into overdrive
when you are trying to sleep almost having a clear-out. People
that suffer from hangovers the day after are more or less
suffering from no sleep. The loss of consciousness is not the
same as sleep.

 The Fear factory is this damaging.
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CORRECTION CENTRE PATCH

At the beginning of this upgrade, we stated there are two base
emotions and two motivational forces (Sponsors). Justified to
draw your attention to them as the critical subject matter, which
is not Love or Fear.

It is how you invest your energy. 
Here we will make the correlations: 
Love is indeed the key (emotion) of positive stimulus in

everything it aligns alongside with. Nothing has as much power
as this function, and nothing creates stability as solid as Love.
Love knows no boundaries, it is ever-reaching. Should you feel a
negative emotion towards somebody - especially if you haven’t
met them (politics) - this is programmed old school failure. An
unclean notion. Love is the benefactor of everything worth being.
When something lights you up, you always feel a spike in your
energy.

Should you feel anything that doesn’t bring you warmth,
connection or question it is indeed possible you’re in the wrong
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place at the wrong time unless you wish to learn from the
experience (suggested path of action). Love is easily identified. It
exists in tones of voices and actions. Love is a guarantee that
things get done better. Love cannot be denied, only mystified and
clouded over and out. It motivates things to be made the best
things they can be made to be. It motivates people to be the best
people they can truly be, and it truly is a motivational force
nothing can surpass.

Fear comes from moments past. It is fake. Love cannot be
accurately defined whereas Fear is what terrorises your being
most, now easily defined and identified.

Hurdles

We come to these things called hurdles in our lives, obstacles
standing in our way. The most productive people don’t see these
as obstacles, those with Love in their hearts, those that live a
positive life. A perfect reason for being more positive.

They are in fact not hurdles at all. They’re just things that
need more of you. The key to all of your successes, needing you
to make friends with them and working out what they mean to
you and how you need to see them in a different light.

That’s what they need from you. What do you need from
them?

You’ll need to decide whether you have the Love for the
situation they present to you or the Fear of what you imagine
them to be, and this will always determine what you make of
them. Something which subsequently decides:

Whether you have the love for the matter or you don’t, which
should stop you from doing whatever is in front of you with
immediacy, and only you know what is.
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If it’s a case of feeling forced to do it, this would be based
upon a simple understanding as to whether you become friends
with the obstacle or you stand there with your arms crossed with
the same words of disaster and lack of responsibility that shaped
the rest of the many’s current reality. Love wins every time.

Love says HELLO!!!!!! to everyone, and whether they
respond or not, you will be remembered and noticed the next
time and every time you cross their path. It makes other people
happy — not just the one doing all of the shiny happiness. Love
sings loudly on the cloudiest days, lifting others momentarily
away from their programmed state-sponsored Love-Hate
mentality. Love makes you live loudly and brashly without a
worry in the world. Love is energy; it travels in waves and
radiates outwards and focuses through connection. Everyone
Loves you when you show Love. It’s the entire secret and every
rule behind all the Laws of attraction. It is merely every strength
you ever needed. And it’s free and already installed, yet sadly
overwritten by the state-sponsored Fear franchises along the way
in the pre-upgraded human.

Fears: lines of programming from the past. Remembered
conduits of negative moments, formed by a host of ingredients.
Ones which will never be found again in the same way, for the
same reason, or at least until you learn to look at them
differently, everything is a lesson. You have been given the
option of living by one of the only two mighty proponent
emotions. The choice is yours.

We are now fully aware that ‘Fear closes down every
possible type of connection’, those that would lead to all relative
things. Relative things being, all of which we need from life, a
VERY powerful statement.

The people that started life in the most rocky fashions have to
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leave that homemade stew exactly where it was to move on
because they have the most to gain. Those people of rancid,
remembered, repeated relationship woes, need to stop judging
each new person by the last, or else THEY become all of the
problems they perceive other people to be and more often than
not, MUCH worse!

If once you became broken in youth, the likelihood is now
that you are the breaker (even of self).

If once you became abused in youth, it’s likely now that you
are the abuser (even of self).

The list goes on in the downward spiral of fear.

It wasn’t acceptable then.
AND IT’S NOT ACCEPTABLE NOW

Be aware of your Fears and how they affect others. The exact
reason ‘it’ all happened in the first place, maybe because of how
your (their) parents were brought up. You must be very aware of
all RELATIVE Fears; at every possible moment. They are the
darker side of you (them) and your (their) persona. They occupy
a partition of memory which was then used to become a
regulatory driver of the damaged operating system, which can
only define itself as a corrupted operating system.

Not operating with the Love you were (supposedly) born
with, but with Fears hammered home as a child by parents, or
other faces that should have been trusted. It’s true to say that they
(in many cases), the broken parents did no wrong; it was just a
branch of ingrained ignorance. They were taught this way and
without a working model of understanding.

Every single one of every person’s dark thoughts is born and
bred from a passage of Fear, installed during the formative years
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in the darkest years. They usually resonate for a lifetime.
Affecting every decision ever made because of the reality of
which they were never made aware. The simplicity of life was
overwhelmed with Machiavellian devices which robbed
generations of their happiness and Love and laughter, causing
friction and tension in every path all have travelled.

Identifying Fears within, and those in others, suddenly made
it easier to care for those people that seemed once to be a conflict
of interest, a negative entity within your existence ~ the last
person you wanted to see.
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Acknowledge the presence
of your Fears

by the discomfort they cause,
and then change

your reactions to it.

CHOOSE LOVE.
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THE SHOWER ROOM

“Most people do not see their beliefs. Their beliefs tell them what
to see. This is the simple difference between

clarity and confusion.”

- Matt Kahn

Let’s imagine that Love and Fear are hot and cold water supplies
coming out of different taps. Yet, there are no coloured indicators
on the taps indicating whether it is hot powered or a cold supply
and the only way to tell would be to switch each on.

The very first thing you would notice that was significantly
different is the steam from the hothead spray, but we won’t call it
steam; instead, we should call it aura.

Steam would cloud the surroundings making them obscure,
distorting your vision of the solid matter enveloped by water
vapour. It would create an air of warmth, and you could identify
as many shapes and forms without much imagination.
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That vapour is just as real as the structures it dances around
leaving a trail of perspiration on everything it touches. The sweat
of Fear, a sodden path that can be traced back to its sponsoring
trigger easily. One of the woebegone Fear-laden memories
attached to the reality of many because of a lack of
understanding.

The steam around the solid matter is the closest analogy you
could get to narcissism, and so are the brief images it portrays
that could be perceived to be real for their (only ever) momentary
slice of time within your existence. It is the Fear and dancing
stories which cloud the cold hard light of day with imagery that
appeals to every mind in many different ways.

The hallucinogenic effect of Fear-driven stories and concepts
to hide the truth. The truth that ‘the’ driver is not of Love, but
that of Fear. There is no other truth - NONE but ONE.

Love cannot be defined as you will see from the fluctuating
divergent dictionary definitions, because Love creates invisible
tentacles of connection, sprawling radicals of new possibilities.
An energy that’s ever-growing, everlasting and ever reaching
with a more effective reach than that of light, energy with no
boundaries, borders or lines of division that cannot be defined as
it strives merely to reach new heights in its world of creation.

The properties of which are Growth, Joy, and Reward to
name but a few.

Aura, the light spectrum seeks to enlighten the dark, the
absence of light. The lack of connection created by imaginary
Fears, boundaries, and deep divisions that heckle the broken
unsettled ones whose fears shadow the profound depths of their
imagined reality. The lost that needed some light. The cold hard
light without the fog of doubt, the mist of their perceived misery.
The belief that they cannot and will not. The normality of fear.
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There is only this moment, and it is nowhere (now-here).

(Be advised that every next MOMENT gets DETERMINED
by the energy invested in the HERE and NOW! My Output-
Ment=To think!)

While Love cannot find a proper definition because of its
pattern of growth and wanderlust potential, allowing its users to
do wonderful and often unexplainable things. Fear is pinpointed
quickly through its format that can no longer hide because of the
understanding of Kruyology and the Love/Fear model of
knowing. Love grows like Ivy while any Fear is instantly
recognisable after the first shocking act of disarray. Always
leading up to words of opposition denial, the words and bodily
reactions that hold all of the answers within, every single time by
knowing acts of ‘supplication’.
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MINDREADING AND INTUITION

Energy-in-motion can only pass through the now by always
having an effect on future slices of time by its very nature. This
controversial packet of firmware questions and answers -can we
mind read?

Can we work out the complex wandering vapours of
somebody’s cognition with little or no interaction? It would
appear so, and when we apply the solid binary science of TLFF
to it to make it less like a magic show and with the old school
operating system in place. You’d be surprised how much you can
tell about a person just from their lines of visible programming.

Underneath each person’s elaborate mask of words and
actions always lies something much less complicated.

The first thing that needs to be recognised is whether they are
currently being sponsored from Love or Fear? That’s the first
part of mind-reading; the second part is identifying precisely
what Love or most importantly, what Fear they are empowering
by their strategically masked keywords and actions.
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And there you have it, mind reading.
There aren’t that many different mainstream Fears. They are

just the standard pre-upgraded human lines of programming that
everyone gets subjected to, relative to the TLFF and their
formative years of growth.

Expressed by evidence given in people’s everyday routine,
we can use our knowledge covered in TLFF to gain a firm
understanding of what someone is going through mentally in the
moment. Under observation, we can understand their past
journey and in the case of a pre-upgraded human, read their
future with confidence. Generally, with the clarity of knowing
that it’s a recurring circular action should ‘Fear’ be the
motivational driver which would be the only ever reason for
looking. Keywords around denial or ego help us to define the
sponsoring Fear.

The first point of contact we must observe to get the most
precise understanding of ourselves is relative to coping
mechanisms. We will call these ‘mental habits’ (uniquely
propositioned to each person), those that deal with unwelcome
thoughts with sudden outbursts before the unwelcome train of
thought gets traction and the mind tries to deal with these ‘habits’
without actually knowing how to because of the missing model.

This is only possible due to the circular motion of the
problem and the preceding trigger thoughts, leading to the
comprehension of what’s coming next. The process could
translate as mind-reading, but actually, it’s just observing the
reaction to a trigger in the current moment.

If we observe such behaviour in another, is it possible to read
anything into it? There may well be some visual or spoken
triggers from which the discomfort arises unless the triggers
could as well be from a long-winding thought train. Although,
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this has a lower possibility of occurrence as these ‘habits’ will
only happen in the presence of others as an overcompensated
masking procedure.

If it’s negative behaviour, it’s Fear related. Love does not
need to cope, while Fear dresses unnatural behaviours to make it
seem normal…Upon observation of such behaviour, be aware
that the individual is of discomfort, and their Fear needs
diverting as the subject matter.

The whole process is easier the better you know somebody
because of the connection status you have with them and the
flow of energy allowed.

Ego

The topic of ego relative to mind reading is a slightly more
focused insight. As we can get more clarity on what the actual
fears may be within the mind. But because the ego is a broad
term, that could be used to describe a large sum of insecurities
easily recognisable by the way ‘it’ needs to dress them up.

Ego re-action is quite a straightforward coping mechanism to
read. It EXACTLY highlights the perceived weaknesses of a
person that uses it in their uncontrollable outburst.

The only problem you may come across in identifying it is
whether you know the target individual well enough to determine
whether it’s ego or the truth of the matter (typically acts of
supplication). Ego is overcompensating at its best descriptor.

A person who is confident on the current subject doesn’t brag
about the ability or even mention it. Doing so is the classroom
Fear re-action of trying not to look stupid for the rather insane
notion of acting intelligent.
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Coping Mechanisms

Being able to read between the lines of different coping
mechanisms in itself, is best provisioned, reading a target’s
emboldened statements, ‘acts of supplication’, determining what
they wish to be true giving you the most unambiguous indication
of what’s going on within the mind at that precise moment in
time relevant to the verbal context.

To get a finite idea of a given fear relative to the subject
matter, one of the best ways of exposing it is to look for specific
points of railroading within a conversation. In the same light, we
can look for aspects of Love through a person’s oversteer on
particular categories within the communication.

Relationships

This is where it gets interesting. We can start to read people
with more clarity because we have a better grasp of the different
aspects of the target’s driving forces. Words or actions of Love
are natural responses while Fear reactions are normalised
unnatural behaviours.

The power of nothing: Is silence golden? It has a great
property as a conductor is in undue situations. Why mind-read
when you can mute yourself and draw thought out of another
because the Fear driver is of unleashed energy? Love does not
suffer in the same way, it remains silently evident and never
needing words to render its validity. Another prominent factor
when trying to contemplate the state of someone’s mind, other
than the truth-drug alcohol, is to let them go into ‘free-will’
mode. Just be silent around them to activate this mode of
compliance. In fact, avoid them. When people think they have
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the freedom of expression (or drugs and alcohol), they will
express how they feel inside without inhibition. You’ll need to
remember all of their actions and all of their words are more
direct and it shows a lesser masked screenshot of their mind
when they do this in the sound of silence.

Interestingly the term ‘avoid’ in Latin means ‘to the void’.
Implying what you resist will persist. They were really clever in
the old days, how did language get so mangled? Is this what has
mangled so many minds?

Can you read a person by their Fears? All you need to do is
apply silence rather than science, to a subject. Almost instantly
that subject will start making statements. Outlining what their
Fears and weaknesses are by the acts of supplication they
endeavour to dress them up with.

The Mask Mind Reading Game!

Play with all of your friends! The object isn’t to win!! Hold
on ... What???

The purpose and the prize are to grow and learn together!
Could there be a better game?

All you have to do with your friends is to determine what
another’s (observing third parties) motivations are when they’re
talking. Then you can get a great picture of what’s going on in
their mind, and the signs will be prominent throughout. Every
slight body and verbal signal is significant and came from one of
two motivational forces.

The observation target may well wonder what’s going on?
Any following conversation may well be beautiful (Or not
depending on the Fear-factors involved and their relevance to the
observers). A great way to make friends by using external
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observations and the key of Love by unlocking opportunity
potential and personal growth.

On your marks, get set, GROW!!!!
Ironically the question was never what the motivational

drivers were for the observed, but why does everyone cloak their
truth in this sorrowful engineered dystopian mess of mass mental
derailment?

Response Management

There will be some keywords in everyone’s vocabulary that
will cause closure and shutting down with immediacy. When you
see the closure of services within a person, it’s wise to tread
carefully, but just showing some understanding at that moment
can change a connection for life.

People will be more capable of controlling their thoughts
when they are aware of the repressed fears that are the only
thoughts that can take over and instantaneously ruin everything.
Fears often scream at the vast majority and the ones that won’t
go away and then become nightmares. The ingredients to all of
your nightmares are all of your Fears. The components to all of
your dreams get created from all which you Love.

From this moment onwards it’s a case of changing your
perspective, from what did I see/feel to what energy am I
observing/emitting and its reason for being?

Previously known as Intuition.

Line of Sight

As far back as 1857, people’s interpretations of ink blobs and
ambiguous designs were said to determine a person’s personality
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characteristics and emotional state. Yet, again, there was no
mention of Love or Fear in what was eventually named the
Rorschach Test. However, today, with TLFF, rather than using
random shapes, we can replace them with random words and
motions to determine the path and drive of individuals and
ourselves (most importantly).

Understanding TLFF, makes mind reading and intuition
second nature.

Everything has been overcomplicated.
It’s time to return home.
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THE ZOMBIE APOCALYPSE

Physically alive but spiritually dead (spirit being the
energy of self-perpetuation)
Deprived of independent thinking
Dependent on mental slavery

It is said that people hear voices in their heads.
This is how it’s written and reported across the mainstream,

resulting in its complete acceptance and without question. Is it a
fair assessment of what’s going on or just an invalid statement in
the normal repetition mode?

Voices that have no volume, no mouth, and no accent. That’s
what the masses have been forced to believe, while sitting down
and shutting up as the good boys and girls they are told they were
in compliance to. Repeating without thinking. Even those
derailed souls with the label of schizophrenia that report it as
true, have no concept as they had not thought about it until you
ask them to read this sentence in their mind, repeatedly:
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“… it’s not a voice. It never was.”

It is Energy-in-Motion ONLY defined by the words in your
vocabulary and sponsored by repetition out of the Fear of
looking stupid. Hold on!? The people it happens to, repeat it?
Repeating what they were ‘told to think’ about IT? without
thinking? It had become just another programmed consensus by
the unthinking repeating entities.

It was the focus of Fear on both sides of the coin. And the
Fear is caused here by the suspicious 'voice in the head', the
terror cell of the unknown.

What are these apparitions in your head called thoughts? It
very much looks like it's a representation from the language of
consciousness. Is this the language your body uses to
communicate? It has many implications if this is the case and it
solidifies all of the practices of meditation which definitely
works wonders for anybody in the game.

Fear has been by far the loudest and widely damaging part of
everything in a person’s existence. The motivations that are from
Love are a comfortable part of your reality like the sofa in your
front room and cause no issues like the Fear-driven rabid dog
growling at you with no barriers between you and it.

Fear has a voice that zombifies too many beings. Did you
know: Nostradamus predicted zombies in 2021? Do not
empower Fear.
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Thoughts
=

Words
=

Energy
=

Power
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Your thought-train has unimaginable power should its focus be
appropriately directed. Everything would be achievable if you
isolated your Fears to nullify them.

Their dirty clouds of power-draining Fear-driven negativity
tainted everything you EVER saw or thought.

Had you been aware of its systems of behaviour and how it’s
worked continuously against everybody. Life would be a
different place today:

School: Obey or Fail
Religion: Obey or Hell
Government: Obey or Jail
+ Scient(ism)ists have said ...
- 1960s - no more oil in 10 years
- 1970s - another ice age in 10 years
- 1980s - Acid rain will destroy all crops in 10 years
- 1990s - The ozone layer will be destroyed in 10 years
- 2001 - Anthrax will kill us all!
- 2002 - West Nile virus will kill us all!
- 2003 - SARS will kill us all!
- 2005 - Bird flu will kill us all!
- 2006 - E Coli will kill us all!
- 2008 - The financial crash will kill us all!
- 2009 - Swine flu will kill us all!
- 2012 - Mayan calendar will end. We will all die!
- 2013 - North Korea will start the Third World War. ‘We will all
die!’
- 2014 - Ebola will kill us all!
- 2015 - ISIS will kill us all!
- 2016 - Zika will kill us all!
- 2018 - Global warming will kill us all!
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- 2019 - CO2 will kill us all!
- 2020 - Corona will kill us all! (opportunity capitalised)

All resulting in additional taxation or a loss of ‘so-called’
rights (theft & extortion).

Yet, no real understanding of it? Tumbleweed, yet the truth
be known?

Fear disables us, divides us and destroys us.

The control systems Live by Fear! These scientisms are
repeated all over the world in every country, making institutional
MEDIA racism a must-have tool of derailment. You wouldn’t
want everyone to think that just a few people ran every part of
every existence in every country when you have this power.

What the unthinking are ‘told to think’ is the home of
repetition which rules the roost.

The Muppets were doing a better job of education than the
prompt repeating illusionists called politicians (operated in the
same way).

The average person doesn’t realise that all racism and hatreds
are programmed behaviours. Institutional programming.

The average person hasn’t thought about it. They’ve not had
the ability to look outside of what was within. They might form
either racists or anti-racists which are both on the same side of
the coin, doubling the problem in every corner.

Name a governmental entity that appealed to the unthinking,
'repeating' masses who then went on to commit atrocities which
the winning sides went on to 'parrot' forever more.

Energy attracts like energy. ‘Them and Us’, is another win
for the system of separation and divide. You cannot fix one
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problem with another problem. We are one, but divided every
time the media or education labels people for the differences of
which makes us human.

Tourettes

The minute it hit the headlines, England saw people
practicing the trending health disorder in public places. Everyone
had seen someone with the new image of disorder. It was
everywhere, until it was out of the news.

Certification

The very last thing you will receive on the back of Kruyology
is certification. Kruyology is about understanding. It is the
renewed course of humanity. One which has been lost to the
certified.

Most professionals live in Fear of losing their certification by
their organised corporate control system should they speak out
against any part of their controlled profession. This Fear is
disempowering and costing lives through wilful ignorance. To fit
in some evolutionary psychology, mankind has been devolved as
far as hominid mentality. Monkey see, monkey do.

To the people of the future, if you ever wanted to know what
the zombie apocalypse looked like, imagine people staring at
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screens everywhere, looking for something to ‘repeat’ because
they thought that made them LOOK intelligent, witty or
thoughtful. Something to be known as the Love/Fear Paradox. A
process where it wasn't realised that your intelligence is fired by
Your Love for the subject and little else matters. A condition
where the very meaning of words was being overlooked and
overstated without thinking. Without thought. An engineered
process, the derailment of mankind.

The unthinking then becomes unseeing, just as cognitive
dissonance prescribes. You could put solid evidence in front of
their face and all they could do would be to refuse to see it. And
if they are not thinking or seeing they become unfeeling, reliant
on falsified reactions - Zombified.

When you question the engineered ostentatious, everything
always falls apart as they had no Love for what they were 'told to
think'. Although this was dependent on how badly they were
affected. False laughter, mockery and visual tragedy would often
follow when attempting connection about their view of the
subject matter.

Entrenched with the Fear of not LOOKING intelligent while
beating thy neighbour. The damage done by the CRUEL RULE
OF SCHOOL, the home-state of Narcissism. Scorn, mockery and
belittlement being the most focused forms of ignorance known to
humanity. Nothing goes lower than ostentatious belittlement. The
absolute socially conditioned derailed mentality.

“Schooled, Ruled and Fooled.”

- Dr Darrell Wolfe

It is not known how many were affected.
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CLOSURE

Imagine for a moment ...
… if they had taught about motivation at school in this way.
… if they had taught your parents or their parents this at

school.
… if they taught about Love and didn’t imply Fear through

competition against those you Love.
… if all of the pop songs in the world aimed at adolescents

didn’t put so much pressure on being the one and only, one of
intensely focused Fears dressed up as Love. Or stopped using sex
as a weapon.

… if they set you free of mental slavery - the reason the
world is in the state that it is.

The world would be a better place.
The upgrade is nearly complete.
On every firmware package our software detected a-ha!

Moments in your neuropathy.
That which constitutes “I get it!”
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You’ve got it sunshine!
The Knowledge. The Power. The Insight. The Understanding.
It’s yours.
To behold and to give.
Now it’s your turn to change the world.
For the better.

Understanding is much deeper than Knowledge.
There are many people that know you

but very few who understand you!

A recent social media statement that was doing the rounds
was “It’s okay not to be okay”, highlighting everything we have
considered during our short time together at Kruyology HQ.

DO NOT FEAR LOVE. DO NOT FEAR FEAR. MAKE IT
STOP NOW. MAKE IT STOP HERE!
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KRUYOLOGY 1.0

Here is a list of pseudo-emotions taken from the internet:

Don’t they all seem negative?
There is only Love or Fear in the Model of Emotion. THE

ONLY TWO things that drive Energy-into-Motion.
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These have always been ‘feelings’ sponsoring one of the
TWO emotions. Every thought/word/action is sponsored by
Love or Fear. It is all there is.

“Fear does not prevent death, it prevents life.”

- Naguib Mahfouz

In effect, it seems that through the model of right and wrong,
good and bad, incorporated with derailed words and meanings
(intelligence, emotion, feelings) has caused the majority of
people to create an almost schizophrenic personality disorder in
the way they run foreground and background services.

The subconscious background services run the truth of self
(nothing else here is possible as body language asserts) and the
foreground services run the masking system of how we were
‘told to be’ by which we were ‘told to think’ which controls
‘what we see’. And let's face it, we can all agree life should not
be the way it is today, with all of the spiralling mental health
problems that are in fact rapidly devolving humanity. How would
life change if our conscious and subconscious were running the
same truths rather than the implied, ingrained conflicting data?

Every cause has an effect.
The letter to one became a call to you all. I wish I had written

to you earlier, I'm sorry this was not possible. It turns out we
were all ‘system’atically abused and in its ‘normal’ cycle of
modifying behaviour, caused more abusers. Can we deny
this now?

It wasn’t until I wrote this that I realised why I was sorry. My
Fears had been ALL of my problems. Every single one. Heckling
me into thinking I was going to suffer mindless abuse since I had
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been derailed so as to comprehend Love was Fear. Without
realising Love was just inherently built-in and no mention of the
destructive Fear framework to be found. Life's most important
thread of information which had NEVER been explained
ANYWHERE, leaving me to protect myself from my own
derailing ‘system’atically-ingrained perceptions. I still had to
learn the Meaning of Life whilst living in MEMORIAL Fear.

My Fear was my ignorance, amongst every catastrophic
experience which Fear perpetrates. I was re-acting because there
was no known understanding. I had become re-actionary through
not understanding why? It was all engineered by a system that
enforced ‘repeating’ while forcibly stopping any thoughts or
questions. The very beginnings of the many threads of narcissism
contained by hierarchical processes that were sternly ingrained
into us as children.

Repeating without thinking had become a core process in
many people's lives at every level of existence. The very nature
of the ‘repetition’ game ensures any further questions regarding
the ‘repetition’, would be hit by a barrage of Fear re-action
CLOSURE techniques. Things such as mockery, scorn and all
other negatory indicators of all mankind's derailed and
haemorrhaged head drives.

Many ‘normalised’ people only had this type of output to
give, for them there was nothing else when trying to look
intelligent by re-acting to what they were ‘told to think’ about
intelligence. Implemented by the control system whose specialist
subject was always separation and division.

Mental health was always about having the wrong thoughts,
which caused the wrong words and reactions. How was this ever
possible?

Right at the beginning, I said I had chosen Love over Fear,
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but this was compromised by the fact that there WASN’T any
understanding. I learnt this upon the very writing of it, after years
of endless thinking and discussion with anybody I could attract.
There were only a few.

My persistence gave me shocking moments of clarity, leading
me to connect with people running different derailing processes.
In a short time, even the dismissive people were thinking about it
too. I got so much positive feedback I was shocked. I saw change
in everyone around me. I felt it too.

My own reactions had completely subsided. Somehow
through my persistence, I had reprogrammed myself. Fortunately
‘re-actions’ were the grimmest part of my behaviour. The very
reason why this was written. Slowly but surely, each and every
one of the people I had talked about it would approach me and
say, ‘you were right about Love and Fear!’

I also had many important words of encouragement coming
from people who loved to help others and those needing help:

I was successful in changing some people’s world already
and I Loved the feeling.

Now it’s your turn.
People often mentioned that I was ‘seemingly’ intelligent,

but this was not the case, I had the same equipment as
everybody else and on my outset, I had taken on schoolwork to
forget the horrors of life at home. I was lucky in this respect.
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None of the ‘mental’ equipment has any validated testing
procedures which completely invalidates the understanding. I'm
sure you’ll agree?

The outcome of everybody's life is determined by the
formative years environment and the Love within or the Fear
instilled. I had been lucky to have been saved by Arthur and
Patricia Mason (and Pat’s two sisters Rosie and Nelly), who had
become the most wonderful loving grandparents. They were
somewhere in the spiralling chain of relations I was adopted into.
I owe them everything and regularly go and tend their graves.
They created my most beautiful memories.

Arthur didn’t say a lot, he would often place something in
front of you and sit there grinning like a Cheshire cat. It was
frustrating when trying to work out what he was leading to, but
wow did I have to think! It was always hard work but a lot of
fun, how could it not be with such an intense grin beaming away
and there was no escape from its radiance.

They had a coal fire with a built-in oven in which Nan used
to cook the most wonderful Sunday lunches and teas that were
always to die for. They lived in a gingerbread stone house that
used to be the Bridge house for an old Steam railway, with a
stone bridge beside it in a little village with woodland and a river.
These were in the times before the chemical skies. This was
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heaven. I had no idea this was Love. Absolutely none. It was
Natural and these wonderful people proved it to me.

The opportunity to ‘think’ bears enormous fruition but is
inopportune when your system is derailed by a stark authoritarian
corporate mentality via the ‘control systems’. I didn’t care for
beating people and seeing them look down. I always knew
somewhere everyone was in the faux competition that wasn’t
meant to be. I had never liked any form of compliment. I never
wanted to be put on a pedestal above anybody, knowing
everything I had learned about mental abuse.

We are all equal.

My natural instinct and the law of connection helped me to
get here. I had chosen Love, fortunately it was already built-in
yet horribly derailed. One example in my teens was in passing
my driving test. The instructor came back to the car after I had
parked up after the test and said, “never mind, you’ll win next
time”. I said, “I did!” She asked why I looked so dejected. I told
her the people either side of us were crying. We drove home.

I remember in another slice of time around fifteen years ago
when I saw a post outlining that the average person couldn’t
think. I was horrified, probably even re-actionary upon seeing
these words. How ridiculous, I thought!

Now I know this to be evidently true as we watch the
walking dead repeating everything the tell-lie-vision tells them
to. We certainly do seem to be living in the Matrix and becoming
unplugged was not a valid option for the many, in the same way
as understanding Love and Fear wasn’t on Animal Farm, our
current reality where some pigs have put themselves in charge of
the rest of the livestock. Take a look around you at their results!
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The world has never had so much illness or mental derailment.
This is NOT progress. This is Capitalism.

“Shortly, the public will be unable to reason or think for
themselves. They’ll only be able to parrot the information they’ve

been given on the previous night’s news.”

- Zbigniew Brzezinski, 1972

They made a blinding job of this. In the background
everywhere in the world, there were beautiful signs of
understanding from people everywhere. They were always there.
They distinctly had some idea of the truth. Intelligence had
become a substitute for not thinking, and thinking for the many is
comparable with going to an extremist gym.

Never easy at first, especially when you have to beat yourself
up for the subjective derailment of the previously implied model.
But words, meanings and understanding seem to have been
completely derailed over the course of time and without
question. Without thought. They all knew in their heart what they
didn’t believe in their mind.

Thinking had become my second nature. I now Love
thinking. I appreciate the time to do so as I watch people
constantly mute their derailed and detrimental ingrained
thoughts. Those which relentlessly curtailed people's lives as if it
was some black magical spell of the ‘so called’ controlling
bodies. Control was always the word and without labels and
borders, it was never possible.

People only ever became criminals because they were
belittled by the system, the very same system that would make
themselves look good by seemingly doing something about those
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labelled as bad and wrong. Had life become impossible for many
due the confines of the previous model?

Those that were only ever living in Fear without a model of
comprehension to get to grips with. The ones they created with
creative labelling techniques making the status quo think they
had it all in hand, when in fact they were always all of the
world's problems. The cause of each negative dip in
everybody's equilibrium. Remembering and repeating was a Fear
bound journey right from the start, yet the cause of this effect has
had a MONSTROUS effect on humanity in so many ways it
really needs better consideration. From You, the important one.
The human, not the strawman.

We can now take a new highly focused look at the cause of
the DIRE mental health statistics around depression and anxiety.

Could depression be associated with the competition
model infused with the subjective right/wrong,
good/bad paradigm?
Could anxiety be associated with remembrance
repetition?

It took me many years to realise that I was suffering from the
detrimental condition ‘anxiety’, which caused all of my re-
actionary circuits.

When I was a child I learned to read exceptionally fast,
locked in my six square metre box room, also the cat’s dungeon
with its unsavoury cat tray odours, placed upon newspapers from
which the fleas would break the silence landing upon. But it was
a better place than being physically, mentally and emotionally
abused. In actual fact, it was amazing how much I learned having
had uninterrupted thought space.
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There is always equilibrium.

I stopped reading when I was sixteen, on escape from the
house of horrors, I stayed the night in a deserted council estate
garage. I had more important things to do like build a life from
the wreckage within. I could only conclude everything by what I
was 'told to think', which made things much worse. I dread to
think how many people have perished because of this
disturbingly dark model of existence called ‘normality’?

I used to be the loud music, baffling Bafta re-acting, mind-
muting reprobate and I was living the lie. Silence is my best
friend these days with clear thoughts that made sense, finally!
Ironically, I used to keep myself busy to stop myself thinking.
The thoughts were of a model that gave no closure.

The model of the pre-upgraded human. Previously we were
fish, unaware of water. Humans that weren’t aware of the most
important model in the world. The Love/Fear Framework which
underpinned every thought, word and action in everyone's life.
The source code of this episode has changed me completely. It’s
not an instant conversion, it requires thought and practice
(properties of Love) in each section.

If the option was never there to know them as ‘Fears’, only as
different labels, what was the possibility of proper closure? It
would be similar to turning the car radio up because your car
exhaust had fallen off, and that's what I was doing.

It wasn’t just those who abused me, somewhere ‘she’ had
been somehow abused, and right there, was a knock-on effect in
her men. Everybody and everything has a reason for derailment.
But until this is understood, these people will carry on being
judged as wrong and bad.

And that in itself is not right. It's the beginning of every new
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disaster story. It has to end with understanding which leads to a
new beginning.

How was it possible to doubt what could well be the biggest
trigger of mental illness known to humankind. The worst
psychological poison you’ve ever come across. Black and white
death - causing millions of lifetimes of suffering activated from
homesteads, screens, and classrooms within walking distance of
every single person alive.

The academic plague, the one where you couldn’t question
your source code or conduct because of the conduct of the
source-code itself. The source of all problems relative to not
being able to interact on any level whilst repeating what we were
‘told to think’. The model of right and wrong, good and bad was
insidious on every level. Repeated every second of every day by
the unthinking. Sitting in front of their authority box, the home of
every uncandid word to affect mankind.

Entrenched by the missing model of Love and Fear.

uncandid (ʌnˈkændɪd) adv
in an uncandid manner; not openly; guardedly

déjà-poo noun
a feeling of having already experienced this …

“Two percent of the people think. Three percent of the people
think they think. Ninety five percent of the people would

rather die than think.”

- George Bernard Shaw
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******** Artificial Negligence is coming to an end ********
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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YOU are now one of the most comprehensively understanding
human beings due to your Kruyology upgrade.

YOU will hopefully change the Meaning of Life on this plane of
existence for many.

Now you’ve had the introductory upgrade, you’ll be able to
see it clearly with no turning back. There is no option to undo
this programme. It is done. And you are the world.

You will now have a more transparent field of vision and a
stable reality thanks to your new mindset, relative to purpose.
Nothing exists without reason for doing so (via cause and effect).
The objective of knowing that every feeling drives energy into
motion, energy with the power of truth as a subconscious driver.

Rather than Fear, which creates more extensive, ever-
growing shape-shifting fantasies with its competition based
egotistical coping mechanisms. One that has dealt society the
brutal, modern-day reality of mental slavery. Political narcissism
has become the accepted norm on the wrong side of Fear-driven
politics. With debasement, degradation, brutality, railroading, and
gas-lighting, they cannot seem to have a political conversation
without it.

Their false Fear-driven reality, one of immense Fears and
zero Love for the nature of the game in which they embezzled
into. The ones they attack? They will be talking directly from the
heart WITH DIRECT EYE CONTACT, whilst you watch the
ENTRENCHED system actors reading from their scripted,
‘here’s what we want them to think’ data.

THEY have the power to change the world in SECONDS to
one of extraordinary potential, one they couldn’t imagine
themselves as they lie to achieve their broken self-serving
realities. Yet, they will have you believe they are in absolute
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control. Their tactical Fears prove this not the case with their
Fear-laden world of masking tactics and blame while trying to
suppress their shame.

Creating the illusion of pseudo-power instinctively consumed
by the (engineered) mechanically repeating, unthinking status-
quo. Seeds planted strategically by the media made television a
disgusting thing to observe when you are aware of its tactical
prejudices. The death knell for millions of humans.

How could you allow this to continue?
Everywhere we observe people doing things, the best they

can to help somewhere, apart from those helping themselves. The
truly sick with their lapdog Media spouting about how they're
helping everybody. They wouldn't get away with it without these
threads of disinformation.

Governments pretending to help in purposeful events as far
back 1666 when they declared everyone dead at sea, during the
fire of London. Creating the muchly hidden straw man and the
birth certificate (your legal fiction) as every legal professional
knows, whilst carrying it on, breaking the law of the land
themselves and making mankind into livestock. Hemming them
into borders and separating them whilst programming them
against their neighbours. Hiding information from us through
schooling practices, hence separating and separating time and
time again.

“No longer can we question whether someone has got a brain,
the real question was always have they got a heart?”

- Drew Kruyer

And when they talk about the dark ages, know that nobody
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has come so close to destroying mankind and earth and all of the
animals in it. But that's none of my business. We are all equal.

rEVOLution
You’re going nowhere without the ability to EVOLve.

You will livE backwards, through Fear.

Stop children masking their natural behaviour.
Stop 'normalising' children into a model that serves
nobody but the beneficiaries of the system.

Find the Love in your heart for something and focus every
moment on it. Win it. It’s yours. It always was. When you find
this, then you will find true Love. Attracted by the engine of
intention inside, the magnet within.

Until the time when many people upgrade to Kruyology and
make all of the changes themselves. The state-sponsored
stupidity will become one of the horrors of the past. One that
future students, like your grandchildren, will discuss in different
life lessons, recognising how far and wide-ranging it had affected
society and sadly all of the people in it.

“Eyes. They speak all languages.”

- Ralph Waldo Emerson

The ability to test the progress of a person moving into the
light of understanding will be by measuring the growing eye
contact that will occur naturally as Fears subside out of the
person’s being. Naturally understanding their absolute invalidity
and worth into a new world of concrete unity through the
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knowledge that the energy of Love or Fear dictates every single
thought word and action in every person’s world.

~ The measure given by Kruyology.
When levelled up, eye contact will be with new confidence,

which Love brings. You spot somebody across a divide, and eye
contact connects, hold it and smile. They chanced to look for a
reason, all of which has meaning.

Pre-upgraded beings will falter and shy away or revert to the
implied narcissism-istic tactics of their current ‘normal'. All this
talk of fear has been autonomously re-enabling the power of
Love through UNDERSTANDING, it is ready to spread like a
viral rEVOLution to change this world from dread and Fear.

Psychology once used to be described as a study of the soul.
Those thinking from their memory are those that run their pre-
installed programming. Those who believe in their personal
vision within their hearts are writing their life stories with the
Love previously overwritten by competition Fears installed by
the cruel rule of school. Newborn babies and animals are better
by instinct alone.

spirit /ˈspɪrɪt
1. The non-physical part of a person which is the seat of
emotions and character; the soul. “We seek harmony between
body and spirit.”

Your spirit is a reflection of which e-motivations runs deepest
within your lifetime of events (how you invest your energy) and
what IT is doing to your physical self, timeline, and your future
health via Love or Fear. How you spend your energy, ‘that's the
spirit!’

The more Love you apply to any situation, the better the
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situation furnishes you. To do everything with a light-hearted
cheek and never rudeness (Fear amplified in an uncomfortable
re-actionary manner) is only ever a reflection of the path of the
person in use of the rudeness abuse.

The power of Love uses the tentacles of connection that
delivers fruition to everyone who’s in on the act. Love is one of
the irrefutable laws of the universe where the more of it you use,
the better you become by the absolute rite of passage.

Greed, hate, anger, jealousy, whatever the derailing Fear, can
be nullified upon its acknowledgement by concluding that they
are and always were irrational and toxic.

You cannot be here at this stage without the process already
working for you or your understanding of those around you.

Derailment is what happens to your nature, not a damning
label determining whether you are normal or not.

“There are two fundamental motivating forces: Fear and Love.
When we are afraid, we pull back from life. When we are in Love,
we open to all that life has to offer with passion, excitement, and

acceptance.
We need to learn to Love ourselves first, in all our glory and our
imperfections. If we cannot Love ourselves, we cannot fully open

to our ability to Love others or our potential to create.
EVOLution and all hopes for a better world rest in the

fearlessness and open-hearted vision of people who embrace
life.”

- John Lennon

Admitting Fear is the strongest, bravest thing you can do in
your lifetime, before you cast it away with your head held high ...
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Heroes are made of this way of life. There are no other
ingredients other than the Love for yourself that takes you
everywhere you’ve never been.

Now we have a better understanding of the model; you must
know precisely what’s required of you.

We’re not talking about jumping off cliffs or sticking your
head in the oven:

** THAT’S COMMON SENSE, USE IT VERY WISELY! **

Dr Masani Emoto has found many lines of evidence to
support the output of energy via what is deemed to be
consciousness, either divided into one of the two values, Love or
Fear within their umbrella terms. We can keep going further with
chakras and the whole meditation community who focus energy
lines and centres. Our bodies electrical energy can be measured
with a multimeter if you ground yourself and create a circuit.

The lines of research are endless and all there for your
journey of discovery.

The first law of thermodynamics, also known as the Law of
Conservation of Energy, states that energy can neither be created
nor destroyed; energy can only be transferred or changed from
one form to another.

1. One is destructive, causing undesirable outcomes
EVERY SINGLE time. (F)

2. The other one is constructive, building connections,
where the energy flows in and out.

The more connections you have, the higher the source of
potential permitted. It’s not a complex understanding. (L)
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Love is the creator, spend your energy here.
Life is not full of ‘hidden’ messages and meanings. It is only

the concept which is full of smoke and mirrors, masks and lies,
the outputs of Fear. Those bits shining through, commonly called
intuition, is the Love shining through to remind you to get back
to basics.

There is a clear message in everything, including the way
people treat you, a sign of their mind and their Fear provoked
dementia or their Love-filled pasture of pleasant feelings, sights,
smells and sounds. There is an intelligible difference between the
two. Everyone needs to learn this reality first hand by
experience, NOT by repetition.

It’s your job now to reach them and teach them. To Love
them.

Personal growth can only really begin when you let yourself
be naked, without the masks that every single person has HAD to
develop — experiencing that feeling until it becomes a natural
course of action, and you become real again. Something many
people won’t experience their whole life until now, after the
problem has been uncovered and resolution is finally possible.
Smiles are beauty personified.

It won’t be long before everybody associates with the
Love/Fear model of existence. That of Kruyology. It will become
commonplace to identify similar Fears in dissimilar people. It
will however lack the dark tones of the previous 20th century
state-sponsored mockery mode. It’s time for change. It’s time for
you to practice your new understanding. Focus your energy. Give
Love and share Love.

There will be nothing else to wish for.
Everything will be attracted to you without the resistance of

Fear. The law of attraction is The law of Love.
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New sayings and expressions that highlight Fears will
become a part of the modern world slang as the first line of the
reality that no one knew before it was all put into words.
Recent estimates show that it took 100 billion human lifetimes
to put these facts into words, finally. That’s the estimated
amount of human lifetimes our beautiful Mother Earth has
witnessed.

This highlights the ‘repetition-thinking’ problem. Why has
nobody been able to THINK about it before even though all of
the evidence was there and most people were on the verge of
understanding it naturally? Because it wasn't in the curriculum!

THE PROOF IS IN THE PUDDING.

Outside of the box they say? The box is the problem.
Communication is at an all-time low in chip-on-the-shoulder

land, the chavesty of bare-faced mockery taking centre stage
after the cruel rule of school taught nobody anything but Fear.
Coping mechanisms sprung up with the usual well-polished
falsified laughter. Implying somebody ‘loved’ being horrid after
years and years in an education system that destroyed the world
of many.

A place where they taught so many things that made no sense
and had ZERO meaning to people told to ‘repeat it’ as the
relevance of their self-worth. Those that made it? They came
from a place of Love.

“They think they’re better than me” became a standard 20th

century everyday quote with no value whatsoever. And was a
quote directly formulated from the implication of competition-
mode schooling.

Some people had become so damaged, so devoid of Love
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from attachment disorder they won’t or can’t hug, and getting
them to Love was an alien concept.

I too had become one of these people. A friend called James
identified this in me and scared the life out of me by giving me a
hug. Some people cannot physically connect in any way because
of established Fears. What they remember Love to be from
childhood was all but Love.

Everything is mathematically perfect; there is no such thing
as luck or coincidence. What happens to you is relative,
accurately and undeniably related to the energy that you invest
into the surrounding soup of your beingness. The ingredients of
your existence. When you’ve experienced the energy behind Fear
and the destruction it causes, you cannot deny when invested in
Love, the power that created every story of wonder that ever
made you smile, is all you ever dreamed of.

If you live in Fear, the energy that creates your personality
(spirit) can only be one of masks and lies. Yet the more Love you
live with, creates not only wonder but the ability to see things
with a beautiful new perspective. Never possible when the light
of Love gets clouded with the toxic vapour of Fear.

‘Don’t talk to strangers’ was one of the first things we ever
learnt, yet we allow strangers to have one-sided conversations
with us in the media, people that seem to care, so it seems. Even
when they're caught lying time after time after time again.

The media push detailed agendas using keywords through
narcissistic integrity which you would realise if you could
interact at any level. Paid by billion-dollar industries, the
fruitfulness of having somebody else tell the lies means having
no come back for those in their flourishing field. It’s not a human
right, it's a human fright, the last thing you need.

Biased disinformation mixed with different tones of music to
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cause effect. Actors. They say love is a drug, but if Fear was,
these are the crack dealers (was that a bit harsh?). Worth their
weight in gold to big corporations, the governments of the world.

Seven billion people and we talk to yet a handful. Seven
billion people into whose eyes you’ve never looked because you
have been competing with thy neighbour, and exaggerated what
you determined to be your worth. Yet none of it is true. What can
they do for you and you for them?

Connection: Love gateway.
Fear is the rickety backbone of every lie ever told, the cause

of every argument. Ones that should have been a constructive
conversation, Fear wears masks of many colours.

When the mouth masks Fear, the subconscious quickly
corrects because it cannot lie - it’s born of Love from the heart of
your being.

So many people are afraid of tiny little eight-legged spiders,
Fear planted into them like every other Fear. When your mother
did the shocking, “Oh my God, there’s a fucking wasp!” Kung-fu
dance caper, shocking in many ways but a part of everyone’s
childhood at around the same time as the OMG! a spider routine.

The answer isn’t merely to do everything with Love. The
answer is to acknowledge your Fears objectively, to build a
friendship with them, to understand them, to settle them, to
quieten them. To overcome them. All that’s left then, is the
LOVE energy-in-motion you were born with.

You in your purest natural form.
There is nothing else to spend your energy on thereafter ...
Nothing is as powerful as knowing The Love

Fear/Framework and how to deal with the dips in equilibrium.
The reason why the darkness hid it, out of sight and out of mind.

If you harbour a lot of Fears, no one is responsible for them
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but you. The likelihood is that you’ve done more damage to
yourself through recycling them over the days, weeks and years,
than the perpetrator who brought them on initially. You became
the problem because of this missing model of understanding.

Blame - Forget it!
People often ask how to forgive? It seems almost impossible

when we feel so wronged in any timeframe.

Forgive /fəˈɡɪv/verb stop feeling angry or resentful towards
someone) for an offence, flaw, or mistake.
“I’ll never forgive David for the way he treated her.”

It was always more than a flaw or a mistake, it was a
manipulated lack of understanding, it was a generational model
of dystopian values. No one is perfect. And despite what you
think nobody ever did anything bad unless they are prone to the
ULTIMATE mental illness, GREED or the most destructive
personal problem, Fear. Nobody means to do wrong. The
previous model was the artist every time.

To forgive is to stop blaming or judging. Otherwise, YOU
become THEM in the circle of Fear. To understand that the
individual was lost in their cycle of Fear and the previously
undigested generational pressures that once (yesterday) became a
person’s ordinary world.

The Love/Fear framework has always been and always will
be the factory of your existence, the meaning of life, the
bookkeeper of your experiences, the writer of everyone’s
tomorrow. Everybody is a book when you care to look inside at
the drivers of their behaviour.

When you live in Fear, it (the factory) will be grinding,
groaning, whining, clanking, and the very last place you would
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want to reside. Yet, if you lived naturally, the factory would
become a pasture of dreams where your reality would thrive
alongside you, the crack of each new dawn would be a delightful
way to start writing your clean white pages.

We should all aspire to Dawn, and her beautifully blank
pages, where all that matters is whether the writer woke up
impaled with Fear or inspired by Love.

LOVE UNRESERVEDLY AND SEE YOURSELF
GROW EXPONENTIALLY

You can’t reach out with what you were ‘told to think’. You
can only 'repeat' it with the same results as everybody else. You
can’t analyse something with the same thinking as everybody
else and come up with a different answer. Bob Marley called it
mental slavery. Look at what his Love did for him.

I apologise to those people I reacted to and I feel sorry for
those who abused me. Subjects such as paranoia, bipolar, PTSD,
eating disorders, fashion victims, or any of the other
psychological ‘labels’ which have Fear written all over them will
be left to the professional thinkers and doers to determine what
part Fear plays within them, which may well be you?

Until now, everybody has been restricted by some or all of
their thoughts.

Thinking is hard work, but listening is equally hard. Reading
is more than remembering words, but analysing what they mean
to you in your moment. Carrying the words around with you and
applying the sentiment to that which is called nowhere, the here
and now. Everything takes hard work. Cross-examining and re-
applying every moment takes your energy but gives you the
frequency of gold. Thinking is everything. That’s why they try to
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stop it from happening, making your mind lazy. That's not you.
This is not us.

“Love is a superpower.
Don’t be afraid of it, you’re made from it.

Fear is a prison, your darkness is every grade of it.
Spread the word loud and clear!

With the power of Love and not of Fear.”

- Drew Kruyer

Previously, it has been said that the Meaning of life was
relative to the number 42 according to Douglas Adams, author of
‘The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy’.

“The answer to this is simple.” Adams said. “It was a joke. It
had to be a number, an ordinary, smallish number, and I chose
that one. I sat on my desk, stared into the garden and thought 42
will do. I typed it out. End of story.”

In the alphanumerical world [alpha(betic) + numeric(al).]
numbers play an important part in our reality. The numbers 143
relates to ‘I love you’, and 43 to ‘Love you’.

How very close he was, only one digit out!
This is a whole world of new opportunities. And it’s all

yours. You should now be able to read every single person
factually and understand them almost perfectly (with practice!)
by understanding their energy!

Love is not a series of chemicals. They are caused by
emotion. It’s the focus of our energy.

Every thought, word or action you make is sponsored by
Love or Fear.
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Memory has been abused as a cognitive function. Connection
is the source of EVERY opportunity.

Me? I lost touch with the person I used to be. This was my
opportunity to start a conversation with you, the world.

Spread the word:

“143”

The system will now go into denial. This upgrade is now
complete, your humanitarian system needs to restart.

Go to bed and restart the world.
It’s yours. All of yours.

This is not the end.
This is just the beginning.

DREW KRUYER
I AM NATURALISING
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AFTERWORD

I would love to know what you thought of
Kruyology: The Meaning of Life.

You can write a review with your thoughts at:

Amazon
Goodreads – search Drew Kruyer
Facebook.com/Kruyology

Connect with the author:

Facebook.com/Kruyology
www.kruyology.com
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

I might be wrong about certain things but at least I tried. It’s
everyone’s duty to EVOLe.

I’ve never been religious and would like to explore this in
future endeavours with you. It seems to be the age of
disinformation and I like to look outside of the boundaries of
certificated endeavours. ‘Controlled practices’.

My mum was a methodist and my dad was a spiritualist.
Subsequently, I became a methylated spirit. I could go on to say
that my mum was from Iceland and that my dad was from Cuba
rendering me as an ice cube. That would all be conjecture as I
don’t know that much about my history, but what is true, is that
I’m here to break the chains of consensus and I wrote this in
God’s name, simply because I don’t believe what I’m ‘told to
think’ about Life (or death) especially with the Earth in the greed
ridden engineered state it is in.

I want to change this world of disinformation and
programmed consensus. I wanted to explore Love and Fear in
this work but other pressing matters presented themselves during
the ongoing thought processes. I have been subjected to many
things that I would like to look at in a different way and I’ll do it
with my pen if this is the only way?

I want your help, your connection. Conversation. We need
each other. Nothing makes more sense. What do you think?
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